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HOLLAND CITY NEWS

Holland
the Town Where Folks
Really Live

VOLUME 32 — NUMBER

Local

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN, THURSDAY, MARCH

10

Church

Roads on

EIGHT PAGES— PRICE TEN CENTS

DemocraticWomen Will

Programs Ready

To Adopt Korean Child
About 75 persons attended a
board meeting of the Holland-Zeeland ,y°ung Women's League Tuesday night in Harderwyk Christian
Reformed Church. The board consists of the executive committee

Seeks to Vacate
Site

and two representativesof each society in the league.
Plans were made to adopt a
Korean child. Plans also were announced for a spring banquet April

Council Anthonies
Architects to Proceed

A

Holland Since 1872

7, 1957

Young Women's League

».!i

The Newt Has Been

ConstructiveBooster tor

For Tulip

Tune

Festival in

May

Meet

in

HaHan Stresses

Grand Rapidi

Local Democratic women leaders are planning to attend Democratic Women’s Day sessions at
Junior College in Grand Rapids
Saturday, March 16. Women’s Day
this year will be observed in vari-

ous sections throughout the state
instead of a single rally in LanInitial

Order Calls

For 120,000 Copies

Active Services
Of Red Cross
Hood Bank
And Swim Programs
Disaster,

sing.

Holland women

in charge of
name tags at the meeting are Mes-

dames Preston Shaffer,John
For Wide Distribution
Important in County
and the May League meeting
Roberts, Richard Roberts. Robert
which will be held May 6 In Over*
Tulip Time programs for Hoi Greenwood, Don Tlmmer and
Of the 10 essential service proConsiderableroutine work ocisel ChristianReformed Church.
grams operated by the American
Mrs. Ed Koops, new League presi- land'a annual festival May 15 Frpnk Cherven.
cupied City Council for more than
through 18 were being distributed Registrationand coffee are Red Cross, three are particularly
dent, presided.
an hour and a quarter Wednesday
today. The order calls for 120,000 scheduled at 9 a.m. and a lunch- active In Ottawa county. James A.
Refreshments were served
night in Council chambers on the
programs, but more will be pub- eon at noon In' the Junior Col- Hallan, campaign chairman for
the hostess church.
third floor of City Hail.
lished if the supply runs short, ac- lege cafeteria. The speaker will be South Ottawa . said today as he
Lynn Bartlett.Democratic candi- called attention to the fund camcording to Tulip Time leaders.
A petitionfrom Faith Christian
The program this year will fol- date for superintendent of public paign now in progress.
Reformed Church for vacating
These active programs take in
low the standard format of pre- instruction.Also present will be
roads on Nies. Court was approvvious years, with greatest empha- Mrs. Thomas Kavanagh, wife of the disaster service under Hans
ed and a public hearing set April
sis on such oldtime popular attrac- the attorneygeneral,and Mrs. Suzenaar,the blood program untions as parades, street scrubbing, Marguerite Clevenger of Ottawa der Dr. O. van der Velde, and
17 at 7:30 p.ra. The Issues on va
the swimming program under Joe
klompen dancing, flower show, county.
eating were explained by Atty.
band review, Tulip Time Varieties, Transportation may be arranged Moran.
Vernon D. Ten Cafe who also disby calling Mrs. Shaffer at 7172 The country’s goal this year Is
etc.
played maps on how the church
546,519. but there U no active camThroughoutthe planning,leaders after 5 p.m.
expects to use the property. The
For
paign in Holland area since Red
have borne In mind that the tulip
plat was drawn up some years
Cross came under the community
skago, but the cul de sac drive was
ALLEGAN (Special)—At least a itself Is queen of the festival, and
Chest last October and approxinever built. The church acquired
dozen different Allegan county the tulip lanes, special plantings
mately 520,000 was earmarked.
and
mass
planting
at
tulip
farms
the property some time ago.
groups— including the Red Cross
The county’sdisaster program
hold the main spotlight.
City Manager Herb Holt presentCivil Air Patrol and Civil Defense
functioned in Ottawa county last
Special
events
call for a costume
ed a report on a study of the
organization— were busy this week
April during the ^roado at Hudband shell for Kollen Park, and
planningto be ready for what show-oper athe first Wednesday
to
sonville. Statitlsticsreveal that
Council approved his recommennigh',
in
Civic
Ce
n
t e r, a West
spring might bring to the area.
Haven
at
the
intersection
of
US-31
and
M-21
tornadoes, hurricanes, fire, flood,
INJURED
REMOVED
Ottawa
Michigan
Invito
tional
Choir
Festidation authorizing the architecturand they weren't thinking about
famine or drought strike on an
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Awbrey was treated
County deputies assist in the removal of Mrs.
val Thursday night in Civic Center,
al firm of Kammeraad and Stroop
tulips or daffodils.
average of 300 times each year in
Stressed
to prepare plans, specifications
for leg injuriesand shock at Holland Hospital
Jewel Awbrey, 60, of West Olive, after the car
'The tornado season” — being the popular BarbershopParade of
the United States. In the past 30
and contracts at a fee of actual her husband, William,76, was driving collided
Quartets
Friday
night
in
Civic
and released.
discussed as blithelyas residents
years, disasters— great and
time spent at 56 an hour per archiCenter,
and
the
bnndreview
and
Rubbish
and
truck
route
ordinwith one driven by Fay Ewers, Jr, 29, of Grand
(Sentinel photo)
of another zone might talk about
small — have affected every state
tect plus necessarymaterials but
the "rainy season”— isn’t going to Tulip Time Varieties Saturday at ances will be more closely watched Int he union.
Riverview
Pa/k.
in any case not to exceed 10 peras
a
result
of
several
complaints
catch Allegan napping as it did
"Here in this community, we
cent of a bona fide low bid includlast April 3 when three twisters The program folder, divided into which have filtered in to civic of- have helped our neighbor across
ing time spent In supervising concut devestating swaths across the three sections, lists all scheduled ficials recently.
the country through our contribuevents and times on a day-to-day
struction.The report pointed out
City manager Herb Holt this
county
tions to the Red Cross. And if
that preliminary estimates of cost
1 morning called attention to Sec. 4The Red Cross, through Disaster
disaster should strike here again,
are somewhat higher than presDaily attractionslist the flower 7.14 of the ordinance code which
Chairman David Weston of Allewe would find our fellow citizens
reads: "No person shall haul rubent funds available,and it can be
of Parallel
gan, the Civil Air Patrol’s squad- show in Holland Armory, NetherEmployment of a full-timere- ed at a partidpating program for rons at Allegan and Plainwell and lands Museum and Little Nether- bish on the streets of the city ex- everywhere coming to our aid
assumed that some material will
through the swiftly mobilizedrebe donated at cost. The resolution
creation director and an allocation varying age levels for the entire the Civil Defense organization, lands, and Baker Furniture Mu- cept in covered trucks or covered sources of the American Red
city—
not
just
certain
areas.
containers
so
that
such
rubbish
was adopted mainly so that a
headed by Sheriff Walter Runkle, seum. The Dutch Fantasies, poputaf 530,000 for development of
Cross,” Hallan said.
St.
Hinga called attention to the all have been hard at work in re- lar attractionfor many years, will cannot fall or be blown upon the
more realistic approach to financThe blood program makes whole
joint
city-echool recreation prorecommendation that the recrea- cent weeks, drafting plans they bt presentedthree to five times streets."
ing can be made.
blood and blood derivatives availperties
.were
proposed
Wednesday
Holt also requestedthe police
ALLEGAN (Special) - PossibUtion councilbe employed to "locate
Council approved a lengthy resdaily during the four-day festival.
hope will not have to be used.
able through the American Red
olution approving action by the Ity of changing from angle to par- night by the citizens advisory com- and engage a full-timerecreation
Klompen dancers with hundreds department to pay particular no- Cross without charge for the prodSeveral other organizations,inmittee
to
City
Council.
tice
to
the
code
and
to
emphasize
allal
parking
on
Allegan’s
main
director In order to use the facili
Board of Public Works to will a
cluding the various county hospi- of girls in picturesque Dutch cosucts. The program is geared prinIts enforcement"especiallyduring
Council took the report and re- ties as suggested wisely and fully.”
part of the old Interurban right of business streets was discussed by
tals, the Allegan Aviation Associa- tumes will perform each evening,
cipally to meet the day-to-day
the
spring
when
so
many
people
commendations
under
advisement
city
councilmen
at
Monday
night’s
It
was
also
recommended
that
way to the Ottawa County Road
as well as performingin the first
t'on, factory workers, schools and
whole blood needs of the 3,900 hosare
cleaning
tip
their
property."
The report was prepared by Joe the director be given full responCommission at a cost of 57,655.76 session.
the cqilintyhighway department parade Wednesday afternoon, and
pitals it serves, but also U prewith the city to retain an ease- TTie fact that new model cars Moran, city recreation director, sibility for the development of a have been drawn into the overall providing pre - parade entertain- The problem of keeping large pared lor rapid expansion to meet
trucks
on
the
routes
designated
and
approved
by
the
20-member
year round, full-time all-age re- planning. Civic and social organi- ment for the parade of bands on
ment 16 feet wide for public are getting longer and longer was
large scale requirements for blood
last year is largely a matter of
utility purposes. The resolutional- blamed for the increasing problem group appointed by Mayor Robert creation program in Holland.
zations, as well as municipalities,Saturday.
occasioned by disasteror national
education
for
the
truckers,
police
Visscher
last
October.
of
traveling
on
the
main
streets
as
Hinga
also
suggested
that
Counso provides that the county road
The 1957 festival will be launched
emergency. About 1,500 chapters
,have been approachedfor funds to
William Hinga, chairman of the cil or representatives of Council provide radios and other disaster with its usual street scrubbing and courts, Holt said. Emphasis on participate in providing annually
commission will pay all costs of long as angle parking remains in
enforcing the routes will be conrecreationgroup, explained the meet with the recreation commitany new pole line or relocationof effect.
2.000,000 pints of blood that are on
equipment and, with the anniver- ceremonies at 2:30 p.m. Wednes'
installations from their present
Councilmen also pointed out that report and. said the matter was tee at some time and go over the sary of last year’s tornados less day, followed by volk parade and tinued, he
the job when it counts.
Just two convictions and one
positions.City Attorney James E. with the city’s new 150-car off- presented ait this time so that con- proposals.
The water safety program has
than a month away, most resi- klompen dancing. The volk parade warning have been handed out
Moran spoke brieflyand said he dents of the county were accutely is the first major parade of the
Townsend pointed out that money street parking lot in operation,the sideration could be given at forthbeen in operation.by the Amerisince
the
route
has
been
in
effect.
was surprised that since 1949 the conscious of the approachingsea festival. On Thursday, the chilreceived for such a transfer must slight reduction in the number of coming budget sessions.
Large trucks are permitted to can Red Cross since 1914, promotHe reviewed specific parts of school site expansion program had son.
, specificallybe set aside for like parking spaces available under a
dren's costume parade will be held
make local deliveries, but must ing public education in the skills
purposes — namely, purchase of parallalparking system would not the report explaining the proposal Involved an outlay of more than
The Red Cross has' drafted one and on Saturda, , the big parade of not vary from the routes any and protection that make people
. property.
work any hardship. However, no of 520,000 appropriation by the 5415,725.32.
safe in, on or about water. The
of the most complete plans for ac- bands.
Council also okayed an agree- action was taken on the proposal. city and 510,000 from the schools The expansion program includes
' The new costume show -opera more than necessary. Local deliv- Red Cross' endeavors to "watertion covering the aftermathphase
ery
trucks
do
not fall under the
ment with the Cheseapeake and The council did approve a reso- for advancing recreational fad- E. E. Fell Junior High, 535,572.10; of the storms. Seven areas have this year will feature authentic
proof” Americans by teaching
rule.
proposed high school site, 587,899.Ohio Railway Co. for preparation lution under which the city agrees lites.
been established to take care of Dutch costumesfrom various prov- Municipal Judge Co melius young people and adults safety
Hinga said the program would be 77; Lincoln School. 563.413.15; damage surveys, housing, food, inces of Old Holland, nresented unof documents and service charges to share in the cost of repairing
vander Meulcn said this morning techniquesand attitudes.
in connection with a water pipe- and improving M-118, M-40 and achieved over several years and Longfellow School, 522,829.22;Jef- clothing and transportation.Com- der the direction of the Womans’
Hallan pointed out that contrithat fines for first offenders would
line to be installedto service the M-89 on Monroe, Cedar and Cut- on a broad scope. He strongly re- ferson School, 563,701.22; Van mittee chairmen include Raymond Literary Club. The Hope College
butions are not made to the
be "moderate” but that second ofHolland Metalcraft Co. in Holland ler Streets, between Water and commended a joint city-school Raalte School, 585,488.87; Washing- Nahikian, Allegan; Robert Steven- Music Department will present a fenders and persons who have American Red Cross but through
township. This involves crossing Pine Sts. The state highway de- plan, uniting the efforts of both ton School. 531,820.99and miscel- son, Fennville; Henry Brady, Sau- contemporary American dramatic
been previously warned would be the Red Cross.
partment will undertakethe work. for more adequate recreationaim- laneous, 525,000.
the railroad right of way.
gatuck; Robert Burchfield, Plain- opera, set in the southern moun- penalized enough to "hurt.” He
Increases in labor and material
Tabled until next Council meetwell; Charles Petill, Otsego; Stan- tains, entitled "Down in the Val- also suggested to police that they
ing was a hospital board recom- costs in the municipal electric deley Batson, Wayland; Milton Tim- ley,’’composed by Kurt Weill, and keep a written record of warnJohn Veenboer, 71,
mendation for changes in the partment were noted in a survey
merma.i, Hamilton, and Justin directed by Dr. Robert W. ings issued.
Cavanaugh. "Down in the Valley"
“rate equalizationand deficit shar- reported by City Manager P. H.
Schrotenboer, of Fillmore and
Dies in Jamestown
ing agreement” now in effect be- Beauvais.Labor costs rose 47.11
also is scheduledfor presentation
Laketown townships.
tween the city of Holland and percent from 1948 to 1956 and maZEELAND • (Special)
John
Amateur radio operators are Friday at 3 p.m. in Civic Center. Retired Maritime
three surroundingtownships. The terial costs went up 43.12 percent
The West Michigan Invitational
Veenboer, 71, of Jamestown, route being lined up to provide emer
Engineer Succumbs
recommendation calls for chang- during the same period.
2, Hudsonville, died at his home gency communications,as well as Choir Festival will feature high
school choirs from Western MichLake Michigan continued its seaes listing loss before depreciation, Informed by Grand Rapids engiWednesday afternoonfollowing a all other radio equipped vehicles
Emil C. Stang, 71-year-oldre- sonal decline during the month of
plus equipment items purchased neers that a preliminary investiga- Ctfpt. Pruitt of the Army Re- lingering illness. He had been se- in the county. Included in this ra- igan in a choral festivalof outtired maritime engineer, living on
tion of the city fire hall, prepara- serve unit in Holland, announced
with operating revenues.
February, according to reports
riously ill just one day.
dio network will be the two CAP standing singing groups. Marvin Holland route 6 In Fillmore towncompiledby the United State*
A so tabled until next meeting tory to making plans, specifica- today the Army’s new program for He was the son of the late Mr. squadrons, sheriff’s department Baas and Willard Fast are in
ship, died early today in Hol- Lake Survey at Detroit. The Febwas an easement agreement pre- tions and bidding documents for a
charge of arrangements.
and
Mrs.
Gerrit
Veenboer.
Born
patrol
cars
and,
for
the
first
time
enlistment of young men between
The Parade of Quartets Friday land Hospital where he had been ruary level this year was 579.09
sented by the city attorney where- general repair project, would cost
in Jamestown township he lived this year, the city of Allegan's
a patient for four days.
feet, compared with a 1956 level
by the city would grant an ease- 5200, the city manager was di- the ages of 18% and 25 in the U.S. there all his life. He never mar- new two-way radio setup which night will feature the Schmitt
Surviving Is the wife, Pansy.
rected
to
prepare
an
estimate
of
Army Reserves.
of 579.46, and an average all-time
ment for parking purposes to OtBrothers of Two Rivers. Wis., the
links
diesel
and
hydro-generating
ried.
Funeral services will be held at February level of 580.14 feet.
towa county involvingsome 15 feet the cost of bolsteringthe floor only. Under the new program an in- Surviving are a sister, Mrs. plants, electric and water depart- Mid-States Four of Chicago, the
2 p.m. Saturday from Dykstna FuThe
hall
has
been
condemned
for
Extreme low for February was
Junior
Misses,
the
Ambassadors
of
of area behind NetherlandsMudividual would be enlisted for a George Meyer of Grand Rapids; ment trucks with a central station
neral Chapel in Holland with the
Harmony, and H o 1 a n d' s own
577.35 feet In 1926 and extreme
seum, so that six offstreetpark- use by the state fire marshall period of 6 years, serving 6 months one brother, Bert Veenboer, of in the city hall.
Rev. James O. Handley, pastor High was 582.86 in 1860. Differential
ing space? would be provided at and voters have twice defeated In the active Army and the re- Jamestown; one brother-in-law, Each area has listed buildings WindmillChorus.
of New Richmond Chapel, officiatbond
issuec
for
the
construction
of
from low water datum for the
the new county branch building at
Copies of programs are available
mainder in a local reserve unit. Bert De Free of Zeeland and sev- which can be used for housing and
ing. Burial will be in East Saua new equipment garage.
month was plus .59 foot. All eleva13th and Central.
at the Tulip Time office or the
This new program is designed to eral nieces of nephews.
first aid centers, trucks and stagatuck Cemetery. Friends may tions are in feet above mean tide
City AttorneyTownsend reportstrengthen the reserve compo- Funeral services will be held tion wagons available for ambu- Chamber of Commerce in Civic
call at the Dykstra Chapel Friat New York, 1935 datum.
ed that water authority legislation
Center.
nents by assuring that all men in Saturdayat 2 p.m. at the Yntema lance service.
day from 7 to 9 p.m.
Lake Michigan dropped .11 foot
has passed both the House and Police Find Stricken
the Army’s military program com- Funeral Home. Burial will be in
Runkle Ls also distributing a leaffrom January to February, comSenate, but has been amended for Mother Lying on Floor
plete a minimum of 6 months ba- Jamestown Cemetery. The body is let on "Tornado Safety Rules"
Miscellaneous Shower
limited issuance of bonds, and
pared with a .02 drop for the ensic and branch training and also
the funeral home where rela- which implementsthe county's
GRAND HAVEN (Special) assures each man that he will be at
tire record. The lake Is expected
could require a referendum. Towntives will be Friday evening from storm warning system established Fetes Faye Bransell
send also recommendeda resolu- Alerted by a telephone operator, sufficientlytrained in the basic 7 to 9.
to drop even more from February
last fall. The leaflets, being distribtion approving Senate Bill 1130 on state police went to the Edward arts of soldiering to be able to
to Mach, listing a probable March
Miss Faye Brunsell, March
uted through factoriesand schools
the so - called Virginia Plan on Weavers residence in Spring Lake care for himself in combat.
level of 579 feet. Lakes Superior,
bride
elect
of
Warren
J.
Prins,
and to individuals,shows how' an
Individuals who enlist under this
judicial determination for need of early Wednesday and found Mrs.
Michigan and Huron continued
"each one call four” system of was feted at a miscellaneous showtheir seasonal declines, but Lakes
annexation. Council adopted a reso- Juanita Weavers, 30, lying on the plan will be absent from their
er
Friday
evening
at
the
home
of
telephone
warnings
can
alert
the
Fennville
lution somewhat similar to one floor in severe pain. A six-month- homes for a minimum period of
Word was received here of the Erie and Ontario have reached
largest number of persons in the Mrs. Corey Prins,
adopted last year on the same sub- old baby was lying on the bfith- time and upon completion of six
In charge of games were the death of Mrs. Wilbur Kennedy, 57, their winter low elevations and
shortest time.
ject. The Virginia Plan is an alter- inette in the kitchen where the months active duty and satisfacMisses Geraldine Kortman and former instructorin the Oral Deaf have started to rise.
nate form of annexation.
mother had put it to change a tory weekly participationwith an
Joan Lemmen. Duplicate prizes Room at WashingtonSchool, who
Children Give Program
active reserve unit achieve a draft
Townsend also discussed two diaper.
were awarded. Lunch was served died March 1 in Kingsford, Mich.
other bills. SB-1081 which would Troopers Roy Collins and Azel deferred status.
by hostesses Mrs. Prins and Mrs. Funeral serviceswere held on Cancer Meeting Planned
Mickey Morse and Jo Ann Bush At Longfellow School
exempt special assessment for Mead arranged for an ambulance Capt Pruitt said this will allow have been named the top students
Herman Rustlcus.
March 4 In Kingsford. , The 'body Friday at Civic Center
perons over 65, and HB-31, a to take Mrs. Weavers to Munici- the individualto continue his eduGuests were* the M e s d a m e s was taken to Crandon, Wis., for
Children of Longfellow School
in
the
Fennville
High
School
class
homestead exemption for persons pal Hospital and ’took the child to cation or make future business
A meeting will be held at 8 p.m.
Wednesday afternoon enjoyed an Donald Harper, George Schipper, burial.
over 60 earning less than specifi- Mrs. Floyd Vink, a neighbor. Two plans without being hampered by of 1957. Both students have attend- assembly program presentedby Frank Franken, Harold Franken,
Mrs. Kennedy, the former Ber- Friday in the Civic Center Rec
ed
Fennville
Public
Schools
for
fied amounts. Council drafted two other children of the family were a future absence for military duty.
the afternoon kindergarten and the James Franken, Mannes Nyboer, nice Lamont, taught in Holland tion Room for persons interested
He also said that the six months their entire 12 years.
resolutions opposing the bills on in school. Mrs. Weavers was adWayne Nyboer. William Blank, from 1935 to 1943. While here she American Cancer Society activi
second
•
Morse, 17, is the son of Mr. and
active
duty
program
previously
ofthe ground that while sympathetic mitted to the hospital for obserRickey Obenchain was the an- Chester Johnson, John Bush, resided at 18 Edst Ninth St. She in Ottawa County. Representativ
Mrs.
Albert
Morse
of
Fennville
and
fered only to those young men beto older people, the bills are in- vation.
nouncer. The kindergarten sang a James Spruit, Henry Busscher, also taught the mentallyhand! - from the American Cancer Societ
tween the ages of 17 and 18% is won valedictorian honors with a
complete and might establishdan1116 telephone operator told
group of action songs including Justin Busscher, Henry Boerigter, capped children in the Niagara, state division offices in Grand
10.6
scholastic
average
out
of
a
still in effect
gerous precedents.
state police she was unable to dis1L He has achieved prac- The Mitten Song,” "Six Little Preston Brunsell, A1 Dernberger Wis., school system for 10 years. Rapids will be present
A communication from Albert tinguish what Mrs. Weavers was Under this program the indivi- possible
and Theresa Busscher, Lorraine Besides her husband she Is surPurpose of this meeting will be
tically an A average during his Ducks," "The Fire Engine,"and
dual
enlists
in
the
Army
reserve
and Vera Hyma offering to sell trying to say.
"Miss Polly Had a Dolly." Miss Fyffe, Geraldine Kortman and vived by a daughter, Mrs. Pat to answer questions concerning a
four
years
in
high
school.
for eight years and serves six
to the city 18.4 acres on FairIn addition to his scholastic Margaret Schurman is the teacher. Joan Lemmen. Mrs. Hermah Bos, Schwanke of West AHls, Wis., a county unit’s responsibilitiesand
months on active duty, 4% years
banks Ave. in Holland township
achievements
he has been active The second graders taught by Mrs. Donald Bos and Miss Donna step-son, Robert Kennedy of Ap- activities and agree on a constituwith
an
active
reserve
unit
and,
for 533,000 was referred to the city Dinner Party Honors
In
football,
basketball
and base- Mrs. Jack Ewart and Mrs. Letitia Brunsell were unable to attend. pleton, Wis., two step-daughters, tion for the Ottawa County Unit
if he ao desires, the remaining
manager for study and report.
Hower presentedthe "The Three
Mrs. Eleanor Weitkunat of Green- which is being formed.
Ted Bosch and Fiance
three years in the standby re- ball. junior and senior class plays,
A statementfrom the Michigan
dale, Wis., and Mrs. Mary Verette
Persons interestedare invitedto
billy Goats Gruff," a musical by
president
of
the
Student
Council,
Medical Missionary
State Association of Supervisors Mr. and Mrs. Randall C. Bosch serve.
of Iron Mountain and 14 grand- attend.For furtherinformation beand Boys’ State representative.He Frank Luther. Miss Nelvie Jonker
was presented for membership for of 196 West 10th St, entertained
children.
fore the meeting persons may call
has been acceptedat the Univer- was accompanist. Narrator for Addresses Society
1967 at a fee of 536 was ordered at a dinner party at the Peninsular Case Dismissed
R. N. Mills, 65158.
sity of Michigan where he will en- the musical was William Venfiled.
Club in Grand Rapids in honor of
huizen.
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
Mrs. J. G. Heller,Jr., a medical
roll In September.
New
Groningen
School
An application from Ten Have their son, Ted, and his fiance, Miss A change of non-support under the Salutatorian Jo Ann Bush, 18, The three headed troll was missionaryin Arabia, told of the
Mr. and Mrs. J. Spyher
Pump Service for a building per- Shirley Schaafsma, Tuesday eve- disorderly act, against Earl Deal, is the daughter of Mrs. Bessie played by Cindy Kragt, Peggy life, habits and beliefs of the Schedules Dedication
mit to install a 3,000-gallongaso- ning.
Lubbers
and
Susan
Beebe;
the
Arabs at a dessert meeting of the
34, Grand Haven, was dismissed Bush. She has attained a 9.8 avHave SOth Anniversary
line tank at Downtown Service
A color scheme of pink and in Municipal Court by Municipal erage. Her activitiesinclude jun- Billy Goats Gruff were Kathy Hope Church Missionary society Residents of New Groningen’will
Station at 77 East Eighth St was white was carried out In the dec- Judge Jacob Ponstein Wednesday ior and senior class plays, class Bosch, David Gier and Jack Wednesday afternoon.
gather in their school Friday at
Mr. and Mrs. John Spyker of
referred to the city manager for orations.Guests included members afternoon upon motion of Assistant treasurer, cheerleader and Girls’ Kemme. The chorus was composed
Mrs. Holler, who has worked In 7:30 p.m. to dedicate the new 700 Washington Ave., celebrated
study. Council approved a previ of the families and friends. The Prosecuting AttorneyAsa Kelly, State representative.
5145,000 structure their golden wedding anniversary
of second grade children.Scenery four of the five missionary stations addition,
out applicationto install two 2,400 honored couple will be married Jr., of CoopersviHe. Complaint
for the performancewas made. by in a 1,500 • mile area in Arabia, which contains three classrooms, Taesday with a family dinner at
gallon tanks at 95 West Eighth St. Friday, March 22 at Hope Re- against Deal was made by his
Mr. and Mrs. Jay tf. Fetter, 885 the children.
compared the Christian and Mos- one kindergarten, a gymnasium Cumerfords’ Restaurant. Fc
on recommendation of the city formed Church.
Many parents also attended the lem faiths, and said the Arabs and a new kitchen.
dinner the group spent the
wife, Inez. Mr. and Mrs. Deal are South Shore Dr., returnedSaturmanager after conferring with the
are individualistic, hospitable and Presentation of the keys win be at the family home.
the parents of five children.The day by plane from a western trip. program.
fire chief, building inspector and
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Van Domel- arrest was by city police.
They visited their son-in-law and
extremely fatalistic. She mention- made by Architect C. A. O’Brien.
The couple have six c
city engineer.
en, Jr., South Shore Dr., returned
Harrington School Women's Ath- ed one Kuwait shiek who receives Music will be providedby New Mrs. Kenneth Owen of
daughter and family, Mr. and Mrs.
Monday from a six-weeks vacation Mrs. Augustine DeWitt of 472 Harold Van Tongeren in the Mount letic Club will not meet tonight be- 5900,000 a day through oil royal- Groningen students and by a Mrs. J. T. Woltm
Mr. and Mrs. Simon De Koeyer at Long Boat Key, Sarasota, Fla. Columbia Ave., left Wednesday for Vernon Country Club area near cause of the Citizen’sStudy Com- ties and has used much of his group from Zeeland Junior High 111., Mrs. Nelson
have returned to Holland after Also at Sarasota at the same time Detroit to visit her son and daugh- Golden, Colo., and also spent sev- mittee meeting on annexation.This money to help his people.
School. The invocation will be Ralph Jones, Mrs.
spending a month in Ann Arbor were
________
__ _____
_______ Den
___ _ ter-ln-law,Mr. and Mrs. Earl De- eral week# at the Lazy K guest will be a joint meeting with LakeMr. and
Mrs. Harmon
Mrs. Frank E. De Weese led given by the Rev. John Den Oudwhere Mr. De Koeyer was a Herder of Zeeland, who have re- Witt She expects to return Satur- ranch at Cortaro, near Tucson, view School at the Harrington devotions.Mrs. Rex Chapman and en of Zeeland.Open house and
patient at Veteran* Hospital, - | turned home.
day.
I Am.
School.
Mrs. Adrian Bort were hostesses. refreshments will follow.
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Steering Group to Probe Larger Area

Radical Approach

A

To Delinquency
in

Hope Men’s Club Hears
Professor Speak

On Juvenile Delinquency
A

radical approach to juvenile

delinquency was advanced by Dr.

James J. Brennan, professor

of

the sc^iool of police administration
and public safety at Michigan State
University, at

a meeting of

the

I

Hope Church Men’s Chib Wednes-

day

six -

tee

difficulties.

he Informed Mayor Robert

Explorer Sconts

Vis-

scher he already waa chairman of
a Citizens Study Committeefor
Park and Holland townships, and
this was agfeeable to the mayor.
Jalving said he bad studied the
proposal for annexing both townships and a part of Allegan county. Hu felt all of Park township
could easily be annexed, but it
might be wise to drop down two
miles* from the upper Holland
township border, and work out
some line near Zeeland, since consideration should be given to developmentof that community.
Mrs. Bruce M. Raymond, chalr^

Tour Factories,

Usteo

sp.

man of the subcommitteeon
Clarence Jalving, schools, gave a detailed report
chairman. John Van Dyke, Jr., concerning problems, goals

mittee were

believes,

Willard H. Connor/Walter Vander finances,etc., and said if the comifaar, James Lugers and Henry munity Is willing, to pay for two
high schools, there is no reason
Kleinheksel.
In proposing the larger area for why such cannot be done. Peter

are due not to the intentions of all
groups concerned, but rather because these groups have been committed to a wrong approach.
The new approach, he believes,
should involve taking a new look
at youth, to see him completely,
and to see his soul as well as his

annexation,Chairman Brooks
pointed out from all reports of
sub - committeesit appears possible to set up police and fire protection and all the other necessary services. "Water would be
available,but sewage would come
slowly, and then for the areas that
need it first.”
Co-Chairman Marvin C. Lindeman said the committee must
"start bringing together the

Meurer, a member of the committee, read a supplementaryre-

Mrs. John A. Dykstra

Day

of Prayer

to

Needs

Studies in English and mathematics are moat important, W. H.
Connor told a group of 85 high
school students at an informal
luncheon following an Explorer
Scout tour of local IndustriesMon-

Jp

Appointed to the steering com-

night.

Failures in solving delinquency

problems, Dr. Brennan

t

meet with City Council, the Board
of Education, the Planning Commission and other groups in an attempt to resolve certain problems
which have developed (n the
course of study on proposals involving both school annexation
and municipal annexation.
In addition, Co-Chairman Earnest C. Brooks proposed that the
entire committee consider annexing all of Holland and Park townships and a portion of Allegan
county, as the best answer to coterminus school and political boundaries, splinter groups and other

Talk
f

MSU

Annexation

member steering corn-] moting the outside school program
was appointed at a meeting and accused him of undermining
the work of the’ citizens committee.
of the Citizens AnnexationAdvisVander Haar said at the time he
ory committee Tuesday night to was appointedto the committee
mi

Advanced

7, 1957

day.
Representing the IndustrialCommittee of the Holland Chamber of
Commerce, Connor spoke of great
opportunitiesin the Industrial field.'
^particularly for skilled workers and
engineers. He gave aa an example
the fact that the electrical industry
will1 have to double its output in
next 10 years. ' • •

Connor spoke to the Explorer
Scouts upon their return from conport stating that the confidence of
ducted tours through Baker Furnioutside school districtshad been
ture Co., Donneily-Keliey
Glass
Final preparationshave been
severely shaken and he felt a great
Co., /and the Holland plant of the
body.
deal of modification would have made for the annual observance Chris-Craft Corp. The tours were
•'If we only see the material
Mn. Alvin D. Bos, Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp and
HERE ARE THE
OFFICERS of Hie
to be done. He also advocatedan- of World Day of Prayer on Friday arrangedas a special DistrictExneed:, of youth we work ia vain.
Miss Maibelle Geiger/ board members, and
Woman's Literary Club. Seated, left to right,
nexation of complete school dis- by the Holland Area Council of plorer activity, emphasizing the
If we see the total that youth is
Mrs.
Andrew
Vollink,
corresponding
secretary.
tricts, if a program of annexation Church Women of which Mrs. vocational exploration part of the
and if we are impressedwith the
are Mrs. Joseph Borgman, Jr., second vice
Otto Schaap of Ebenezer Reform- program.
is promoted.
far greater improtanceof his
was Mrs. . Harold De Fouw, new
president; Mrs. Clarence J. Becker, president;
ed Church is president. All resi- The speaker said that the superWilliam
H.
Vande
Water,
chairspiritual needss, we need no directreasurer.
Mrs Carl Harrington, first vice president; Mrs.
man
of the industrialsubcommit- dents oi this locality are invited vision end of industry is getting
tives. Let us look beyond the pre(Sentinel photo)
Orlie Bishop, recording secretary.Standingare
sent and see the eternal future of
things that have been flying apart” tee, reported 21 returns to 33 to the meeting scheduled for
greater attention every yekr and
the youth with whom we deal— then
and while it would be ideal to questionnaires sent to Industriesp.m. in Trinity Reformed Church, that industryis searching for young
it
let us work so that we can share
have the 32 • member committee outside the city. Of the 21 re- corner i>ntral Ave. and 20th St men who have exhibited ability
Speaker for the Holland area in leadership. Approximately 95
in the joy of their eternal glory
continue to function as a whole, plies, 10 were agreeable to annexand not bear the responsibility
for
the topics are so vast and the ation, 4 against, 2 favored school meeting will be Mrs. John A. percent of those employed in. intheir eternal loss!”
facets so many that in the inter- annexation only, and 5 said they Dykstra of Grand Rapids, promi- dustry are involved in making the
Dr. Brennan's "solution”was
ests 'of efficiencyit would be easi- had not received enough informa- nent leader in mission and church product, while the remainder are
circlesin the Reformed Church In concerned with finance, design and
voiced after a keen insight into
er for a smaller group to clarify tion.
the biological, sociological and psyissues and work out new approach- Jalving.head of the finance com- America. Mrs. Dykstra also ser- sales, Connor explained to the
ves as Area Chairman for United
chologicalproblems on youth, as
After listeningto the report of es, and then report back to the mittee, submitted additional fig- Church Women of Michigan. Mrs. group. An informal vote of the Exwell as giving every credit to the
Mrs. Clarence J, Becker was
plorer group Indicated that by far
the Citizens' Study Committee main committee which then would ures on sharing school bonded inpersons working to solve these
Miner Stegenga, chairman of the the great majorityare interested
elected president of the Woman's
from Park and Holland townships. shape final reports.He pointed out debtedness for the city and 11
World Day o< Prayer committee, in the field of engineering.
problems.
Waverly and Pine Creek school that reports so far have given a lot school districts, arriving at a tax
Yet, the conferences which have Literary Club at its annual elecfigure for the city and sections has announced that the theme of
of
information
but
were
inclined
Arrangements for the tour were
districtsindicated strong acceptled to slum clearances,better tion Tuesday afternoon in the club-j
of Ottawa county of 534.55 and the day "Who ShaU Seperate Us?" made by Hollis Baker, Jr., Bernance of a plan to consolidate 15 to bypass the human factor.
school facilities, better church house.
It was made clear that all mem- 536.74 for the Maplewooddistrict will be emphasized throughout the ard Donnelly and Gerald Vande
school districts around Holland inprograms, hygiene clinics,more
Vusse, Walter W. Scott and Julius
bers
of the committee would, be in Allegan county. Previous figures program.'
Other new officers are Mrs. Carl
to a single districtwith its own
recreation, stricter policing, imwelcome at any time to attend on separate bases ranged from Through offerings of the World Schipper.Adults supervising the
high school facilities.
Harrington,
first vice president;
proved penal programs, have not
E»ay of Prayer. Interdenomination- group were Donald Caauwe, Jack
The straw vote was 90 to 1 for meetingsto be planned with Coun- 537.77 for the city up to 544.02 in
wiped out delinquency.In fact, Mrs. Joseph Borgman. Jr., second
al Mission work of tremendousim- Bergsma, Nick Vukin, Ivan DeSix members of the Holland Pubthe Pine Creek residentsattending, cil. Board of Education, and per- other sections.
delinquency seems to flourish in vice pesident; Mrs. Orlie Bishop, lic Schools staff participated in a
port is carried on at home and Neff, Charles Gilman, Bob Drly,
haps
township
boards.
and 39 to 0 from the Waverly disthe very shadows of such pro- recording secretary; Mrs. Andrew conference on "Problems Relating
abroad.
Justin EHvart, Ervin Smith, BernBesides
thiS|
continuing
study,
trict.
Vollink, correspondingsecretary, to Religion in Public Education."
grams.
Mrs. A. T. Severson and help- ard Shashaguay,Phil Frank, Ben
Harvey
De
Vree.
secretary of arrangementsalso will be made to
The speaker described the atti- and Ms. Harold De Fouw, treasu- The meeting was held at Western
ers have distributedWorld Day of Mulder, Maynard Bakker, Clifford
the committee,presided in the ab- have further meetings such as
tude of some parents in expos- rer. Elected to the board for two Michigan University in Kalamazoo
Prayer postera to various church- Vander-Yacht, Robert Rescorla
sence
of chairman Walter Vander the one held recently with the city
ing their children to moral perils year terms are Mrs. Alvin D. Bos, Saturday.
es and will bring the "Call to and Miner Melndertsma.Refreshmanager
of
Midland
which
comHaar, who was attending a meeb
because of certain cultural patterns retiring president, Miss Maibelle
The purpose of this meeting was
Prayer” to patients in the Holland ments were served by Mrs. Ivan De
ing of the 32-member Citizens'An- pleted a large annexation proof the community.Children are al- Geiger and Mrs. Paul E. Hinkamp. to determine what problems conHospital and ConvalescentHomes Neff, Mrs. Chester VanderMolen,
gram
in
1953.
Other
cities
whose
lowed to “go steady” at IS1, the A total of 135 votes were cast in front public school teachers in the nexation Advisory Committee at annexation problems were menso they may join spirituallywith and Mrs. Willis Oosterhof.
the Peoples State Bank. The straw
Bob Ritsema this season was those meeting at Trinity Church.
use of a car is a "must” Mother the election.
ateas of religion and moral and
Groups participatingwere Posts
vote meeting was held at the tioned were Kalamazoo,Grand
prompts the seven-year-oldto be
Presentingthe day's program spiritual values.
probably one of the few captains
A
radio program- will be presen- 2006, First Reformed, 2007, Third
Rapids,
Flint
and
Jackson.
four to ride free on the bus. was Sahomi Tachibana,Japanese Dr. A. L. Sebaly addressedthe Beechwood elementaryschool on Edwin Raphael opposed curtail- of a basketball team who didn’t ted by Hope College Drama Lea- Reformed; 2010, Methodist;2021,
Father brags of beating the traf- dancer who interpreted the cul- group on the subject,"The Nation- Lakewood Blvd.
gue under the direction of Dale Zeeland 2nd Reformed; 5017, VFW;
The report was read by Leonard ing the larger committee, believ- play regularly.
fic light, cheating on his income ture and ways of Japan through al Teacher Education and Religion
Such was the case at Hope Col- be Witt over a local radio station 5028, Saugatuck Legion; and Troops
Fought,
secretary of the Waverly ing that the present committee
tax and putting over a fast deal. narration, song and dance. Appear- Project.” Dr. Sebaly is coordinaFriday morning. Mrs. Don Elen- 42. Lakeview School: 30, Harringschool board, ^nd a question per- should continue to work together lege where the 6’4” guard was rel"Being a parent requires an ap- ing in colorful Japanese costume, tor for this work.
ton School; 22. Beechwood Reformiod from the floor followed. The and segregate all the facts. Gor- egated to a substituterole for the baas will also speak Friday mornpreciationof the facts. Parenthood Miss Tachibanaexplained that the
Various group discussions were
ed; 44, Maplewood Reformed and
ing over a local radio station.
invocation was given by Jack don Van putten felt that most 1955-56 campaign. .
is a partnershipwith God. Its pur- Japanese dance originated some held by the participants on this
Attractive displays emphasizing56, Montelk) Park School.
township people feel that City
But what a substitute he was.
pose if to bring children in the 3,000 years ago. and in addition subject covering important ques- Daniels. John Percival and Simon
features of the World Day of
Sybesma,
members
of
the
Citi- Council is trying to "pull a fast Coach Russ De Vette time after
t
world and then to work, both to the conventional Japanese cos- tions such as: What problems in
zens' Study Committee, also an- one” and suggested further meet- time expressed the pleasure of Prayer trave been placed in winfather and mother, long and hard tume, the fan il the main acces- respect to religion are encountered
dows
of
several
local
stores
and
ings with township supervisors.He having a man of Ritsema’s calito inculcate into the young and sory In many of the dances. It with children? Are there any sub- swered questions.
also said many people believe that ber next to him on the bench also at the Holland Public Library.
growing child an appreciationof was describedas a versatile In- jects where religiousproblems are
Chairmen of the day said that
all members of the study commit- and ready to enter the fray at
eternal truths, of moral and social strument which becomes many ob- encountered?How does the religthe observanceof the special day
tee are in favor of annexation -y any time.
' responsibility.”
jects through the course of a dance. ious views of your community afAs it turned out, Ritsema did is an opportunityfor Christians
and he for one is still uncommitDr. Brennan said the separation It can be used as a pipe, a pane, fect the subjects in the school?
assume a regular berth the final with various backgroundsto unite
ted.
of church and school as distinctive can simulate rolling waves or
A panel discussionheaded by Dr.
Walter Vander Haar explained two games of the season, filling in in acclaiming Christ as Lord and
(Following Is another In a series
entities is an acceptable proposi- fluttering leaves.
Sebaly was held in the afternoon
outside
school district activities for his brother Ray, who dislocat- in praying fir a peaceful world, of articles taken from news of tfta
tion, yet when the separationreAnother popular prop for the on the topic. "Problems Relating
in praying for a peaceful world, Ottawa County Times publistfed
the past week involving a ed an ankle.
sults in the rejection or omission Japanese dancer is the parasol, to Religion in Public School EduA
regular guard last year, De sponsoredby the General Depart- nearly 55 years ago.)
separate organization program in
of moral training, education be- particularly used in the geisha cation.”
Bonita Kolean and Linda Raven,
ment of United Church Women of
comes destructive.“We cannot houses. Miss Tachibana defined Persons attending from Holland Holland High juniors, Tuesday which some 15 districts would pro- Vette chose to keep Bob as his the National Council of the Church The Interstateoratoricalcontest
vide its own 51-6 million high "sixth” man this year since the
held at Cleveland, Ohio, last Friteach youth to be good without an geisha girls as professionalenter- were Miss Lillian Van Dyke, Miss won the local contestof the drmaof Christ.
day night was won by Beloit, Wis.,
' absolute reason for being good. If tainer Also important in the Jap- Clara Reeverts, Miss Esther tic divisionof the Michigan Foren- school. He said outside sentiment
does not favor the present procoUege. Hope College of this city
all things are relative, then man’s anese dance is the walk, some- Kooyers, Miss Fannie Bultman, sics contest.
being a close second and Baker
action will be relative and they thing the dancer demonstratedto Miss Margaret Van Vyven, an d
The two will now represent Hol- gram advocated by the Holland
Board of Education and there
University of Kansas, third. Abrawill be related to his own selfish great effect.
land
High
School
at
the
district
CliffordMarcus.
would probablyhave to be some
ham J. Muste ol Grand Rapids
ends.”
contest at Muskegon on March 28
After performing several Japanchanges before a broad program
represented Hope College and his
The speaker said without the ese dances, Miss Tachibana sang
or 29.
subject was "John Sovieski.”This
programs of the churches and several songs, accompanying her- Mr*. De Weerd Again
Miss Kolean's speech was en- could be resolved. He felt this
could be accomplishedif the polinews story appeared in the May 8
synagogues, we would be lost in self on the samisen, a three titled "The Fancy Dress Ball" and
issue of the Ottawa County Time*
our own confusion. They show the string instrument somewhat re- Heads Polio Chapter
Miss Raven's was Blessed Dam- tical annexation issue were forgotten. He also felt a separate high
One more week of tests and
published by the late M. G. Mantway and provide helps to travel semblinga banjo which is used in
osel."
Mrs. Loretta De Weerd of Holschool should be built north of
final painting job are all that
ing in 1903.
the way. Yet one is disturbed in theaters and homes. There was
Others taking part in the contest
'y;.
land was reelected chairman of
A fine entertainment will be givmain on Holland’s 53 million pipefinding so many youth ignorant audience participationin one
were
Linn Bouman. Karen Han- the city.
the Ottawa County polio chapter
Chairman Brooks called for comline connection with Lake Mlchi en at Wlnants chapel on Thursday
of the whole concept of religious number. Perhaps the most amus
sen, Eddie Rackes, Mary Ann Seif,
for a second year at a meeting of
gan, Guy E. Bell, Superintendent May 14 under auspices of the coltraining or of its application to ing dance was Miss Tachibana’s
Kerry Shaffer, Joyce Van Fleet, ment on approachingthe annexathe executive board Tuesday night
tion programs separately,and City
of the Board of Public Works, lege Y. W. C. A. Mrs. Myrtle Koon
their daily lives.
attempt to do a classicballet step in the home of Mrs. Don Lemmen Ruth Van Howe and Jane VeldAttorney James E. Townsend statsaid today.
Cherryman of Grand Rapids read•Too many youth have not been in her kimono to conventional
heer.
in Allendale.
ed
that
school
annexation
by
itself
A
representative
is expected here er, W. N. Nourse of Grand Rapids,
reached by the church. The chal- ballet music.
Judges for the event were Miss
Other officers are Earl Rhodes
was not feasible."It would be
this week to complete final tests on baritone and Herman Van Hassell,
lenge is there. The mission call
Mrs. Alvin D. Bos presided. of Conklin, vice chairman; Mrs. Natalie Bosman, Miss Ruby Calinstruments and valves at the violinist of Chicago, will take part
is not only from the far-off lands. She announced next week's provert and Robert Chard of the high too much of a one-way street for
Yvonne Bidwell of Grand Haven,
the townships,” he felt. "On the
plant, and, Bell said, "that should in the program. Tickets will be 35
. It is rising from every corner of gram as "Pictures and Songs of
school faculty.
secretary; Charles K. Bugielski of
basis of a proposed 54 million
be the final test."
c^nts.
our cities and from every country- Palestine” by the Rev. and Mrs.
Grand Haven, reelected treasurer.
school improvement program, HolThe city is still receiving all its
Letter Carrier Paul E. Caster
side. The ten commandmentsmust John 0. Hagans of Holland.
Mrs. De Weerd appointed Althea
land city through its valuation
water from the lake on a test was reelected secretaryof the
not only be learned in their words
Raffenaud of Holland as chairwould be paying approximately
basis, Bell said, but the wells will state associationof letter carriers
but also In their application.Peoman of women's activities for the
two - thirds of the total amount,
be put back into operation for a at their convention In Battle Creek
ple must come to realize that
county, and Charles Bugielski in
Bob RiUema
and this would be unfair in view of
seven-day period in two weeks. this week.
Thou shalt not steal’ has an apcharge of patient care. William
the fact that the city itself does
. . . captain and only senior
That will allow a final paintingjob
The trench diggers who struck
plication to every day living. It
Hopps of Holland will handle pubnot need the facilities. The only big fellow could play any position at the filtration plant. Some of the for *1.75 a day were, except the
means that one can’t cheat on his
licity for the county.
way to compensate for the in - and was In a good spot to move indoor pipes need a coat of insulat- slowest workers, taken back at
expense account, defraud on his
In
The film. "Uconditional Surren- Local winners of the Elks Na- creased tax to the residentsof the in if the regulars picked up three ing paint, and the job must wait that figure by Mr. Parker. The
income tax, or cheat the tradestional Foundation Most Valuable
der. is available to all organizauntil they are absolutely dry.
gas mains are being laid fast.
men. Religious tenets must beStudent Scholarship awards were city would be for the townships to fouls early in the game.
This situation happened almost
Four persons were injured Wed- tions free of charge. Arrange- announced today by Willis Welling, assume their fair share for the
Tom Robinson, Black and Veach Mbs Jennie Roost of this city
come applied to daily living. Otherwise, they are but trite phrases nesday in a two-car collisionat ments may be made by calling local contest chairman for Hol- burden of services.This may ap- every game and Ritsema was re- engineer In charge of construction,who has been teaching at Hanley.
Mrs. De Weerd at 6-6633 until 5:30
peatedly sent in. He was especial- expressed his satisfaction with the Georgetown township, has closed
heard in church and synagogue 27th St. and Central Ave.
land Elks Lodge No. 1315. The pear intangibleat present,but over
Most seriously hurt was Doug- p.m., or 6-6340 thereafter.
the years it would work out. and ly helpful In Hope’s victory over job at a BPW meeting Monday her school because of several
and conveniently left there.
contest was open to seniors In Holafternoon. He told the board Hoi* smallpox cases there.
"As for the community, govern- las Kiekintveld.3, of 58 West 30th
land High School, Zeeland High would mean a two-w'ay street Alma, probably his best game.
The fountain basin of Centennial
The 210-pounder replaced 6’10" land has "a mighty fine plant
rather than a one - way street."
ment officials at the national, St., who received facial laceraSchool and SaugatuckHigh School.
| °ark will contain goldfishthis seaGeorge
Lemmen
felt that the center Paul Benes and controlled something to be proud of."
state and local level are responsi- tions and possible head injuries.
In the girls’ division, Mary Ellen
•on, L. E. Van Drezer having loantownship people had not been giv- the boards besides making 15
ble for the promotion of the com- X-rays were to be taken at HolSteketee of Holland was first and
ed a collectionof the beauties to
land
Lospjital
to
determine
the
mon good. Governmentmust be
Arlene Ruth Cranmer of Zeeland en enough Information as to how points and picked up numerous re- Area Meeting* Scheduled
Me park board for that purpose.
concerned about youth— it must be full extent of his injuries.
they would be benefited."I have bounds.
was second. In the boys’ division,
George Hardy and Miss Sena
The drivers, Mrs. Margaret
concerned with education, health,
'
Ronald Beyer of Zeeland was checked my fire insurance prem- The only senior on the Hope co- To Plan Michigan
Kapenga were married Friday
courts, probation, institutions. Kiekintveld, 33. of 50 West 30th
iums
and
found I could save 545 championship club,
first an<f Larry R. Jones of SaugaSociety provides a police force to St., and Mrs. Rose Garlick. 33, of
played In the Holland City League
Meetings will be held Friday, night at the home of J. S. De
tuck second. First prizes are *25 in three years. And certainly the
enforce law. protect life and pro- 166 South lll’th St. received minor
city of Holland can furnish water before joining the Hope varsity. March 8 In Grand Rapids and Fre- Feyter, West 11th S<.
and second 515. These prizes will
v
An accomplished musician, mont to plan for celebration of , The Macatawa Park Co. will
perty, to apprehend violatorsand cuts and
be presented at assemblies the more cheaply than anybody else.
to prevent crime. When there is
A passenger in Mrs Garlick's
If the townshipwere to join the Ritsema has been dividing his time Michigan Week, May 19 to 25, U spend about 55.000 In improvelatter part of May.
prejudice in law enforcement there car. Billy McVea, 5. of 96 West
between music and basketball this was announced today by Edward ments this season. Better facilities
In addition, first place entries proposed Kent - Ottawa water
iKS®..
U violence to the moral order." 27th St, was also treated at Holauthority,the people close to Hol- winter. He plays cello in the Hope Hekman, president of Hekman for electric light will be given cothave been fonvarded for state
Wednesday’smeeting was one of land Hospital for minor laceraland would help pay for a system College orchestra and is scheduled Biscuit Co. of Grand Rapids, and tagers and the grounds will also
competition April 1. To be eigible,
four scheluded for the Men’s Club tions and released.
which sends water to Grand Rap- tor a senior recita\ in the near chairman of Michigan Week for be liberally dotted with lights.
the entrant must be in the upper
C. V. Vander Heuvel who startthroughout the year. Les De KidHolland police said Mrs. Kiekintids. If we became part of the city, future. Ritsema plans to teach mu- the west central region.
tenth of the class scholastically,
der, dub presidirat, presided.
County and community chair- ed the Holland Carving and Novelveld was heading north on Central
then the water system would be sic upon graduation in June.
must submit a 300-word essay and
men from pttawa and Allegan ty Works on East Eighth SL a
Ave., and Mrs. Garlick was easthave letters of recommendation. our water system too. We would
counties are expected to attend. few months ago has sold that
bound
on
27th
St.
where
their
have
access
to the city’s engineers
Woman, 60, Injured
Methodist Fellowship
Judges were E. L. Gearhart, coindustry to E. G. Felback of Grand
cars collided in the intersection.
instead of hiring separate ones.
chairman of the local committee;
Rapids. The latter expects to enBoth cars skidded out of the inIn M-21, US-31 Crash
Certainly, the areas must have Has Box Social Supper
Dies in Mississippi
John Fonger, president of the Hollarge the plant and employ about
tersection after the impact. Mrs.
much more information."
land Junior Chamber of Com(Special)
35 hands.
One person was injured Wed-, Kiekintveld’scar ended up on a
Wesleyan Methodist Fellowship GRAND
Jalving said the spirit of animerce, and the Rev. William C.
nesday in a two-car collisionat front lawn on the north-east cormosity shown on annexation is met Tuesday night at the home Miss Aim Rittenhouse, 63, of Chi- The old opera house is being
Warner, rector of Grace Church.
M-21 and US-31.
ner of he intersection.The other
based largely on the lack of in- of Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Jensen cago, died unexpectedlyTuesday torn down.
Teachers
assisting in the proafternoon in Vicksburg, Miss.,
Mri. Jewel Awbrey, 60, of West car stopped a few feet away from
Born to Mr. and Mrs. G. StegLEAVES FOR GERMANY
formation. "Most people just can’t for a box social supper. The boxgram were Gerald Groters of
Olive, waa treated at Holland the curb.
Pvt. Thomas G. Van Putten
understand a lot of figures, and es were sold through an auction, where she had been living with gerda East Ninth St on Monday
Zeeland, Gladys Wiskamp of HolHocpkal for leg injuries, riuck and Police said the right side of
who has been spending an 18when we don’t understand the with B. Jensen as auctioneer. her sister, Mrs. George Bos mi. a son.
land and Ira Plummer of Saugadischarged. She was a passenger
day delay en route furlough
Mrs. Kiekintveld'* '41 model car
main facts, there’s splinter Money from the auction was put She had been in ill health for a At a meeting of the Poultry Astuck.
year. The body will arrive In sociation Monday evening, Jacob
in a car driven by her husband was caved in and judged a total
into the ptoject fund.
with his parents,Mr. and Mrs.
groups."
William. 76.
Devotions were led by Lou Wil- Spring Lake Thursday night and Zuidewind and John Buchanan
loss. Damage to the '53 model
Gordon Van Putten, route 1,
Bertal Slagh suggested there be
Ottawa County deputies said Garlick car wa* estimated at *800 left Tuesday for Germany. He
more publicityin the Holland Sen- liams. Games were played and services .will be held at 10 a.m. were elected superintendents for
Driver Issued Ticket
Friday from B a r b I e r Funeral one year.
Awbrey failed to stop for the rtd with the majority of the damage cnlistetl June 26, 1956 in the
Louis B. Williams. 36, route 6. tinel on annexationsubjects, but prizes awarded to Mrs. Eugene
light His car was struck broadside to the front.
Army Engineers and com- Wednesday was issued a ticket Harvey De Vries cautioned that King, and Mr. and Mrs. Cheater Home With the Rev. Benjamin Henry Vander Ploeg left Tuesby one driven by Fay Ewers Jr., No ticketswere issued pending pleted basic training at Fort
Johnson. A brief business meet- Ypma of First Christian Reformed day for New York where he will
for failure to stop for a traffic the committee should decide first
Church officiating. Burial will be representthe local CE societies
29, route 1, Grand Haven.
a complete investigation.
Leonard Wood, Mo. He resignal at 15th St and River Ave. what should be done before plung- ing was held.
and those of Grand Haven and
The impact knocked Awbrey’s
Decorations for the supper were in Spring Lake cemetery.
ing
into
a
lot
c<
information.
ceived advanced engineer
after his car and one driven by
Zeeland
at the annual convention
! the road and down a slope
in
charge
of
Mrs.
Preston
OverApproximately40 per cent of
trainingat Fort Ord, Calif.
Franklin Barton, 17, of 101 Cool- •There’s been too much misunder» a ravine on the northeast side the land surface of the United
way and Mrs. Don Baurobach. Moles have been known to tun- of the CE Mission League of the
idge Ave. collidedin the Intersec- standing already," he said.
» highway. Deputies said both States has too little rainfall to A knot is .a speed of one nauti- tion. Police estimateddamage to
Raphael was sharply critical of Mrs. Nell King and Mrs. Ed Hap nel as much as 300 feet in one Reformed Church to be held in
that city May 14 and 15.
were extensivelydamaged.
permit safe general farming.
‘Vander Haars activitiesin pro- rington were in charge of games. night
cal mile an hour, g
each of the cars at *200.
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MIAA CO-CHAMPIONS —

Hope College'! basketball team, co-championswith Albion for the
MIAA crown, are shown here. The Dutch compiled a 16-5 overall record ' and a 10-4 MIAA
mark. Coach Russ De Vette will have the entire
team, except captain Bob Ritsema, back next
season. Seated left to right are: Dave Woodcock,

Jun Buursma,Dwayne Teusink, Ritsema, De Vette
Warren Vander Hill and Mert Vanderlind. Second
row: Jack Kempker, Roland Schut, John Hood,
Paul Benes, Ray Ritsema, Daryl Seidentop and
Charles Pettengill.Pettengillis team manager,
statistician and sports publicitydirector.
(Prince photo)

SEVENTH GfcADK HOPEPULS - Here is the
seventh grtdrf public school bSLsketballteam
coached by Con Eckstrom The aeventh graders
practicenightly at Jefferaon School Left to right,
front row are: Rick Dunn, Ron Vander Beek,
Chuck Den Uyl, Don Jacobs, Jack Vander Broek
and Dan Ten Cate. Second row: Bill Arendshorst,

Hope Happy Over Records
a 150 in the other seven games for hand jump shots from- outcourt
great big grin today as he took a 416 point total. This is only four were pleasant to watch and he cona look at a stack of statistics more tallies than he recorded as nected for a total of 209 points, 141
compiled by his Hope College a freshman and now has 828 for in the conference.
Dwayne Teusink. the “oldtimer”
championshipbasketball team this two seasons of competition.
This puts him on the doorstep of on the startinglineup as a junior,
season.
What makes De Vette especial- the Hope four-year record of 1,351 was most effectiveas a floor man
ly happy as he watched his team points set by Bob Hendrickson two but also managed to collect 111
compile a 16-5 record and win the seasons ago.
needs 523 points and 89 in the league.
Bob Ritsema, the only man the
cosrhampionship of the MIAA with points to equal the mark.
a KM mark, is that it was done
While Benes has been busy un- Dutch lose, was next with 83 points
der the basket, De Vette has had while Mert Vanderlind, another
by his “group of kids.”
De Vette, in fingering the sta- another youngster, freshman junior, popped 47. Roundingout the
tistics,noted that the Dutch racked Warren Vander Hill popping them Hope scoring: Roland Schut had
38; Dave Woodcock, 42: Jack
up a total of 1.672 points in 21 in from outcourt.
games and allowed the foes 1,397. His two4»and swishing tong shots Kempker, 27: Daryl Seidentop, 18
That shows the Dutch averaged have already become well-known and John Hood, 9.
79.6 points a game. 13 points more and his leaping jumps from behind
The Dutch made 59 percent of
a contest than their foes’ 66.9 av- the foul circle often brought gas^s, their free throws both in the MIAA
erage.
followed by cheers as the ball and overall.They sank 306 of 515
If that wasn’t enough to make found its mark.
in the 21 games and 228 for 387
De Vette happy, his team did even
Vander Hill pushed through 258 in the league.
better in the MIAA play, scoring points in the MIAA and added 122
Teusink led the regulars with 41
1,133 points for an average of just points in the other games for 380 out of 60 and 68 percent and
a shade under . 81 points a game points.
Vander Hill and Buursma were
while thoopponentspicked up only
Another sparkling freshman, second and third, one percentage
953 points for 68 tallies a contest. Ray Ritsema, supplied Hope with point less.
Hope’s MIAA total was highest
Hope College’s Season Record
253 points before being forced to
in the league and gave an indi(Hope score first)
cation of what to expect, since De sit out the final two games with
Olivet,
75-60
; 78-56
Vette has his entire first string a dislocated ankle. He made 173
coming back plus all of his re- of his points in die MIAA and will Albion, 72-73 ; 92-63
serves except his captain Bob be bothering the other seven Alma. 76-77 ; 92-75
schools for three more years with Hillsdale,84-77 ; 92-63
Ritsema.
Paul Benes, the answer to any his defensive play and strong re- Calvin, 61-64; 89-63
coaches
with his 6T0 bounding.
Kalamazoo, 83-73; 69-57
frame, improved in every depart- Jun Buursma. former Holland Adrian, 99-73; 71-80
ment this season, especiallyin re- Christian star, kept Hope in the Ferris. 78-56; 100-61
bounding and devetoping his hook thick of the fight, especiallyduring Michigan Normal. 54-34
the early part of games this sea- Central State, 66-61
shot.
Benes, a sophomore,came home son.
Manchester,69-54
A sophomore, Buursma ’s one- Earlham, 81-91; 94-85
with 266 points in MIAA action and

Eddie Bosch, Duane Wiersema, Ron Conklin and

Tom Bouwman. Third row: Manager

Glenn
Rummler, Lee Van Dyke, Jack Dozeman, Dan
Koop, Chad Kolean, Jim Bouwman, Buzz Becker
and Coach Eckstrom.Derk Van Raalte, another
team member, was absent when the picture was

taken.

(Sentinel photo)

7th Grade Cagers Progress Steadily

Coach Russ De Vette had

Mrs. Ronold Lumley
Enthusissm and steady improveMiss Ruth Van Den Berg and ter of the bride, as maid of honOne and a half-hour drills are tent scorer, Bouwntan is the best
Ronald Lumley were united in or wore a prince.ss style gown of ment has been the story of the held daily after school in Jeffer- defensive man on the club.
seventh grade public school basket- son School gym and Eckstrom has
Bouwman scored the winning
marriage by the Rev. John De aqua crystalet.e. She carried a
sweetheartbouquet of pink and ball team this year and Coach Con been working continuaHy defen- basket In HoUand’t 37-35 win over
Vries in Muskegon Heights Presby
Eckstrom has been pleased with sive and offensive fundamentals. Montello Park Monday. His 15white carnations.
terian Church Feb. 16. The single
Harry Nelson. Jr. was best man. the results.
Dribbling and shooting tests will point total in the game brought
ring ceremony was periormedbe- The organist was Miss Jean
Organizedfor the first time last occupy the rest of the week,
his season marie to 121.
fore a setting of white gladioli, Wilson.
year, the team proved successful “The boys have really come
Tom Bouwman, 5’ is another
carnations and candelabra.
A reception following the cere- and this year, under Eckstrom,art along and are especially enthusias- starter who specializesin defense.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Van Den mony was held at Drelles Fireside even bigger group turned out for tic about learning how to play," He has tallied 50 points.
Berg of route 1 are the parents of Room. For a wedding trip to New drills.
Eckstrom said, "and they all
Jack Vander Broek, 410” guard,
th** bride. Mr. and Mrs. Walter York City the bride changed to a
Eckstrom has played several work very hard.”
is the team's playmaker and
Lumley, Sr. of Peekskill,N.Y., are navy silk dress with navy and scrimmages with, the suburban Chad Kolean. a 5'10” youngster floorman. The smallestregular
the parents of the groom.
gray accesscrie... Her corsage was league schools and won all but is called by Eckstrom the "most Eckstrom feels he possesses the
The bride chose a white lace of red and white roses.
two games. Victories have been improved” player and has shown “most potential” for being a top
gown lined with taffeta featuring The new Mrs. Lumley is a Hol- achieved over New Groningen, the most progress this year. He flight prep basketballplayer. Venwhite taffeta cummerbund and land High School graduate and is Federal, Waukazoo,Lakeview. Zee- is 154 pounds, strong under the der Broek has scored 59 points.
bustle. Her shoulder - length veil now employed at Hackley Union land, Harrington, Beechwood and boards and has scored 73 points.
Ron Conklin, 51" youngster
was of white French illusion. She National Bank in Muskegon. Mr. Montelto Park. Beechwood and
Jim Bouwman, 5’7”, 118-pounder, rounds out the first string. He is
carried a cascade bouquet of white Lumley is a graduate of Hope Col- Montello Park teams stopped the leads the team scoring. Another dependable and a good scorer with
amazon lilies.Her single strand of lege and New York University.He seventh graders.
strong rebounder, besides consis- 52 points to his credit.
pearls was a gift of (he groom. is employed by E. I. Du Pont de
The bride was given in marriage Nemours in Montague.
erlnk, Kenneth Knap and Gerald
by her father.
The newlyweds are now at home
uyser.
Miss Sarah Van Den Berg, sis.l at 1113 Peck St., Muskegon.
Mrs. Robert Formsma and HarMn. John Posma, Mrs. James vey Van Farowe favored the conage toss per head than hogs get- Posma and Mra. Gerrit Berens at- gregation with special music in the
ting no sugar. According to reports, tended a bridal shower in honor Sunday evening service. They sang
hogs fed sugar will suffer a 24
Believing"and "I Am Walking
of Miss Faye Brunselle of Holland
percent shrinkage, while hogs getEvary Day With Jesus." Their acat
the
home
of
Mrs.
Ted
De
Vries
ting no sugar shrink 44 percent.
companist was Mrs. Formsma's
John Geerllng k wf. to Arthur
Richard Machiele
Further, there was evidence of of Hudsonvilie on Tuesdav night. son, Bob.
Dykhuis
k wf. Lot 57 Slagh’s Add.,
County Agricultural Agent
less shrinkage in hams during corThe Mission Guild met Thursday M'ss Elte Karsten was guest of
We have had some questionsthis ing process when those hams came evening in the chapel. Mra. Herm honor at* bridal shower last Wed- City of Holland.
past week about the control of from hogs fed sugar prior to ship- Berens wa in charge of the meet- nesday night at the home of Mr.
Jacob EssenburgA wf. to Gerrit
galls on trees. Last year here was ment.
ing with Mrs. Harris Veldman giv- and Mra. Lawrence Klynstra In W. Rauch k wf. et al Lot 27 Rose
an exceptionally heavy infestation
ing devotion*. Mrs. Robert Form- Borculo. The guests Included, Mr.
Park Sub. Twp. Holland.
of bladder gall on maple tree
At last the greenhouse owner can sma conducted the mission topic and Mrs. Ben Brunink. Mr. and
Donald M. Birkhold k wf. to Genleaves. This is a small globular throw rocks. Plastic greenhouses on Leprosy. After the business Mrs. H. Vis, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
enlargementof the upper surface are growing in popularity in Mich- Mrs
De Jong gave a closing Vredeveld, Mr. and Mrs. Ben eral Motors Corp. Lots 25, 26 Blk 7
of the leaf.
igan, and one of the big reasons thought on "Stewardshipof Liv- Schrotenboer,Mr. and Mrs. A1-|r. h. Post’s Park Hill Add.
Oak trees are also infestedwith is that it isn't hard to save more ing.” Mrs. Harold Heihn and Mrs. bert Brunink, Mr. and Mrs. John
Holland.
Robert Dale, bom Saturday to Mr.
the same type of leaf gall but in than J1.000 in constroction costs S h e r w i n Hungerink were host- Brunink, Mr. and Mrs. Mike Bru
George Richard Boynton A wf.
and Mrs. Kenneth Rozema, route
addition they have enlargements on an 18-foot by 40-foot house.
nlnk, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Karsten,
esses.
to Stanley W. Barr A wf. Lot 9
2; a son Curtis J.. bom today to
on the branches. This damage on
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Bowman Miss Wilhemina Brunink and Jun- Sandy’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
Cost of a plastic house is estiMr. and Mrs. Joe Sail, 23 South
both of these trees is caused by mated to be about one-fourth the and Mr. and Mra. Harry Bowman ior Klynstra. Games were played
John A. Brieve A wf. to Jack
Admitted to H o 1 a n d Hospital State St., Zeeland.
the bite of a small insect. In or- cost of a glass one, or about 25 attended th wedding and reception and prizes were awarded to the
Kluitenberg A wf. Lot 36 John A.
A daughter, Susan Kay, born
Friday were Richard and Gary
der to control these insects, the to 50 cents per square foot. A plas- of Marvin Vredeveld and Mias Kay winners. A two - courae lunch Brieve Sub. Twp. Holland.
Vredeveld, 1049 Lincoln Blvd.; Monday to Mr. and Mrs. James De
trees must be sprayed in early tic house costs no more than a Wiggers Friday night in the was served and the bride-to-bereIsaac Kouw A wf. to Gerald
Mrs. Gerrit De Ruiter, route 4; Feyter, 882 South Washington Ave.;
spring while they are still in the glass one to maintain. The yearly Drenthe C h r i * t i a n Reformed ceived many fine gifts. Miss KarVan
Dyke A wf. Lots 6. 7, 14. 15
a
daughter,
Karen
Ann,
bom
MonDebra Kragt. 259 Vi West 19th St.;
dormant stage, with a lime sul- replacementof the plastic is no Church.
sten and Junior Klynstra plan a Blk 9 Howard's Second Add. Twp.
Mrs. Henry Klumper, 79 East 14th day to Mr. and Mrs. Carl Nebls.
pher spray wetting the entire tree more expensive than the maintenMrs. Ed Veldman and Mra. Jake March wedding.
Holland.
St.; Mrs. Clarence Brouwer, 878 246 West 29th St.; a son. David
and also the ground around the ance of convention glass. Longer Barnes spent Friday afternoon Many of the local folks attendJ. D. Shinabarger
wf. to
7'
East Eighth St.; Lloyd Lawson, Martin, born today to Mr. and
tree. On oak trees a 50 percent lasting plastics' are being develop- with their s l a t e r. Mrs. Lena ed a sacred musical program in Gordon Streur A wf. Pt. SW4 SE4
88 East Eighth St.; Mrs. Verne Mrs. George Brummitt, 307 West
wettable DDT powder is recom- ed. The plastic house costs less to Elzinga .tear North Blendon. Oth the No.th Blendon Christian Re- 31-5-15 City of Holland.
13th St.
Bush, 796 North Shore Dr.
mended using 6 pounds to 100 gal- heat as it is tighter. Maintenance er sisters who spent the afternoon formed Church on Sunday night.
William C. DeRoo
wf. to
Zeeland
Discharged Friday were Mrs.
lons of water spraying the last costs are about equal. Yields are with them are Mrs. Johanna Schol- Mr. and Mrs. Hollar from Spring Minnie V. Meerse Lots 9, 10 A pt.
Births in Zeeland Community
Clarence Johnson and baby, route
week in March and again 10 days the same, and; there is no differ- teA from Holland. Mrs. France* Lake gave the program.
11. 12 Blk 2 Howard’s Second Add.
l, West Olive; Mrs. Harvey Phil- Hospital include the following; a
later. It is also advisable to prune ence in diseases if the plastic Bekins and Mrs. John Hop of CoopThe Rev. F. De Boer started a Twp. Holland.
lips and baby, 504 West 21st St.; daughter, Barbara Jean, bom Feb.
off the galls on the branches.
series of Lenten Service beginning
ersville.
Bessie Barense to Paul Morley
house is ventilatedproperly.
Mrs. Julius Kareten, 524 Lakewood 17 to Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Zyack,
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Huyser with the morning service last Sun- A wf. Pt. Lot 33 A 34 Southeast
Plants
grown
in
plastic houses
Blvd.; Mrs. Gerrit Jongsma, 22 route 1, Zeeland; a son. Steven
We would like to remind our require less water, and the humid- and their daughter. Sally Jo. mov day. HU theme is "Lenten Ques- Heights Add. Twp. Zeeland.
East 21st St.; Richard and Gary Jay, born Feb. 18 to Mr. and Mrs.
readers again that in order to con- ity in the plastichouses is higher. ed last Saturday from the Barnes tions.”
John J. Sterenburg et al to SubBertus Pyle, route 1. Zeeland;a
Vredeveld. 1049 Lincoln Blvd.
trol Anthracnose on raspberries, The plastic will permit about 70 apartment to the apartmentabove
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs. urban Automatic Washmobile Pt.
Mrs. William Sparks, 51 Manley daughter, Barbara Lynn, bom
use a dormant spray of lime sul- to 90 percent as much light to en- the Huyser store.
Jay Schutte in Zeeland Community Lot 4 Village of Cedar Swamp,
Feb. 18 to Mr. and Mrs. Gordon
Ave.
pwher at about the time the leaves ter the house as glass will, dependTwp. Holland.
Mrs. Gerrit Berens an Carla Sue Hospital on Saturday morning.
Admitted Saturday were Johan Dams, 704 Gordon St., Holland.
emerge and are the size of mouse ing on what type plastic is used. and Mrs. John Posma with Mrs.
On Friday night at 7:45 Sound- E. David Boyd A wf. to Robert
A daughter, Cynthia Rae, bom
Nyhof, 167 West Eighth St.; HorDr. Frederick L. Schaman
*
The jspme crops are suitablefor Ivan Posma, Mrs. I>e Posma and Film "Onrest" and "Peril and B. Wolbrink A wf. Pt. Lots 10,11
ace Dekker, 75 East Ninth St.; •Feb. 18 to Mr. and Mrs. Willis
Pamela, Mrs. Ben De Zwaan Blessing, and I Will Build My Blk G West Add. City of Holland.
both
type of houses.
Mrs. Walter Dunaway, 69 East Masselink, route 2, Hudsonvilie; a
The MichiganCrop Improvement
John Voorhorst A wf. to Marvin
Sash, or panel type, houses offer Mrs. Henry Buter and Brad of Church" will be shown in the
Ninth St. ; Calvin Becksvoort, daughter, Cheryl Lynn, born Feb.
Association has sent word that a some advantages over other con- Zeeland visited With Mrs. Cart Vah Chriatian Reformed Church.
J. Lemmen A wf. Pt. Lot 13 Blk
route 6; Mrs. Robert Zap, 14265 19 to Mr. and Mrs. Roger Kamps.
field of Clinton Oats grown by struction plans: easier covering Oort and Scot of 'Zeeland last
Kathi Schreur,infant daughter 1 South Prospect Park Add. City
James St.; Bob Plooster,83 River- route 3, Zeeland; a daughter.
William Aukema of Hudsonvilie and repairing in case of tearing; Thursday afternoon.
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Schreur of Holland.
hills Dr.; Robert Van Dyke, 68 Ruth Hilda, born Feb. 19 to Mr.
has been approved for certifica- easier storage and ventilation.
John Franzburg to Ray Koetsier
The choir in the Reformed Oiuch returnedhome from Butterworth
West 17th St.; Pat Witteveen, and Mrs. Jake Voetberg, route 1,
tion. The sample submittedwas Here are some construction tips sang "Fairest Lord Jesus” and Hospital. She is much improved A wf. Lot 37 Brieve's Sub.- Twp.
Zeeland.
Dr.
Frederick
L.
S
c
h
u
m
a
n.
route 4.
99 9/10 percent pure with 95 per"We Will Understand It Better By but continues in the doctor’scare. Holland.
A son, Kevin Patrick, born Feb. Woodrow Wilson Professor of Gov- cent germination. With oats seed for plastic greenhouses:
Discharged Saturday were
The Men’s Society met Tuesday Ray Koetsier A wf. to John
and
By" the morning service.
L
Delay
covering
houses
with
Riekes Mulder. 249 West 17th St.; 20 to Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Cheyhe. ernment at WilliamsCollege, will scarce this year, I know some folks
Dave
Hondorp,.' a middler in night in the chapel. The topic was Franzburg Pt. SE4 SE4 17-5-15
new
plastic
until
late
summer
to
Mrs. Gerrit De Ruiter, route 4; 9yron Center; a son, Edward be the featuredspeaker at the in the area will appreciate knowx
reduce the effects of light and Western TheologicalSeminary was “UnfinishedBu s i n e s s of Our Twp.
Mrs. Bruce Ter Haar and baby, Jay, bom Feb. 19 to Mr. and Mrs. Midwest Regional Conference of ing about this source of seed.
Jack
Kluitenberg
A
wf.
to
John
King”
in
charge
of
both
services
inthe
heat on the films.
2043 Lakewood Blvd.; Bob Ploos- John Nyaard, route 2, Hudsonvilie; International RelationsClubs on
The Girl's Society met Monday Franzburg Lot 37 Brieve Sub. Twp.
2. Build a narrow house with a Reformed Church Sunday. Rev.
ter, 83 Riverhills Dr.; Mrs. Charles a daughter, Leah Ruth, born Feb. the Hope campus Friday and SatMore than 450 publications,most steep (about 40 degrees) roof to Harold Lenters, who has been suf- night with Miss Truda Smit in Holland.
Gamby and baby, route 1; Mrs. 20 to the Rev., and Mrs. Harold urday.
Milton D. Van Putten A wf. to
of them available without charge,
fering from a severe cold was un- charge of the lesson.
Dr. Schuman will lecture on are listed with the Ottawa County reduce snow damage.
Edward Johnson and baby, route Lenters, route 2, Zeeland.
Eldred James Nornung A wf. Pt.
3. Use soft lumber so nails can able to take ebarge.
A son. Michael, bom Feb. 20 to ’’Russia, America, and the Extension office. These publica6; Sheryl Huizenga, 248 West 18th
Lots 51.52 Wildwood Sub. City of
Marianne Vander Meulen led the
be removed easier when the plasSt.; Elton Bolles, 483 West 23rd Mr. and Mrs. Henry Vander Wall. Future” in Memorial Chapel at 8 tions deal with methods of farmCentral Park Women’s
Holland.
Christian Endeavor meeting Suntic is replaced.
St; Vicki Lynn Bosman, 594 Lake- Hudsonvilie; a son, Fred Jay, born p.m. Friday. The lecture is open to ing and problems farmers encounBernie J. Lemmen A wf. to Pine
4. Tack the plastic to the rafters day afternoon.It was consecration Mission Group Meets
wood Blvd.; Debra Kragt, 259 'i Feb. 22 to the Rev. and Mrs. Jack the public without charge.
Street
Christian Reformed Church
ter in their business.
meeting.
using lath strips.
West 19th St.; Mrs. Charles Sligh Van Dyken, route 2, Hudsonvilie; Dr. Schuman recently returned There are also many, many
Lots 22, 23
The
Men’s Brotherhood met
The Women's Missionary So- Pt. NE4 23-8-14
5. Provide adequate ventilation.
Laug’s Plat No. 4 A Lots 7. 22m, 206 East 28th St.; Eugene a son, Tom Gregory,born Feb. 23 from his third extensive tour of booklets that deal with various 6. Treat the wooden framework
night. . R*v.. Joshua ciety of Central Park Reformed
to Mr. and Mrs. Howard Lampen, the Soviet Union since 1928. The phases of homemaking and gar30 Inc. Lemmen’s Sub. Twp. PolkVander Sluis, 139 West 18th St.
with a non-toxicpreservative (cop- Hogenboom, field d i rector of Church met Tuesday night with
trip was made to gather data for
ton.
Admitted Sunday were Ronald route 5.
dening.
church extensionwork talked about Fenton Strickland,student at Wesper napthenate, for example i.
a new book on the USSR, which Most of these publications are
Edgar L. George A wf. to Joseph
Kuipers, 614 Central Ave.; Lynn
tern TheologicalSeminary as
7. Two layers of plastic reduce his work in the synod.' V
J. Simon Lots 13, 14. 15. 38, 39.
Alfred A. Knopf plans, to publish ot. file in our office^ and a teleTer Haar, 653 136th Ave.; Mrs.
A
new
address
of
one
of
the
local
guest
speaker.
heating
posts.
Waakazoo Cubs Hold
next year.
Jerry Jonker, 801 Central; Wayne
phone call or an office visit either 8. Air exchange and ventilation men in the service: Pvt. Melvin Devotions were led by Mrs. Hen- 40, 41. 43. 44, 48 Hollywood Sub. A
dynamic
interpreter
of
curMcCormick, 285' West 33rd St.
to the Court House at Grand Haven is aided by having one end of the Feenstra U. S. 55578722 Co. M. ry Van Kampen and Mrs. Marvin Twp. Park.
Blue and Gold Banquet
William F. Winstrom A wf. to
rent world affairs, Dr. Schuman is or the Zeeland City Hall may place
Discharged Sunday were Mrs.
39th Inf. Regt. Fort Carson, Colo- Van Huis. Mrs. Leon Sandy playhouse higher than the other.
Paul A. Craig A wf. Lot 20 Pine
Peter Rods, 322 West 18th St.;
Waukazoo Cub Scouts held their a world • travler. author, broad- in your hands a booklet explain- Gas heaters have been satisfac- rado.
ed a piano solo. Hostesses for the Hills Sub. Twp. Park.
Mrs, August Stassen and baby, 254 Blue and Gold banquet Tuesday caster.and journalist. Born in Chi- ing the problem you are now facPrayer day»for crops and Indus- evening were Mra. Gordon Van
tory for heating, but vents are
William F. Winstrom A wf. to
East 18th St.; Gerald Johansen, evening in the multi-purppse room cago in 19M, he has traveled and ing.
necessary to prevent accumula- try will be obaerved .in both local Putten, Mra. Henry Van Kampen, Truman R. Lee A wf. Lot 42 Pine
373 North Division; Mrs. F. John
studied in England. France, GerThese
booklets are written by tions of caibon dioxide or raw gas churches on Wednesday. March 13. Mrs. Robert Weersing. Mrs. Robin Waukazoo School.
Hills Sub. Twp. Park.
Zigterman, 497 West 23rd St.; Mrs.
many, Italy, Austria, the Balkans, specialistsin various fields who
The annual Women 'i.World Day ert.. Harkema, Mrs. Ralph Menthat may be harmful to the plants.
William C. DeRoo A wf. to MinHenry B. Visscher and baby, 665 The Den Mothers, Mrs. Jim Vol- Greece, Turkey, and Russia. He explain the situation, how the best
Polyethyleneis the most com- of Prayer1 will be held Friday, at ning and Mrs. Ed Stryker.
nie V .Meerse Lot 153 Chippewa
East 10th St.; Mrs. Gerhard Rit- kema, Mrs. Bob Houtii*. Mrs. has taught at the University of approach is made according to re- monly used plastic.Vinyl, buty- 2 p.m. :n the Reformed Church.
brief business meeting was Resort Plat, Twp. Park.
sema and babyr 578V4 South Harry Wendt, Mrs. Ernest Shoultz Chicago, his alma mater; Harv- search findings and suggestionsto rate, and acrylonitrile styrene are Mra. Abram De Young of Holland inThe
charge of Mrs. Gerald Hilbink. Lewis Steenwyk A wf. to Milda
Shore Dr.; Mrs. Marvin Van Zan- and Mrs. Jack Witteveen were in ard, Cornell. Columbia,and Cali- solutionsto commor problems.
will speak on the topic "Security
used satisfactorily.
Arens PL NEU NE4 1-5-14 Twp.
ten, 644 West 22nd St; Mrs. Rob- charge of the dinner. Table decor- fornia, and is at present at WilMany folk are not aware of this
A plastichouse on the Michigan. in Christ Jesus." • W o m e n of
Zeeland.
ert Zap, 14265 James St; Ronald ations made by the Cub Scout* liams College.
service from Michigan State Uni- State University campus is located Drenthe C h r i s t i a n Reformed Study Club Stages
John A.
A wf. to
Kuipers,614 Central Ave.; Mrs. were blue and gold placemati and
versity.But, those who use it find behind the plant science green- Church. VrieslandReformed and
Pre-Lenten
Potluck
Marvin
Ten
Harmsel
Lot
9 OverRobert L. Bain, 3354 142nd Ave. peanut men as place cards.
that many of their questions can houses on Farm Lane and is open the local Christian
weg’s Sub. Twp. Holland.
Hospital births include a daugh- Each mother was presented with Birthday Party Given
b' quickly answered by securing for inspectionduring the week.
Churches are invited.
> Our Lady of the Rosary Study
Victor Van Fleet A wf. to Thomter, Mary Ann, bom Friday to Mr. a blue and gold corsage also made
a copy of the booklet that deals John Carew, C. E. Peterson, of
M*v and Mrs: Alfred Bowman Club held a pre-Lentenpotluck as Reimink Jr. A wf. Pt. Ntt
For Two in Family
and Mrs. Maurice Schaap, 892 up by the Cubs.
with their particular problem.
the MSU department of Horticul- and daughter, Laurie were Satur- supper Tuesday evening at the SWfrU4 19-5-15Twp. HoUand.
Harvard Dr.; a son, Daniel Unn,
Marvin Van CJelderen.in the ab- A Birthday party wrts held Monture, and E. A. Kazarian, agricul- day supper guests of Mr. and home of Mrs. J. Mulder. FollowHenry D. Dekker A wf. to Corbon. Friday to Mr. and Mrs. Har- sence of CubmasterJhn Volke- day afternoon at the home of Mr.
You can now cut weight loss of tural engineering,are working with Mrs. Jerry Zoet and dau|hteri, ing the supper games were played. nelius Valk A wf. Pt E4
low De Jonge. route 6; a daughter. ma, welcomed the 65 guests and and Mrs. William Kurth, 342 Third market bound hogs by feeding
Beth and Nancy- near Jenison.
the plastic greenhouseproject.
Attending were the Mesdames NE4 23-5-15 Twp. HoUand.
Suzanne, born Saturday to Mr. presented awards to Michael De Ave., in honor of their daughter them brown sugar in their drinkMrs. Joe Huizenga is visiting Sadie ' Boullion, Evelyn Vukin, Exec. Est. ConstantineBotsls,
and Mrs. Walter McNeal, 227 Boe, John Witteveen, Wayne Wag- and son, Bobby and Terry, both ing water. Three pounds of brown Earliest known steel files were with her children, Mr. and Mrs. Pauline Lugten, Merle De Puydt,
Dec. to Adam Krenn A wf. Pt.
Dartmouth Rd.; a daughter, Elmi- enveld, Billy De Jongh, Charles of whom celebratedtheir . birth- sugar mixed with five gallons of used by the Assyrians around 670 Don Huizenga and children in
Jackie Zych, Louise Rauch, Kay Lot 6 Blk 68 City of HoUand.
ra Mae, born Saturday to Mr. and Comport, Billy Prys, Frank and day* on March 2. Bobby is 12 and water will do the trick. This
B. C.
Grand Rapids for g few days.
Jrtcques and Frances Nash.
Ray Koetsier A wf. to Anna H.
Mrs. Maurice Heck, route 1, Ham- Jcfm Houting, Ernest Wendt and Terry
sugared water should be given to.
Those attending the inspirational
Slag Pt Lots 4, 5, 3 Blk 12 Hope
ilton.
Tony Volkema.
Guests included Bonnie Timmef, the hogs 48 hours before they are
Boxing was one of the compe- dinner, sponsoredby the Mission
SofUhelled turtles are able to CoUege Add. City of HoUand.
A son, Daniel Theodore, bom Special guest was State Park Sandy Van Kampen, David and to be loaded for shipment.
titions at the ancient Olympic Syndicateheld in the second. Re- remain under water for hours,
Harold J. Essenburgh A wf. to
Saturday to Mr. and Mrs. Theo- Manager Clare Broad who showed Tommy Vizithum and Mark and
In tests, hog fed sugar have made Games. The poet Virgil speaks of formed Church in Zeeland were "breathing"by a special process Edward Barber A wf. Pt. Lot 2
dore Koppenaai, route 1; a son, a colored film on conservation.
Buzz Dyke.
250-mile trips with a lower shrink- it
Peter D. Huyser, Sherwin Hun- of their pharnyx.
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time5, Pet'r
such advertisementshall have been beyond that figure. Jesus surprised
obtained by advertiser and
by saying, "I say not unto
by him in time for correction*
, tt-xji -awn tlmM* hut Until
such errors or correction* .noted thee, Until seven times, nut UIKU
plainly thereon:and in such case If seventy times seven." Forgiveness
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U' today.
S* Army
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is replacing
Major General Edward G. Farwas given by Mr* rand who departed tor a nev as-
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which a lunch was

Dr.Oslerhaven
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he was conductingwith great regularity. She seemed to understand
the Scriptures that were given to
Dr. Sagcne Osterhaven
her setting forth the requirements
of salvation, but it seemed she
failed to find peace. This continued
for so long that the evangelist began to suspect there was something that stood in her way, and
tried to find out what it Was."
"After a little he began to notice that there was one girl in her
Dr. Eugene Osterhaven, veteran
Sunday School class to whom she
Scout
and Scouter. has been apnever spoke. He sent for her and
asked about her friendlinesswith pointed -by the NationalCouncil,
her classmates, noting the effects
Boy Scouts of America, to serve
of his questions in the expressions
as
Protestant,Chaplain for the
of her face. She listened quietly
until he mentioned the name of Michigan Section of the National
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?
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Nancy

to

redeway, Metric Post
Holwerda, Carol Jipping, Ellen
Vender Ploeg, Sheryl! Swierenga,
ZAMA, Japan Major General
Janice Gebbens, Betty Veenman, Herbert
Vander Heide of
Bonita Kakmink and Unde Lap- Zeeland, Mich., has been named
Ptoga.
Deputy Chief of Staff for plans
‘Games were played and prises and Operations.Headquarters,
were won by Merrie Holwerda and U. S. Army Forces, Far East and

A Caae-Stady
"An evangelist tells of a young
girl who attanded some meetings

w*10 of
arepeople
ready to tor*ive
get

Appointed

Kouw, Hazel B

giving.

agnt Street. Hoi
eighth
land. Michigan.
Entered as second claai matter at along with others.
the poet office at Holland. Mich., L The forgiving spirit is comunder the Act of Congress,March 5,
mendable.One day Peter asked
1879
W. A. BUTLER, Editor and PublUher

unforgiving person will
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Kaylene Schaafsma was honored
at a birthday party at her home
Saturday. The occasion was her
KHh birthday.
Those attending were

up his soul with anger and hostility. How many times have you become angry because someone mistreated or humiliatedyou? Perhaps several times. But let us
seek todiscover through this
*'ctse-«tudy,"how to become for-

day by The Sentinel unpleasant, on the other hand the
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Kaylene Schaafsmo ,

Sunday, March 10
Pargtre Aa4 Be Ferftvaa
Matthew 0:12. 14, 15; lldl-M;
I John 1^-10.
by Darrell Vraakaa
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BirAlay Party Honors

Endeavor

Unlimited Forgiveness
Matthew 18:21-35
by C. P. Dame
(Based on copyrightedoutline*
produced by the Division of Christian Education, National Council of
the Churches of Christ in the
U. S. A. and used by permission.)
There are people who lose their
jobs simply because they cannot
I get along with other people. Peo-

m'SSdmr/ThuV pie
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Christian

HEWS Sunday School

sDl

7,

WiflBe Chaplain

served.

The party
Fred Schaafsma assisted by Mrs. signment at Fort Polk. Louisiana.
Mike Jipptog
General Vander Heide graduated from the U. S. Military Academy at West Point in 1929 and
wu commissionedin the Infantry

HopeStndentGett

branch.

Summer PodtioD

Upon graduation from the Command and General Staff School at
Fort Leavenworth,-Kansas, in
Iftt,1he 'was aasigned to the Mili-

La vrence N. Lup, Hope College

tary Personnel Division, Army

Service Force*. Washington,D. C.
senior from Milford bat been
In 1944, General Vander Heide
awarded an appointmentto work assumed command of the 3rd Inwith the OsterreichiacheStick- fantry Regiment at Fort Benning,
should be limltlesi. We should nevstoffwerke Akliengesailshaft
in Ga., which he accompanied to the
uch a proportion of the entire space er stop forgiving.Jesus then told
European Theater of Operations.
occupied by the error bears to the a narable in order to make clear
Linz. Austria, for eight weeks durIn November, 1946, he was asuilmenT' °C':"P V
his Uachlng. There was a man who
ing the coming summer.
signed to Headquarters Berlin
— —
owed his king a big amount
The announcementwas made by
Commans successively as AssisTERMS
OF
SUMCKIFTION
I rn/.r.(,vton tlwn^and tfllntlts
One year. *3.00: six months. *2.00; money, ten thousand talents,
the girl to whom she never spoke. Jamboree at Valley Forge. He Dr. Paul Fried of the college his- tant Chief of Staff, G-l, Chief of
three months, -SLOO; tingle copy, 10c. modem money about ten million
Then
she replied that while she will be given toe responsibility
Staff, and Deputy Commander.
Subscriptions payable In advance and doUars. when the king took acloved all of the others, to that one for the spiritualwelfare of 1,400
will be promptly OKOamuad If not |
o( his servant3 h(, waJ sum.
He returned to Washington,D.
renewed.
SEN. CHARLES E. POTTER, youngest RepublicanIn the United
protestant
boys
and
leaders,
and
she would never speak. That girl
C. in September, 1947, first with
Subscriberswill confer a favor by moned to pay. He could not do
States Senate is an enthusiastic booster for products from his
had done her a great wrong once, will aid1 in conducting worship
reporting procnpUy any Irregularity so. The king "commanded him to
the Civil Affairs Division and then
home state of Michigan. Garbed in the costume of Chowder and
In delivery.Write or Phone 319L
and she would never forget or for- services.
with the Plans and Operations
be sold, and his wife, and chil- Marching Society, an exclusive organization of members of Congive it.
Dr. Osterhavenis a member of
Divisions. General Staff, Departdren, and all that he had, and payThe evangelist asked how long the Executive Board of the Grand
COVERING UP THE TAX TAKE ment to be made." The servant gress who sened in World War II, the youthful senator displaysa
ment of the Army.
Michigan
Cherry
pie. The Potters proudly proclaim the area
it was since she had become inter- Valley Council and has served as
Governor Williams is once more asked for time saying, "Lord, have
After attending the Armed Foraround TraverseCity as the "country’s largest cherry-producing
ested in the salvation of her own Cubmaste-, Committee Chairman,
ces Industrial College, Washinggoing all out for a corporations patience with me, and I will pay
area." Other favoritefoods, all produced in Michigan, include com
soul, and when she had given him Scout Leader and District Comton, D. C„ he was assigned to the
tax. Certain forms of corporation thee all." The king forgave him.
on the cob, Michigan baked beans arid black cherry wine salad,
the time he said to her: "All this mittee Chairman. He is an Eagle
Far East Command, first as a
This same servant went out and
Mrs. Potter’srecipe. Most of the Senator’s cooking is done in offtime you have asked God to for- Scout Arith many years of camptaxes have been on the statute
member of the Joint Staff Planfound one of his fellowservantswho
Congress seasons. He prefers outdoor cookery at the Potters’
you. and yet you are not will- ing experience.
ning and Operations Group, and in
boote
»
Wm“«rtariKT 'p£«; a Mullet Lake cottage in Northern Michigan. A feature about Sen. give
ing to become reconciled to your
A member of the faculty at
since corporations are under obli
August, 1951, as Regimental Comsmall sum. let us say twenty-five
former dear friend. I am not sur- Western Theological Seminary, he
Potter and Michigan products appeared in the Washington Post
gallon to foot the state’s tax bill
mander of the 21st Infantry Regidollars, and took him by the
prised that you have not found served as general chairman for
and Times Herald, which should be a boost for Michigan Week to
along with private citizens.But
ment, 24th Infantry Division,
throat and demanded immediate be held in May.
peace.
If you do not forgive neith- the Protestant Conference on
for years the Governor has been
Korea.
payment.The debtor asked his feler will your Heavenly Father for- Scouting In 1965.
trying to unload a disproportionate
He returned to Fort Benning in
low servant for time, "Have pagive you." (Young People's Wit- Dr. Osterhaven will sene with
part of the tax burden on the cor
1952 as Directorof toe Tactical
tience with me and I will pay thee
ness, Union Gospel Press, Box approximately40 other members
porations.
Department
Infantry
all." He refused and cast him in6059, Cleveland1, Ohio)
of the Michigan section staff at
The Republican legislaturehas to prison.A fellow servant reportSchool, and then Deputy Assistant
Discaaaloa Of Case • Study
the Jamboree, under toe leaden
consistently and persistently opCommandant of the School. In
ed him and the king handed him
Give each person a Bible and ship of D. W. Teiabrg. He will be
posed the shift of the major part
January, 1954, he was appointed
over to the tormentorsuntil he
discuss this case in the light of
of the tax load on the camel’s, ...
at the Valley Forge camping area
Chief of Staff of The Infantry Centhe suggested Bible passages:
for at least 12 (toys. The total
back. It looks as if this year the *1£UklrpayT^
tr.
ter.
L Will God forgive this girls sin camp will number 50,000 boys and
Lawrence N. Lop
Using bleachersfor toe first led selection was toe orchestra *
In the summer of 1954, General
unless she forgives the offence of
leaders.
tory staff, who is in charge of the Vander Heide returned to the Far
time, the Holland Civic Music As- first encore, again Richard Wagher girl friend? (See Matthew 6:
Aside tfom the economic technime sociation was host to the largest ner in the spiritedprelude to the 12, 14, 15)
United States InternationalAssoci- East to serve as Assistant Divicell ties, the tact should be remem- '>utJls in. de“
third act of "Lohengrin.”
ation for Exchange of Students for sion Commander of the 1st Cal2. This girl did not seek to
crowd
of
its
kind
at
its
final
conbered by the average citiienthat
Conductor Paray, who developTechnicalExperience, for Hope caiy Division; Assistant Chief of
avenge
the
girl
who
offended
her,
the ahlft to the corporations
about ph^i^ fnMtration. cert of the 1956-57 season Monday ed the Detroit Symphony after its,
District
College.
Staff, G-2, Army Forces Far East
but what does God say about
represents an attempt to hide
J ™’ night in Civic Center.
rebirthin 1951 into one of the leadLup, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. S. and Eighth U. S. Army (Rear);
vengeance?
(See
Romans
12:19)
Appearing was the distinguished ing symphonies in America, seemtax from the common man. Hidden
are
Lup of Milford, is a pre-med stu- and Assistant Chief of Staff, G-3.
3. How often should this girl
Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Paul ed to have finger-tipcontrol o<
taxes are alwaya bad, even when Jh*
dent at Hope majoring in ChemiGeneral and Mrs. Vander Heide
have
forgiven
the
offence
of
her
Paray, conductor, in a well balan- his orchestraat all times. Tliis
they are good in themselves, and “<«-»? “n obt,“
try. He has been active in extra live at Camp Zama.
girl friend? (See Matthew 18:22)
it is at least debatablethat the1'’0™
we must ac^ledge ced program which featured well excellent control was particularly
curricular events during his colHealth and Safety Committee of
known selectionsby Debussy, Wag- evident in the Brahms Symphony 4. Who should take the first step
Williams proposed corporation,
lege residence.He is currently
in
forgiveness
between
individuals?
tAX is eood
giveness desired and gamed. And ner, Brahms and de Falla.
the Grand Valley Council announcRiven Named Chairman
No. 2 in D Major.
(See
Matthew
11:23-35,especially ed today final standings of first president of the Inter Frstemity
When the cituen pay. three
'i'have oblai"? j^'v>en.=“ Particularly well receivedwas
Monday’s concert opened with verse 35)
Council, a member of Blue Key
At Review Board Openi
per pennies for every dollar of trom God, tva attould Aow a for Debussy’s prelude to ‘"Die After- the Mendelssohn overture "Finaid teams that participatedin the
Hope’s honorary fraternity, treas5. What must we do if we want
Councii-widemeet on Thursday.
noon of a Faun” which featured gal's Cave."- composed after MengrocerteTand -other ^d. he buy.,
Lucien Raven wu elected chairurer of the InternationalRelations
be knowa that he it being taxed, being forgiven should ex^satiaelf Flutist Albert Tipson on his plat- delssohn visited Scotland in 1829. others and God to forgive us? Feb. 28. at Lee High School.
man
and Neal Wiersma vice chairClub
and
«
member
of
Omicron
Any attempt by the Governor and1" stowing unlimitedtaglveneas. inum flute, one of eight such musi- The audiencewas unusually al- (See I John 1:1)
The Rattlesnake Patrol of Troop
man Tuesday
the Board
Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
44. Maplewood Reformed Church,
the legislatureto increase such
* measured forgiveness is cal instruments in the world. De- ternativeMonday night, with little
Dr. Fried explained that the of Review opened its annual sestax would be met with a yell of “ Jagivenes at all.
was one of the six teams to be
bussy’s mood music is
great or no moving around. InterrupIAESTE is a non-profitorganiza- sion.
rated class A by the judges.
opposition. Even the citizen
“ten the person who comntit* favorite of many musical groups, tions at previous concerts had
The board, which will meet
tion to help engineering and sciReceiving Class B ratings were
and his ‘‘Faun’’probably rates been a point of criticism on the
dieT not know the difference bed<f
ence students to obtain summer on- at least four days, accordingt)
the Flying Eagle Patrol of Troop
tween economics and anthropolodone. However the second only to his “Clarie de
part of many local music lovers.
the-job training with industrial the city charter, began its work
of
8, St Francis deSales Catholic
gy would vote against
I"™0" »ho sees what has been Lune” which has become a great The great Detroit orchestra apcompanies in foreign countries.It of reviewing the tax rolls this
Church, and the Deer Patrol of
So the tax grabber,try another
lh€
favorite in America.
peared to advantage in the ballet
was founded in western Europe In morning. Any property owner
World Day of Prayer potters Troop 21, Second Reformed Church
method. The average citiien
tart caused. Wrongdoing A great audience favorite was
suite "El Amor Brujo” by Manuel
1948 to promote international
inteo wanting a hearing on his auesV
not know that he pays the corpo- a^*y* h^rta .
,
the overtureto ‘Tannhauser’’by de Falla with its varied employ- which are used throuchout the of Zeeland. Leaders are Nick Wig- change of students to further un- ment may come before the board
ration tax in one form or another,I
**
Richard Wagner, with its stately ment of rythm. The orchestra’s world to call attention to the an- gers, Joe Corrado and Roger derstanding between the 21 mem- during its sessions in the City
just as he pays the sales tax. Such ***“*- tnsth do not overlook The
Assessor's office on the second
Pilgrim Chorus" theme, and its final encore at the close of the nual services have been placed in Baar.
churchesand various pubkc plac- Otto Dressel, Health and Safety ber countries and the United floor of toe City Hall.
a corporation tax 'is paid in the king
forgave toe servant wto showy orchestrations.
perfect program was "Farandole." by
State*. A total of 2,000 industrie*
es. Women and men in the Hol- Chairman,is in charge of the local
form of a check by the president wa5 hopelwslyin debt, was wroth complement to this final sehedu- Georges Bizet.
are resently providing training The board reported at 11 a.m.
land area are invited to join in first aid program in Scouting.
of the corporation to the Michigan when he shewed such an ungratefor more than 5,700 visiting stu- Tuesday that no hearings had been
the World Day of Prayer service
State Department of Revenue.
»P‘nt
to
requested thus far. Usual meeting
dents.
ciUzen never sees that check or ^lk>w servant. God is nghteous
in Trinity Reformed church on
Missionary
Society
Hears
Lup will do organic preparative hours are from 9 a.m. to noon
Friday, March I, at 2 p.m. when
hears about it So he thinks he is
punishes sin both in toislife
work for the Linz company. Linz and from 1 to 4 p.m. After the
Mrs. John A Dykstra of Grand Dr. Tena Holkeboer
not helping to pay
to corneis a modem industrialcity with session closes, a new assessment
Rapids wiki apeak
As a result, when election day "*"
1101
figure for the city will be preDr. Tena Holkeboer was guest a population of 185,000.
comes along, he votes for the pub- cannot expect to meet * merciful
The thxne this year. "Who shall
sented at a final meeting.
separate us." is based on a New speaker at the Woman’s Missionlie officials who
smart G01* w*"0 they Jea^e 11113 ea^th
enough to hide that tax. and they The person who has an unfor- The Hope College International Featured attraction of the two- Teetament text. Romans 8:35, ary 'Society meeting of Fourth
Nine Persens Appear
are in position to impose still tfvtag “P1?1 hurts himself. Mod- Relation Club will be host to the day event will be toe address on "Who shall separate us from the Reformed Church Thursday aftermore hidden
e™ Psychologyteaches us w h a t annual Midwest Regional Confer- Frida> evening by Dr. Frederick love of Christ? Shall tribulation, noon in tlv> church parlors.
la Dickman’s Court
Mrs. C Buurma read scripture.
But meanwhUe the tax-paying J«us knew very well that anger ence of International Relations L. Schuman. Woodrow Wilson or distress, or persecution,or
citizen is paying the corporations and carrying grudge* really hurt, Clubs on Friday and Saturday, Professor of Governmentat Wil- famine, or nakedness, or peril, or Miss Jean Nienhuis gave the openZEELAND (Special)— Nine pering prayer, announced the protax all along. Those payments are The forgiveness of God is baked March 8 and 9. on toe Hope Col- liams College. Dr. Schuman’s sword?"
sons recently appeared in Justice
not identifiedas taxes, but the I or dependentupon our willingness lege Campus. According to Larry topic will be "Russia. America, In the United State* where ob- gram and introducedDr HolkeHilmer C. Dickman's court and
citizen wonders why everything he to forgive. It is folly to expect God A. Siedentop, chairman oi the and the Future." This address will servance*will be held in 20,000 boer. The speaker told of her exAt the regular noon luncheon paid fines for traffic violations.
buys is notched up and up as toe to forgive when we will not grant conference, toe Midwest Region be given in Hope Memorial Chapel oommunities,an order of *ervLce perience* as dean of Hope Chris- Monday, members of the Holland
TTie followingdrivers paid fines
months and years pass. Through forgiveness to others. It may be embraces 60 colleges and univer- at 8 p.m. and Is open to toe public. issued by the General Department tion School in the Philippines.
Exchange Club heard Andrew G. Grace Ver Stnate, 47. Hudsonviile.
his vote he thought he was soak- hard for us to forgive but forgive- sities in the states of Indiana. IlThe conference will continue of United Church Women of the Mr*. M. Becksfort accompanied Sail, Holland Area Manager for stop sign, 37.30; James Duke, 50,
ing the rich corporations,but all ness cost God the death of his linois, Wisconsin. Iowa and Michi- Saturday morning with a Program National Council of the Churches Mrs G. Moes and Mrs C Eilander the Michigan Bell TelephoneCom- Grand Rapids, speeding.514.30;
gan.
he has been doing is soak himself. I Son on the cross.
Fair and discussion of club pro- of Christ, will be used. The pro- (f Bethel Reformed who sang pany.
Paul D. Heyboer, 22, Huizenga
Siedentop has announced the grams and activities, followed by gram which oome* every year "Jesus Alone” and "Be Thou
Sail discussed the direct distance St, Zeeknd, speeding, *9.30; LamHidden taxes are bad — always
theme of this year’s conference: papers and panel discussions con- from a different country, was pre- Near” Mrs. H. Kolman gave the dialing system that will be put bert Sharpe, 81, of 36 South
bad under all circumstances. The
Russia and America: Past, Pre- cerning Russia and America since pared this year by Serena Vas- closing thought.
into effect in Grand Rapids and Maple St., Zeeland, failure to yield
more direct taxes are, the more Edward A. Zysk Diet
sent and Future.
Mrs. G. Minnema, president,led 31 communitiessurrounding Grand right of way, 312 30.
they hurt while they are being In Municipal Hospital
World War D.
sady, a Hungarian etnifre, whose
The keynote address will be
paid, the lower they will remain.
The closing conference luncheon personalexperience*in war- tom the business meeting and gave the Rapids including Holland, during
Francis William Vaillancourt,38.
given at the opening luncheonat on Saturdaywill be followed by a Hungary give poignant meaning ebsing prayer.
April. This system which has been of 8361 80th St, Zeeland, stop sign.
GI
(Special)
Taxes are always with us. The
Hostesses for the atfernoon io use in some areas for more than 37.30; Carol Lynn Boes. 17, Grand
more taxes the more expense in Edward A. Zysk. 42. of 16494 noon on Friday. The address, business meeting to elect state to her supplications for world
collectingthem. There must be a Ranch Lane, Spring Lake, died in which will be a survey of Russion- chairmen and to select
con- unity. In it is heard testimonies, were Mrs J. Kleis and Mrs. J. four years is a product of research Rapids, speeding, 316.30; Loretta
way to reduce toe cost and waste. Municipal Hospital Saturdaynight. American diplomatic relations, ference site for 1958.
yearning and the prayers of Chris- Van Zoeren assisted by Mrs. by the Bell Telephone laboratories.M. Biller, 43, of 341 Main St.,
Th.1 changeovertor this area has Saugatuck,speeding, 39.30; Alton
He had been ill for four weeks will be delivered by Nathaniel Siedentop .said early reserva- tions who are today living behind Elgersma.
cost the company almost five mil- J. Harrington, 21, route 4, Holland,
and on Saturday his condition be- Davis, currently desk officer for tions have been received from the Iron Curtain.
Mrs. Mona A. Thomas
lion dollars.
came critical. He was admittedto USSR Affairs in the Office of more than 20 colleges and univer- Pakistan celebrated its first
reckless driving. 344.30: Woodrow
Friendly Corner Class
Each customer will receive a Palmer. 39, route 1, Allegan, stop
the hospitalat 4:30 p.m. and died Eastern European Affairs of the sities. Among them are MacMur- year as an independent nation by
Dies in Grand Haven
booklet giving instructionsfor us
Department of State.
at U p.m.
ray College. DlinoLs; University participating also in its first Meets in Church Lounge
sign, 37.30.
ing the direct distance dialing, the
HAVEN /Special)
He was bom in Grand Haven Friday afternoontoe program of Illinois; Wisconsin State Col- World Daj) of Prayer. In CzechosThe Friendly Corner Class of speaker said. Grand Rapids will
Mrs. Mona A. Thomas. 46, of March 5, 1914, the son of Mr. and will consist of papers and panel lege. De Pauw University.In- lovakia where religionis presum- Trinity Reformed Church met in
152nd St., Grand Haven Township, Mrs. George Zysk. Sr. He mar- discussions concerning Russia and diana; Southern Illinois Univer- ed to be non existent,6,000 pro- the church lounge Monday with be the home office.
To reach someone in Bay City
died in MunicipalHospital at 2:30 ried Elsie Robbins in Spring Lake America prior to Worid War II. sity; Notre Dame University; grams of the Czech Worid Day of Mrs. Betty Naber, president, in
Sunday morning of a self inflicted March 30. 1935. He was a member presented by students from parti- Monmouth College. Indiana; Hills- Prayer were printed and distri- charge of the business meeting. the customer dials first 112 to get Admitted to Holland Hospital
into Grand Rapids, then 517 the ITtUrsday were Mrs. Charles R.
gunshot wound. Mrs. Thomas put of St. Mary's Catholic Church in cipating institutions.
dale and Calvin Colleges.
buted.
Mrs. Dora Tysse led devotions.
Bay City area number and then
on her coat at 1 o'clock Sunday Spring Like, the Legion of Mary,
A trio of Ruth Ann Brondyke. the party with whom he wishes to Sligh, m, 306 East 28th St.; Albert
Tapley, 2* West 20th St; Linda
morning, took a 22 caliber rifle, the Ushers Club of the church,
Lois Brondyke and Betty Bush talk. This vrill be a two letter five
Auxiliary Plans
Vander Bain, Waukazoo. •
went out in the yard and shot the Knights of Columbus of Grand Many Visit
Mrs. Rummler Hostess
played instrumentalmusic. Mrs. digit number. It is designed to
DischargedThursday were Mrs.
herself.
Haven, the North Ottawa Rod and
The display of old historicalpicAiveme
Kooyers
sang
‘Trees”
ac- save time in making long distance
Facilities
Party
Roger Kamphuis and baby, 456
Her husband Joseph who was Gun Club and the Spoonville Gun tures at Netherlands Museum has At Friendship Meeting
Members of the VFW Auxiliary companiedby Mis* Adrianna Steke- calls.
West 22nd St.; Carl King, 446 West
watching TV did not realize his Club.
been attracting considerableat- The Academy of Friendship at a meeting Thursday evening dis- tee. Mrs. Celia Hamlin and Mrs. If the most direct line from 21st It.; Mrs. Russell Thornton.
wife had gone outside until he
He was employed at the Olbeig
Lucinda
Osterink
arranged
the
cussed plans to entertain the VetGrand Rapids to Bay City is busy 221 Lakewood Blvd.; Mra. Nichoheard a shot and found her in toe Mfg. Co. for toe past seven years tention the last few weeks, Mus- Committee of the Women of the
erans Facilitiesin Grand Rapids program.
the machine switches to another las Ter Voort and baby, 201 West
yard. She was rushed by ambu- and was head of the Labor Rela- eum Director Willard C. Withers Moose, Chapter 1010. held a meetHostesseswere the Mesdames line, hesaid. In fact it may
on Tuesday, March 12 at 6:45 p.m.
13th Sti; Mrs. Charles Greenwood
lance to the hospital where she tions and Safety Manager of Ol- said today. The display, which was ing and valentinegift exchange
The group will leave the local hall Edith Hamelirik, Lavina Tietsma, switch as many as three times in and baby. 268tt West Uth St.;
died about V/i hours later without berg.
associated with Holland's obserparty at the home of Mrs. Ruth at 5:45 p.m. Mrs. Peter Borchers, Lenore Garvelink, Bernice Deriuen less than half a minute. Only sta*
Mn. John W. Walters, 969 West
regaining consciousness.
Besides the wife he is survived vance of its 130th anniversary in
VFW hospital chairman, will be and Mabel Bruuraema.
tion to station calls can be made
32nd St; Mrs. Elroy Colon. 195
. She was bom in New English, by three daughters,Janice, Ann February, will remain in the mus- Rummler Wednesday evening.
this way. Other types of calls will
Mrs. Marie Botsis, chairman, in charge of the party.
East 17th St; Mrs. Lewis Parks,
Iowa., Sept. 12, 1910. daughterof and Joan; two sons. Edward, Jr., eum for several weeks. The greatMrs. Frank Balloovitz, president
remain as they are now.
and baby, 195 East 28th St.; Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Schauff and and George, all at home; his er share of the photos were was in charge of the business of the group, announced the eighth Ucal Group Wins First
The speaker added that the call Tad Hoeksma, 218 East 32nd St;
had been a practical nurse for 10 father, George Zysk, Sr., Grand brought to the museum by persons meeting. Plans were discussed for district raHy to be held in Kala- In District Festival
is recordetT^n a tafce which whan
Mrs. Kata Hafoertsma, 126 East
years. She started practicing in Haven; four brothers,John. who had such mementoes in their Academy of Friendship Chapter
mazoo on Sunday, March 3. Memrun through a machine scrambles
Kansas City, Mo., and later work- George and Henry of Grand Haven possession.There is no admission night on April 17. Honored guests
Holland Christian Senior High the 'call and a record Is made on 20th St
bers
wishing
to
go
are
asked
to
ed in Chicago. She moved to this and Stanley of ZeeJ&nd; two sis- charge at the museum during the will be Mrs. Florence Hiler, depu- contact the president, telephone Sextette received a first rating in cards from which the bill is figur- Hospital births include a son,
ty Grand Regent of Michigan, and
Patrick Michael, born Wednesday
area six years ago. Besides the ters, Mrs. Raymond Masko and winter months.
the district solo and ensemble fes- ed.
Oliver Hawvei\ president of Mich- 65606. She also announced that
to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gamby,
husband she is survived by one Mrs. Robert Me Kay, both of
tival
Saturday
at
Grand
Rapids.
President
Ray
Smith
called
for
Mrs. Beth Kveton, National VFW
igan Moose Association.
route
1; a son, Randall Dale, born
•on, Ivan Griggs, of Grand Haven; Grand Haven.
12 New Registrations
The hostess served lunch and President, will make an official The sextette includes Virginia a partial report on the Home Wednesday to Mr. and Mrs. Wilher mother, Mrs. Mary RichardKUngenberg,
Arloa
Steenwyk, Show. There were 6,000 paid advisit
to
Michigan
this
month.
She
Twelve new voter registrationsalso entertained with a reading.
liam Bierema. 53 West 33rd St.;
•on of HIM City, S. Dak., two
Alyce Timmer. Joy Heitbrink,
'
were secured before the deadline Attending ' were the Mesdames will be in Laming on March 13
a son, Genrit Gerhard, born Thurssisters.Dortha Curtis of Chicago Marriage Licenses
Mary
Schrovenwever
and
Diane
and
in
Eaton
Rapids
on
March
14.
Monday eevning, City Clerk Clar- Rummler. Botsis, Florine Berkey,
Ottawa County
day to Mr. and Mrs. Gerhard Ritand Ruth Wekh of Fairfield,Iowa
Tinholt
Arlene
Bouwman
is
acOkra
i*
a
plant
of
the
maBow
It also was announced that the
Elmo McHargue, 22, and Betty ence Grevengoed reported today. Clara Dykema, Kay Miller. Maxsema, 578% South Shore Dr.
and two grandchildren.
local Auxiliary la Class A in mem- companistand Marvin Baas direc- family, native of Africa, and is
Jane Goddard.21, both of Holland ; Besides the new registrations, three ine Den Uyl and Gladys Gordon.
grown
extensively
in the south- A son bom Thursday to Mr.
tor.
bership
and
that
the
Holland
group
Edward Gagnon, 48, route 1, voters were re-instated and sev- The next meeting of the AcadThe group sang "Wynken, Blyn- ern part of the United States for and Mrs. Engene Van Liere, route
is among the nine auxiliariesin
Put Out Track
Spring Lake, and Wilhelmina J. eral changes of address were filed. emy of Friendship will be held at
4; a aon, Christopher Mark, born
ken
and Nod," Parks and "Alle- flavoring soups and stews.
the
state
who
are
exempt
from
were called Monday Wolrol, 35, Muskegon; Donald Jay Monday was' the deadline for re- the home of Mrs. Miller on March
Thursday
to Mr. and Mrs. Henry
luja,"
Mozart
•
Rlegger.
inspections because of their high
then a fire broke out in Sheffield,21, Grand Haven, and gistering for the April 1 election. 27.
St. Bernard dogs are named af Visscher, 6G6 East 10th St.; a
The
Sextette
was
the
only
entry
ratings.
of a panel truck owned Arlene Vander Lugt, 22, Grand
ded by
b] daughter, Norma Jean, born toLunch was served by the com- from Holland Christian High ter the Alpine hospice founded
The Holland Public Library is an
Marvin Albers Go. at 133 Rapids; Edward H. La Madline.
In England, the word com refers
day to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hainearly
St.
Bernard
dq
Meothon
Ave. Damage was confined 19, and Sharon Koning, 19, both of to wheat while in Scotland and Ire- information center for the entire mittee in charge. The next meet- School. Judge in the districtfesdar. route. 5.
1,000 yean tfa.
tival
was
Albert
Smith.
ing
is
scheduled
for
March
14.
Holland area.
ill
land it means oaii.
Coopemvilie.

returned
with
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THE HOLLAND

Engaged

Zeeland 'Reverts

OTY NEWS, THURSDAY, MARCH

7, 1957

Ilree Dairies

Indians Control

Gamelkougboot

To Kerosene (or

Merge

GRAND RAPIDS

Lamps and Sarcastic
Notes Found Today
On Downtown Streets

(Special)

Some

(SpecliD—

-

Holland High's basketball team
team was In the game for about
half of the first quarter here Fri-

Zee-

and Ottawa

land resident or residents apparently feel it’s better to light one
little candle than to proceed in

The

darkness.

Du bet, flatfootedfrom the

managed to

stick with the

Indians for about seven minutes,

Sometime Thursday night, kerosene lamps were placed on improvised posts along Main St. and to
each post a somewhat sarcastic
notice was attached.
Miss Barbara June Wenzel
The poles for three street lights
Sir. and Mrs. Loren E. Wenzel,
along Main St. are broken off and
191 West 25th St., announce the
holes left in the sidewalk. Another
engagement of their daughter.
light is the victim of an underground short and is not working. Barbara June, to James Leland
Sharrock, son erf Mr. and Mrs.
It would be necessary to tear up
the sidewalk to repair the light. James H. Sharrock of Ypsilanti.
Two of the new "constructions The bride-elect attended Hope
bear kerosene lamps, one marks College and is affiliated with
a spot where, it says, a woman Sigma loti Beta sorority.

down and broke her

fell

Hills breezed .to an

eas^ 83-54 victory before 800 fans.

start

and a sign

glasses

is attached to the non-

but the winners, at their best in
the friendly confines of the small
home gym, began hitting and were
off to the races.
Ottawa was particularly effeo*
live on foul tosses and much to
Holland's dislike, since the Dutch
were charged with 10 personals in
the first quarter. They ended with
25 hand raisings.
While the Dutch were signaling
the Indians were sinking and they

ON ALLEGAN

GAS

install

Allegan county's first commercial gas well in
years. Louis Zellman, president of the
Zellmon Oil Company, watches.

4

New

a choke at the well head of

Miss Julane Lu Brower

The engagement of Mass Julane
Lu Brower to Paul Beukema, ET3,
is announced by her parents, -'Mr.
and Mrs. William Brower, 86 West
26th St. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. George Beukema, 163 Highland Ave.

Mr. Beukema is with the U.S.
Navy stationed aboard the USS
Boxer in San Diego, Calif.
Both young people are gradu•

ates of Holland High School. Miss
Brower is a secretarywith the
office.

"We

Allegan Oil Production
Gets Good Shot

in

Arm

As Car

SPersonsSeek

improvement and developmentof

Budding Permits

at

home and

(Jan. (RaaltcA

TOUR HOSTSj
PAUL AND EDNA VAN RAALTI
ACROSS FROM POSTOFFICI

ZEELAND
CLOSED SUNDAYS

|

HOMEOWNERS’ POLICY

Service, contractor; cost, 51,000.
Hardy Food Store, 286 Wst 14th
St.; put siding on building: Vender Laan Roofing and Siding, contractor; cost, 51.350
Earl G. Bolk*, 162 West 30th St.;
build garage *12 by 22 feet and
breezeway eight by 10 feet, self,
contractor;cost, 51,113.49.
Dick Arthur, 600 Elmdale Ct;

and

Nykamp-Boers

first rehearaai of the cantata to be boys
presented on Palm Sunday after- bers.

FQ FT PF TP
Hilbink. f ........

4

0

4

0

1

10
0
0

4

4

8

0
1
Gibbons, c ........ . 1
1
Gilbert,c ......... . 1
0
1
0
install undergroundstorm shelter, Teusink. g .......
0
six by eight feet; Joe Otting, con- Rice, f ........... 0
Otting, g ......... 1
0
tractor; cost, 5125
Alderink, f ....... 1
0
Stoel, g .........
0
0
Mane Awards Received
—
Totals 18 18
By High School Students
Ottawa Hills (S3)

2

2

2

3

2

2

1

2

1

0

0

2

Latest word received from
Charles Hieatand was from Barbadas, British West Indies. In

1

2

November he was promoted to

0

0

g .....
Boerman, g ......

Tornovish,

CoDogo

COMFORTAILE
AUTOMATIC HEATING

8t

—

th«

WATER
MAIN?
It it

prudent to drill

Hit veil before tha
dry weather.Phone

at today. Water

ii

ear business.

Arrange that spoclal businan appointment at The
Bier K elder. Air-conditioned
with only nationally advertised beverages. Open for
your conveniencefrom noon
until midnight.

BREMER
a

BOUMAN

•

WARM FRIEND
TAVERN

LOW COST

SUPPLY CO.
BOX 111

ON M41

Scrappy says:
“Kids

—

be sure to have your bike

brakes working perfectly always**

always buying

SO

RAP

materials

Louis Padnos Iron & Metal Co.
120 Rfow

HeNeeA Mkfc

Ave.

WE

SPECIALIZE IN ALL

MAKES

Automatic Transmission
Service

and Repair

Panama Canal.

hospital
recovering.

and

returned
is slowly

Harry Newborn has gone to
Milan for a long weekend to celebrate his daughter Ruth's birth-

FENDTS AUTO SERVICE
344

WEST 16TH

PHONE

ST.

(16660

day.

The Jeen-Teens of Saugatuck
and Douglas entertained Thursday
evening, Feb. 21. Guests were the
mothers of thp members, Camp
Fire Coun:il members and Mrs.
George Ha an. The Torch Bearers,
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Nykomp
Overisel (Special)— Miss Alma
Leers became the bride of Harris
Nykamp in a double ring ceremony
performedat Van Raalte’s in Zeeland on Friday, Feb. 22. The Rev.
J. C. Medendorp officiatedat the
rites before a settingof ferns and
candelabra.

The

bride is the daughter of

_ ALL

OCCASIONS

(De Vries photo) men, were hostesses. A patriotic
program was planned. Connie
Orzehowski announced. Bessy
Ciytis and Nancy Martin led the
group in the Pledge of Allegience.

and had charge of the guest book.
For the occasion the bride's
mother wore a navy blue dress
with a corsage of pink roses. The
groom's mother also selected a
navy blue dress and had a corsage
of red roses.
For going away the new Mrs.
Nykamp chose a black tweed suit

Second Womin Admits
False

<$S2!23ai

fulfilling their Citizenship Crafts-

Mr. and Mrs. Joe Boers of route 3, with fur trim, black and white acHolland. The groom is the son of cessories and a red rose corsage.
The bride has-been employed in
Mr. and Mrs. Henry K. Nykamp of
the office of Hart & Cooley. The
route 4, Hamilton.
The bride wore a floor length groom also has been employed as
gown of ruffles and net over aatin. a draftsmenat Hart & Cooley and
satin bodice featured long is now serving in the United
sleeves that tapered to points at States Navy. After March 1. the
the wrists. Her shoulder length veil couple will make their home at
was held in place by a small hat. 4550 Shore Drive, Norfolk.Va.

She carried a white Bible with red
roses and - streamers of white
carnations. Her single strand of
pearl* was a gift from the groom.
Miss Nancy Buikema, cousin of
the bride, wa* maid of honor and
wore a ballerina length gown of
aqua net over taffeta with a net
stole. She wore a small beaded
bat and carried a yellow chrysanthemum nosegay.
Mr. Nyk.-unp chose his brother,
Jasper Nykamp, to assist him.
A reception for about 55 guests
Heating • Air Conditioning was held at Van Raalte's following the ceremony. Mr. and Mrs.
Eaves Troughing
Mike Buikema, aunt and uncle of
the bride, acted, as master and misNone 6-7716 & B353
tress of ceremonies. The Mines
Marilyn and Isla Lenters, nieces
of the groom, arranged the gifts

IT

and

13S E. 35 th
Phono M294
Aafhortsod BopcoooBtaflroo

from the

A

for

Chester L Baumann, Agent

1161) will go to the

Mrs. Sheppard has

Zeeland, collided at the intenection of Elm and Central Sts. Saturday afternoon.Police said damage
to the 1953 model Glass car was
estimated at 5200 and at 3250 to the
1956 model Myaard vehicle. No
tickets were issued.

which

Phono 7138

BEYOND

EnginetnVnSecond Glass. His ship,
the USS Vernon County (LST

25 54

—

It's simpler,

Avo.

ARE YOU

were made honorary mem-

birthday party nature celebrating
the 57th birthday of Boy Scouts.
Several awards were given.

— — —

Junior High School entered two Howell, g ........ . 0 0 2 0
ensembles in the junior division
Totals 25 33 18 83
from the seventh grades from Jefferson and Washington schools. A
girls trio and Tom Van Howe, Two Cars Damaged
solist,were also entered in the
junior division. The junior high
ZEELAND (Special)
Cars
groups received no rating but en- driven by Lloyd Glass, 18, of 560
East Lincoln Ave., Zeeland, and
tered only for comments.
Jerald L. Myaard. 16, route 3,

porib— against logoi action

Ben Van Lente, Agent

RUBBIR
STAMPS

BEN'S

Thursday evening. There were
150 present. The theme was of a

PG FT PF TP
Michigan Schools Vocal Associa5
2 15
tion held a solo and ensemble in Johnson, f ........ . 5
9
4 19
the Grand Rapids Christian High Bott, f ........... 5
Waters, c ........ 4 4 4 12
School Saturday.
Five soloists were entered from Hubbard, g ....... . 1 6 1 8
Holland High and received Cole, g ........... . 5 4 2 14
awards. First division, superior, Breen, c ......... 3 2 0 8
went to Pat Vander Beek, Dan Schopf. c ........ 0 2 2 2
0
1
3
Gilbert, and Kerry Shaffer: sec- Daning. f ........
0
0
0
ond division,excellent,to Karen Buys, c ..........
Kloote. f ......... 1
0
0
2
Hansen and Mary Dickson.
Mrs. Preston Shaffer of the Woodridge,g .... 0 0 1 0

cosh leu, yet ghee the greotest

177

2

.

erty resulting from firs,thoft or

*S«Nsdto estey tarns.

8

Overway, f ...... 2
Aye, c ........... 0
Plagenhoef, g ..... . 0

to yovr homo or portpnalprop-

details today.

642S2

noon by the combined church
choirs of Saugatuck.Henry Hungerford is director.
Mr. and Mrs. Winfield Adams
arrived home from Florida Tuesday.
Mrs. Fred Sanford's son, Colman, spent last weekend with his
mother.
Mr. and Mrs. George Van Oss
have left for Melbome, Fla., to
visit the Joe Jacksons.
Floyd Miycroff and family have
moved back to Saugatuck.
The Cub Scouts had their annual
family potluck supper at the Congregational Church parlors last

Holland (54)

againstlou In com of danfego

m

Rhona

MFG A
PA

race, had 15.
Ottawa succeeded in pressing the
Dutch in the early portion of the

This lingl* policy protacti you*

available protection. Ask

SERVICE

Rites Performed

23

FOUR POLICIES IN ONEI

you ore responsible.

HOUR

Saugatuck

3

LOW COST...

resulting from accidents for

-

GRAND HAVEN

7
6

MOKE PROTECTION...

othor

Tree

24

Four Westtern Michigan Christian high schools have formed an
athleticconference and will begin
play next fall.
The four schools. Hudsonville
Unity Christian,Kalamazoo Christian. South Christian in Cutlerville
and Western MichiganChristian in
Muskegon, will begin league play
with the 1957-58 basketball season.
All of the schools are Clasi C
size between 250 and 400 student*.
Holland Christian representative*
attended the initialorganization
meeting of the league. The Maroons, preeently a Gas* B school
with almost 700 student*-, felt they
were too large to compete in the
league at the present time.
It is hoped that baseball and
track competition will be added to
the league schedule in ths spring

(Special)
(Special)—After four Burnips. 14 years ago. by the Mus- Three persona were Injured in a
comparatively inactive years, Alle- kegon Development company. At crash at 1C:45 a.m. Saturday when
the outset, this well produced about
a car driven by Jerry J. Brueck,
gan county’s oil producingindus500,000 cu.ft. of gas per day and
try is getting a shot in the arm is still deliveringsome gas to the 25. Muskegon, went out of control on slippery M-5G and struck
370 RomI
with the discovery of natural gas REA’s Burnips plant.
i tree near 60th St. in Allendale
The Zellman well, however, it
in commercial quantities.
township.
Louis Zellman,president of the rated by experts as being capable The driver, his mother, Mrs.
Zellman Oil Company, of Allegan, of deliveringfrom IVs to 2 million
Roy Brueck. 49,
Royce
announced Thursday that he had cubic feet of gas per day. In addiBrueck, 31. all of the same adsigned a contract with the Rural tion, the well is producing top qualdress in Muskegon, were taken to
second quarter, came back to Electrification Administration’sOt- ity "green oil" at the rate of 100
Butterworth Hospital in Grand
start the second half and again tawa-Allegan Co-op. to deliver a barrels per day, following acid
Rapids by ambulance. The driver
went to town.
minimum of six million cubic feet treatmentand installationof a
Dick Waters, son of Russ Wa- of gas per year to the REA’s diesel choke at the well head. Zellman received face lacerations and injuries to hia right eye and teeth.
ters. former Hope College back- generating plant at Bumips.
said that prior to installation of
His mother received injuries to
field coach and an improved playThe gas will come from the Zell- the choke, the well produced 35
the right ankle, knee and hip. and of 1958.
er since the first meeting of the man No. 4 well in section 25 of barrels an hour.
Royce Brueck received a possible
two clubs, pushed through three Salem township — located on the
It was a difficult and expensive
baskets of the seven made by the farm that the wealthy recluse John discovery, however. The well skull fracture and lacerations of Scouts Meet for Blue
Indians in the third frame coupled Bonne left to screen star Greta brought in this week was five the face.
The tree which was struck is And Gold Banquet
with six free shots to give Ottawa Garbo in his bizarre will some 10 months and some 570,000 In the
a 66-40 third quarter advantage. years ago. Zellman purchased the making. DrillerWillard Wyse was the same tree involved in an acCub Scouts of Jefferson School
cident last Jan. 18 which took the
Both coaches e m p t i e d their land from the estate.
plagued with troubles.The latest
life of a Catholic priest, the Rev. Pack 3007 met with their families
benches in the fourth quarter and
Construction of a 5-mile pipe- came last week when the four-inch
early in the canto, the Indians had line from the well to Burnips will liner collapsed following gun per- Julius Korsakas. 61. route 1, and guests In the school gym
worked the margin to 29 points, start in about 15 days, Zellman foration of the gas pay zone. A Mt. Pleasant, who was a passen- Thursday evening for the Blue and
ger in a car driven by the Rev. Gold Banquet.
identical with the spread at the said.
15-foot gun was fired at a depth
Robert Notier gave the InvocaAntanai Treska, 43. Grand Rapids.
game’s close.
When the pipeline is completed, of about 2,700 feet, with some 60
tion for the potluck supper. CubHilbink was the bright light in
the Salem township well will beJ shots perforatingthe pipe and surmaster Bill Slagh welcomed the
the Holland attack. The sliiq forcome the county’s first commercial roundingarea. All tools were reguests and presentedawards to
ward picked up four more bas- gas well in 14 years. Only one covered and the well was acidized
Del Lohman. Glenn Lohman, Dickkets in the fourth period and other such well has been brought with 4.000 gallonsof acid with tubie Steggerda,Charles Achterhof,
added four free shots to take high- in in the county and that was at I ing set through the collapsed liner.
point honors in the game with 23.
Mrs. Sarah Sheridan has return- Peter Notier and Phil Vander
I
Tony Bott, who sank nine chared home after visiting for two Ploeg.
John Dunn was accepted as a
ity throws, led the winners with
months in Iron Woods, Mich., and
member of the pack and was
19 and Mel Johnson, second in the
Chicago.
Grand Rapids city league scoring
A large number reported for the awarded a Bobcat pin. Several

ALLEGAN

Meanwhile, residents of Zeeland
Five applications for building game and the strategy worked
are gazing on the kerosene lamp
reminders as they walk along the permits were received last week effectivelywhile Holland tried a
by Building Inspector William Lay- zone in the third quarter but again
sidewalks.
man. Those applying were:
the Dutch were not able to react
Sophie Benjamin.Ebenezer Rest fast enough.
House plants require fresh air
as an essential to their good Home, 26 East 16th St.: construct The victory was Ottawa’s sevhealth. Whenever the weather is outside stairway: Heidema Box enth in 15 tries and completed the
mild enough to do so without and Lumber, contractor; cost, season. The Indians play Grand
5500.
Rapids South in the regional tourchilling let in lots of fresh air.
Downtown Service Station, 77 nament opener. Holland closes at
East Eighth St.; install 3,000 gal- Muskegon March 9. Ihe Dutch
lon gasoline tank; Ten Have Pump have a 3-11 mark.

ENJOY GOOD FOOD

(fits

Rubber Stamps

League Formed

Three Injured

HAMILTON

as a Council are in favor of
new street lights,"Hoogland said,
"and have been for some years,
but we have so far understood the
position of the BPW." The board
has recently spent large sums on

TWO PLACES TO

Christian

A

hoop, 12, but hit only three times.
The Indians made up for it with
11 more free shots.
Holland tried 10 times and connected on only two, baskets by
subs Gary Gibbons and A1 Teusink.
Five free tosses helped the cause
along and the halftime score favored Ottawa, 44-27.
The Indian regulars, who had
been forced to set out part of the

AAA

Works.

manager,

But in the second quarter, neither te$m could buy a basket.
Ottawa *got most of the tries at the

of Mayor Robert De Bruyn told
Sentinel Friday that replacementsfor the poles which
have been knocked down are not
available and that three new poles
of a differentstyle than the rest
"wouldn’t look good.”
He also said an expenditure for
new poles might be frowned upon
if, according to plans drawn up by
the city planning commission, a
portion of the present Main St. is
to be blocked off and made into a
parkway with covered ftalks in
front of the stores.
Money to provide for new street
lights was not in last year’s budget. Hoogland said, and a request
to put it into this year's will have
to come from the Board of Public

INSTALL CHOKE

DISCOVERY WELL — Andrew Mays maintenence man, and Earl Wesltfy, production

pair.

The

ning In the church with Marv

Monday

41

pecks at the hoop. This provided a
Mr. Sharrock will finish his nice cushion to mix with a few
military service and enter Wood- well-placed baskets, which the Inbury College in Los Angeles, Calif., dians did without any trouble.
Ottawa, in building to a 27-18
this fall.
first period lead, hit for eight baskets in the the quarter while Dave
Hilbink managed to pick up four
for Holland and Les Overway, a

working light at Main St. and State
St. which reads:
"The City has paid the electric
bill for this light and it will be
put back into operation in a month
or two.”
A notice on the five-foot, lantern
bearing pole on Main west of Elm
St. read, "Temporary boulevard
light to replace the light accidentally knocked down last August.
This substituteis not the most up
to date in street lighting, but beter than nothing.”
. Another sign on the same post
read: "Citizensare advised to carry flashlights when walking in the
block after dark. Several street
lights are down and apparently will
not be replaced for a long time.”
Councilman Frank Hoogland,
mayor pro tempore in the absence

its plant.

missed only eight times in

One

TTini Dairy, Inc., is the
Vereeke, vice president, conductthe new firm formed by
ing group singing. Dr. R. Van
the merger of three leading dairies
in this vicinity.The merger in- Heukekm wa* In charge of devotions and Anthony Koolker of the
cludes Elmwood Dairy of Holland.
Cream Top Dairy of Zeeland and Hope College Music Department
Hi-Grade Dairy of Hudsonville. played three ^lano solos.
John Moorman, local seminary
Gary Smith, vice president and
student, spoke about his experisecretary of the new firm, said
ences while working’ with the
the aim of Cream-Thru Dairy was
Dutch
Immigrant* in Canada durto provide better service to the
ing the summers. He also explainpublic,promote greater efficiency,
and above all to provide a better ed how the Reformed Church got
its start in the Netherlands.
product and larger variety.
Members decided to sponsor a
The company has a personnel of
about 18 persons and operates Hungarian family.
Refreshments were served by
three stores, one In each city. The
bottling is done at the Holland Dr. and Mrs. Van Heukelom. Mr.
plant located at 721 Lincoln Ave. and Mrs. M. Geertman and Mr.
Other officers oft he firm are Ot- and Mrs. Herb Hop.
to Bosma, president, and Cornelius Kamminga, treasurer.
Fined for Assault
The new firm provides service
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
to an area which includes much of
the southern h-1’ of Ottawa county Ben Jackson,30, Marne piad 510
including the communitiesof Hol- fine and 54 costs in Justice Kent
land, Zeeland. Hudsonville, Jeni- Hasting's court
on
son, Grandville, Allendale,James- a charge of assualt and battery.
town, Vrlesland and Fordst Grove. The alleged offense occurred upon Jackson'swife In their home
Saturdaynight. Hie arrest wa* by
the iheriff* department

day .night but then they fell apart

ZEELAND

Into

The Co Wed Club of First He
formed Church met Monday eve-

Cream
name of

For 83-54 Victory

Lights on Streets

C+Wid Chi Membm
Hear John Moorman

Alarm Charge

and explained the meaning and
use of the Flag. Melinda McVoy
and Carrie Lee Wicks presented
the Preamble to the Constitution.
Mrs. C. C. Gorki 11 and Cathy Corkill gave an informative talk on
their trip through the U. N. Building in New York City. They explained what the U.N. is for and
what the present situationis there
now. Eileen Herbert and Shirley
Drought presented, the Preamble
to the Declarationof Independence. The evening was concluded
with refreshmentscentered
around the theme of George Wash-

FRESH FRUIT

PIES

BREAD— Whitt, Whole Wheat

Raisin

CAKES, ROLLS, COOKIES, FANCY PASTRIES

French Pastry Shoppe
56

East 8Hi Si.

Phone 2542

ington’s Birthday.

Cited After

Accident

Marilyn Smit, 19, of 3380 Butter- ZEELAND (Special) — Delwyn
nut Dr., Friday pleaded guilty to E. Beukema, 16, of 25 North Divicharges of pulling a false alarm sion, Zeeland, wa* cited to Probale Court Saturday on charges of
and aiding and abetting in setting leaving the scene of a property
a tire in the street on the north- damage accident and failure to
west side of Holland, Oct. 24. 1956. have his car under control The
Municipal Court Judge Cornelius automobile he was driving struck
vander Meulen placed her on pro- a parked car owned by Willie J.
bation for four months and ordered Kroontje, 29, route 1, Zeeland, at
her to pay costs of 54.70 and 55 52 East Main St., police said.
was no
to
a month probation fees.
A third woman, also involved in Beukema 'a car and damage to
the Incident,remains to be ar- Kroontje's wa* minor, Beukema
raigned. The first of the trio plead- was identifiedthrough his license
plates, police aaidf
ed guilty last week.

There

ELZINGAaVOLKERS

damage

?////

wt,
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Dyke

Dwayne Teusink,

Shorty Van

‘Most Improved’

Wins Scoring Title

On Hope Quintet

2nd Straight Time

Dwayne Teusink "found” himself
on the basketball floor this season
und he "lived there” like a sec-

Bob (Shorty) Van Dyke wrapped
up the City League scoring championship for the second straight
year, official league statistics

home
The fact that he was right at
home on the court, for the first
ond

time in several yoars of

showed today.
The 6'5” center, playing on the
last place Hollander Beverage
team, racked 227 points in U
games this season to walk away
with the Individual crown. Last
year Van Dyke taUied 203 points
in 10 games to take the same title
and in 1955 he finished runnerup
to Gene Schrotenboer.
League champion R.E. Barber

trying,

was a mi^ty

pleasing discovery
for Hope College.
Teusink. called "Tiger” by
everyone because of his scrappy
style of play, supplied the fifth
link in the Dutch chain this winter
and when he started to come, the
Dutch machine moved into high
gear and the eventual co • championship.
•
/The smallest
had
to have that something extra to
be a regular on the Dutch team.
And for a while. Coach Russ De
Vette wasn't too sure whether
Teusink had exactly what he wanted. The Hope coach did start him
the first few games.
But after the holiday, when Teusink had been on \he bench for a
couple games. De Vette noticed
that the Holland junior’splay had
really picked up and that he belonged back on the regular unit.
The "transition” took place in
the Hope - Hillsdale game
Teusink came on in a reserve role
and performed admirably, especially with his accurate passes into
the bigger men under the basket.

•

for the. season.

That assignment was his

CITY LEAGUE CHAMPIONS —

R.E. Barber,
winners of the City League basketballcrown following its 81-49 victory over H.E. Morse, pose
here with the league trophy. Left to right,

after

men.
Several times in each game

pivot

March Bride-Elect
Honored

at

kneeling are: Bob Van Dyke, Ken Schipperfc, John
Jeltes and Dick Plagenhoef. Standing: Lou Borgman, coach; John Van Eenenaam. Jun Bremer
and Don Schreur.

Van Iwaardens Mark

Shower

Vows Spoken

in

Zeeland Church

the
the

"most improved” player on
team and probably one of the most

Bob (Shorty) Van Dyke
. . . perennial leader

Lumber and Supply finished ninth
with 111 while Ken Bauman of
Hollander Beverage rounded out
the top

Engaged

1 Schools Represented

1

At Workshop Meeting
Representatives of 11 schools at-

tended the Parent-Teachers Association Workshop meeeting last
Wednesday at Van Raalte School.
Miss Hermine Birman, principal,
greeted the guests and the Van
Raalte PTA officersserved coffee
on tables decorated in lavender

RECREATION LEAGUE WINNERS —

league pose with trophies following victoriesin
the tournamentsheld at the close of the season.
Borr’s Bootery, (top) fourth place finisher in the
B league, walked off with the B trophy. Team
members are kneeling, left to right: Don

Northuis, Dale Schoon. Jim Remmelts.Jan
Wagner, and Paul Northuis. Second row left to
right: Dave Kuyers, Ed Bredeweg,John Klaasen,

Klomparens,and Con Eckstrom. Back row: Bill
Hinga, Streeter, Hopkins, Ken Etterbeek and
Don
(Sentinelphotos)

C

in the

B and C Recreation basketball

Vows Spoken

at Over! sel

Ladewig.

Parsonage Holland Deanery

Holds Meetings
Activitiesof the Holland Deanery of the Grand Rapids Diocesan
Council of Catholic Women during
the past

afternoon.
Mrs. Wolf, who is deanery board
president,conducted the business
meeting at her home with the following board members in attendance: Mrs. William Fein, Dorr;
Mrs. Keith Hyde, Burnips; Mrs. E.
L. Leland, Otsego; Miss Florence
Jacoby and Mrs. James Williams,
Byron Center; Mrs. Alex Polityka,
Allegan; Mrs. Claude DeBruns and
Mrs. Edward Kirby. Grand Haven;
and Mrs. Joseph W. Lang, Mrs.

Mattson accompanied her.
"Best in the Business,” a play,
under the direction of Mrs. Joy
Sicard was given by Hope College
students. Those taking part were
Linda Gordon. Julie Smith, Sandra
Dressel, Helen Wade, Leonard
Rowell and Arthur Hartin. Mrs.
John Kruid was program chairman.
Refreshments were served by
Division A of the Susanna Wesley
Circle with Mrs. Betty Knoll,
chairman.

Youth Groups Present

PTA Meet

group of Bluebirds,Cub

Scouts, Camp Fire Girls and Boy
Scouts presented a program at the
last

Tuesday evening.
The Bluebirds told of the various
Places of interest which they have
visited and their pieces of handicraft They also sang several songs.
A skit entitled "Sammy Space"
was presented by the Cub Scouts.
Several vocal selections were
presented by the Camp Fire Girls
and they also displayed things
which they have made. The Beaver
Patrol, representingthe Boy
Scouts, demonstrated various skills
of first aid and showed slides on
first aid rules.
HarringtonPTA expressed their
pride in sponsoring these groups
and thanked the leaders for their
cooperation. Lunch was served by
the first grade mothers of Mrs.
Magenta- StfiMbjik’i Nfl*,

Hector M

retiring

members of the Ebenezer Reformed Church consistoryheld
their annual d i n n er pt Van
Raalte’s Restaurant in Zeeland
Mrs. Irwin Lloyd De Jonge
(Princephoto)

The parlor of First Reformed I Couljl Tell You” and "Wedding
Church in Zeeland was decorated Prayer," accompaniedby Tom
Kaiser, organist.
with ferns, candelabraand white
A reception for 75 guests was
altar bouquets for the wedding of held in the church basement folMiss Bona Mae Kalman and Irwin lowing the ceremony.Mr. and Mrs
Lloyd De Jonge Feb. 22. The dou- Arthur Quist were master and misble ring ceremony was performed tress of ceremonies, Mr. and Mrs
by the Rev. John Den Ouden.
Russell Tyink served at the punch
Mr. and Mrs. George Kalman of bowl and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Drie
530 Rich Av.., Zeeland,are the senga were in charge of the gift
parent* of the bride. The groom is room. Tom De Jonge, brother
the son of Myron De Jonge of 1667 the groom, was in charge of the
guest book. Also assistingwere the
Van’s Blvd., Holland.
The bride chose a floor -length Misses Nancy D e Vries, Joan
Miss Money Leonin
gown of rosepointChantilly lace Geurink, Carolyn Nykamp, Margy
The engagement of Miss Nancy
over net and satin with fitted bo- Beyer, Ruth Van Dyke and Alma
Leanin of Douglas to Bill Fleetdice and long tapered sleeves.The Vander Slacht
Mrs. Kalman chose a navy blue wood, son of Mrs. Noah Hicks of
skirt featured tiers of ruffles of
South Haven, has been announced
alternating lace and net in the dress with pink accessories and
back. Her fingertipveil was held pink rose corsage for her daugh by her mother, Mrs. Mary Leanin.
Miss Leanin is a 1956 graduate
in place by a coronet crown fa- ter’s wedding.
shioned of pearls and rhinestones. Die bride is a graduate of Zee- of Saugatuck High School and is
She wore a single strand of pearls, land High School and is now em- employed in the office of Uoyd J.
a gift of the groom, and carried a ployed as a secretary at * the Harriss Frozen Pie Co. Mr. Fleetwhite Bible and white orchid with Howard Miller Co. The groom is wood attended school in South
a Holland High School graduate. Haven and is employed in the
satin streamers and tiny 'bows.
Miss Mary Kalman, sister of the He is attending a technical school meat department at the Atlantic &
bride, was maid of honor. She in Grand Rapids and is employed Pacific Tea Co. in South Haven.
A spring wedding is planned.
wore a dress of spider lace over at D y k s f r a Bros. In Grand
mint green taffeta and net. Her Rapids.
For a wedding trip to Florida ANNOUNCE BIRTH
shoes, hat and mitts were of
Word has been received here of
matching mint green. She carried the new Mrs. De Jonge changed to
a boyquet of white and yellow car a black and white tweed suit with the birth of a son, Paul Raymond
a large white fur collar, black ac- on Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
nations.
Best man was
De cessories and a white orchid cor- Galinski of Manhattan, Kans.
Jonge, brother of the bride, and sage. The couple will be at home Mrs. Galinski is the former Pat
ushers were Bill Maas and Jim at 530 Rich Ave. in Zeeland on Arnold, daughter of Mrs. Amy Arnold, 88 West 10th SL
Ver Meer sang "12 March 13. “ j

.

Warren

Friday evening.
Members attending were the
Rev. and Mrs. Donald Brandt, Mr.
and Mrs. John Dykhuis,Mr. and
Mrs. John Naber, Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Kortering, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Hartgerink, Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Sage
Ver Hoeven. Mr. and Mrs. LaVerne Kortering.Mr. and Mrs.
Lyle Wagenveld, Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Mulder, Mr. and Mrs.
Roger Boeve, Mr. and Mrs. Elmore Schaap, Mr. and Mrs. Oliver
Schaap, Henry DeWitt, Mrs. Maggie Tuuk and Mr. and Mrs. Ed

u n r

o and

Mrs. John

Hudzik, Holland.
Resolutions adopted at the 28th
national convention of the NCCW
in Chicago last November were
read by board members. Reports
of the Holland deanery card party,
which was held at St. Francis de
Sales school auditorium in Holland
or. Jan. 17, were read and final
returns were made to Mrs. Leland,
board treasurer.

Have Dinner Meeting

Away,” Gonoud. Mrs. Rudolph

quarterly

deanery meeting at St. Mary’s
Church in New Salem on Sunday

in council functions.
Mrs. John Kingshott told about
the meetingsthe PTA council has
Miss Harlcon Stremler
held so far this year. Walter W.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stremler of Scott, superintendent of schools,
Lynden, Wash., announce the en- summed up the value of schools
gagement of their daughter. getting together by an example
H a r 1 e a n. to Lawrence Stegink, of "not good, if detached."
son of Mr. and Mrs. Egbert
Election of council officers will
Stegink. 334 West 19th St.
be held March 25 at Waukazoo
Miss Stremler and her fiance School.
re both students at Calvin College. A summer wedding is being
Consistory Members
planned.

The new members and

week were a

board meeting at the home of Mrs.
Laura Wolf in Byron Center on
Thursday morning and a regular

tion for each school as a vital help

The Woman’s Society of Christian Service of First Methodist
Cnurch held their regular monthly meeting Thursday evening.
Mrs. Neal Houtman presided.
Miss May Pender presented devotions and special music consisted of a vocal solo by Mrs. Walter
Scott, ‘"There Is A Green Hill Far

%

AND

Paul Duey, Rog Borr and Carroll Nienhuis. Steffens Market, regular season’s winners in the C
Irague, also took the tourney crown. Here Harold
Streeter,league director (second from left back
row) presents the trophy to Cliff Hopkins. Steffens Market coach. Team members are kneeling,
left to right: Gordon Brewer, Ted Boeve. Tom

B

Champions

Mrs. Martin and Mrs. Ten Hoor
pointed out the importanceof the
state and National PTA organiza-

Regular Monthly Meeting

Harrington PTA meeting

with 101 points.

organization of 40,000 local PTA’s.

Methodist Society Holds

A

men

Other top scorers included: Ron
Bekius, Morse, 97; John Mulder,
Morse, 95; A1 Kraai, Zeeland, M:
Rog Beckman, Hollander, 87; Don
Schreur. Barber, 85 and Dell
Koop. Hollander, 85.

committee member. The PTA
movement is a vital and growing

"pleasant surprises.”
A member of the Hope varsity
a year ago, Teusink was used
strictly as a susbtitute.He occupied a similar role while at Holland High.
Using more scrap and determination than size, he made up his
mind he was capable of playing
first string for Hope. And he did.

at

Barber

and yellow.
Mrs. Frank Working introduced
Mrs. William I. Irwin. Mrs. John
H. Hess. Mrs. John B. Martin and
Mrs. Sib Ten Hoor, state PTA officers from Grand Rapids. Mrs.
Irwin emphasized the importance
of good planning and the advantages of budgeting. Mrs. Hess said
that a person should have a desire
to serve to be a good officer or

Dwayne Teusink

Program

1

Hospital Notes

Tiger didn’t like bench

De Vette nas called him

»

scored 118 points for seventh place
and gave the Fords four places in
seven scorers. Carl Edewaards of
Morse was eighth with 115 and
Art Ktympt of third place Zeeland

Me

.

w

’

25th Anniversary

Admitted to Holland Hospital
Mrs. Nelson Dykema and M r s.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Van Iwaarden Monday were Mrs. Bram WitteTeusink got off bullet passes into
veen, route 5; Mrs. Earl Albers,
center Paul Benes and the G'10” Marvin Smith entertained at a entertained a group of relatives
route
5; George Huizen, 501 Michcenter would turn and hook the shower Friday evening at the Friday night in celebrationof their
igan Ave.; Gerrit Van Otterloo,
Smith home in honor of Miss Florball through the basket.
418 Hazel Ave.; Mrs. Dirk Vander
Not a scorer, Teusink did come ence Me Chntic of Muskegon who 25th wedding anniversary'Invited guests were Adrian Van Yacht. 550 Pine Crest; Mrs. Robert
through in every game with a cou- will be married to Harvey Smith
Iwaarden. Mrs. Ed Wilterdink, Rhoda. 1690 WashingtonSt.; James
ple of long one-hand push shots on March 23.
Games were played with prizes Mr. and Mrs. John Van Iwaarden, Harper. 286% West 14th St.; John
from a few feet behind the key.
But as long as Teusink was mov- going to Mrs. Neal Van Bruggen, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Mast, Mr. and Westveld. route 2, Fennville;Drew
ing the ball around and feeding Miss Gertrude Mouw, Mrs. Comie Mrs. Dick Van Der Yacht. Mr. Lane Deters. 352 James St.; Kenthe others, he was happy with the Overweg, Mrs. Virgil Me Clintic and Mrs. Durwood Wilterdink,Mr. neth Yonker, 612 West 20th St
and Miss Judy Avery. Refresh- and Mrs. Ted Kouw, Mr. and Mrs. (dischargedsame day); Mrs
success of the unit.
Art Beekman, Mr. and Mrs. Peter Mark McCarthy. 14236 James St.;
Another long suit that Teusink ments were served.
mastered was the ability to dribble The guest list included the Mes- Van Iwaarden. Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harold Sterenberg, route 6; David
through the opposition.Extremely dames Harold Kragt, Gerrit Mouw, Van Iwaarden of Grand Rapids, Phelps. 139% Quincy St. (disquick, often times after receiving Ray Mouw, Harold D. Mouw, Mrs. Connie Reedy of Port Huron. charged same day); Mrs. Angelo
a pass following a rebound, he Simon Harkema, Robert Harkema, Mr. and Mrs. Ross Fockler of Kavathas,113 North 152nd Ave
DischargedMonday were Mrs.
threaded his way into the Hope Vernon Avery, Neal VanBruggen, Lansing and Evelyn, Ruth and
Eugene Van Liere and baby, route
forecourt and moved into position Donald Kragt, Kenneth Kragt and Linda Van Iwaarden.
to setup a play.
The honored couple was present- 4; Mrs. Arthur Tazelaar and baby,
Comie Overweg and the Misses
Gertrude Mouw, Sharon Kragt. ed with gifts after which A. Van Macatawa; Mrs. Harold Helder
Janice Kragt, Carol Mouw, Jean Iwaarden read a poem \v4iich he and baby, route 5; Mrs. Tony Ver
Mouw. Phyllis Mouw, Judy had composed. Refreshmentswere Hoeven, 282 Elm Ave.f Ernest
Bedell, ‘221 West 16th St.; Mrs!
Avery, Gayle VanBruggen, all of served.
On Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Van Arvele Harris. 93 CoolidgeAve.
Holland. Mrs. Edward Cook. Mrs.
Larry Hager of Fremont, Mrs. Iwaarden entertainedtheir, chil- Hospital births include a son.
Virgil
Clintic of Muskegon dren at dinner at Me Gill’s in Jeffery Scott, born Monday to Mr.
Heights, Mrs. Leonard Wilkens of Lansing. In the group were Mr. and Mrs. Theodore D e G r a a f,
Grand Rapids, and the guest of and Mrs. Ross Fockler, and route 4; a daughterborn today to
Mr. and Mrs. Odis Crittenden,78%
Evelyn, Ruth and Linda.
honor.
East Eighth St.

. .

.

o o t c

mh

Dave Schreur of H.E. Morse,
second-place team, was fourth with
163 points and R.A. Van Dyke of
Barber was fifth with 1£7.
Ron Nykamp of Morse, runnerup
last season, dropped to sixth in
this year's race with 140 points.

when

v

9B

im

lowing with 189, Scuppers’ 31point single game effort was tops

Dick Plagenhoef of

,,
• w W
SB?

j|

took care of the next two places in
the scoring derby with John Jeltes
grabbing the runnerup spot with
194 points and Ken Schlppers fol-

starter

that, and he performed it well.
Working the Hope weave in somewhat of a playmaker’sspot, Teusink moved the ball around and
then fired into one of the double

BSw

•

Approximately 75

from

Byron

Grand

Haven and Burnips attended the

Mr. ond Mrs. Harold Gene Wassink

The marriage of Miss Evelyn

women

Holland, Allegan, Dorr,
Center, Douglas, Otsego.

(Prince photo)

afternoonmeeting at St. Mary’s
church in New Salem Sunday. Following benediction in the church.
Mrs. Wolf conductedthe business
session. She appointed a commit-

Dykhuis who were in charge of the
Ruth Dykhuis daughter of Mr. and gifts, Mrs. Alvin Dykhuis who tee to arrange a day of recollection
passed the guest book and Miss for all members of the Holland
Mrs. William Dykhuis. route 5. to
Sandra Tien and John Billet who deanery during the Lenten season.
Harold Gene Wassink.son of Mr. presided at the punch bowl.
A communication from the presiand Mrs. Henry Wassink. route 2,
For a southernhoneymoon the dent of the National Council of
was solemnized Feb. 15 in the par- bride changed to ^ navy blue linen Catholic Women was read to the
sonage of Overisel Reformed dress with white trim. She wore an group expressing a need for famChurch.
orchid corsage. They will make ilies to sponsor European or Latin
Attendantsat the double ring their home on route 2.
American students in their homes.
ceremony, read by the Rev.
The bride was graduated from It was stated that these young peoClafence Graving, were Miss Holland High School and the ple are top flight students and
Schuitema.
Dorothy Dykhuis, the bride's sis- groom from Holland Christian have been selected to study in this
ter, as maid of honor and Gordon High.
country for a year.
Neighbors Give Shower
Wassink, brother of the groom, as
At the conclusion of the business
session,the Rev. T. T. Joma, pasbest man, ^
For Forsten Family
A ballerinalength gown of satin Two Holland High Girls
tor of St. Mary’s Church, addressed the group with an open disNeighbors of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph featuring a lace bodice was chosen Win Forensics Xontest
cussion period following.The LaForsten, 62 Scotts Dr., held a gro- by the bHde. The shoulder length
Mary Bosch and Jane Penna will dies Altar and Rosary Society of
cery and linen shower last Wed- veil was held In place by a white
nesday evening at the C h a r 1 e • velvet head band- She carried a represent Holland High School at St. Mary’s Church served refreshScott home, 127 River Hills Dr. white pearl Bible with a white the district contest of the humor- ments. The next regular deanery
ous divisionof the Michigan For- meeting will be held Sunday afterCo4ioetes6es were Mrs. Harold orchid.
The maid of honor wore a street ensics contest to be held at Muske- noon, May 5 at St. Francis de
Regnerus and Mrs. Marvin Rotlength dress of blue silk with white gon March 28 or 29 as a result Sales Church.
man.
Games were played and a social lace inserts and carried a bouquet of winning the local contest at
Holland High Monday afternoon. AWARDED DIPLOMA
evening followed. Refreshmentsof blue and white carnations.
reception
for
50
guests
was
Other high school students who Earl Arendsen,23. route 3, has
were served.
The Forstens sustained a great held in the church basement. Serv- took part in the contest were Dale been awarded a diploma for sucloss a week earlierin a fire which ing were the Misses Beverly Conklin, Linda X o o p m a n and cessful completion of a 48-week
partially destroyed their home. Kronemeyer, Eileen Busscher. Betty Miller. LaVern Stillwellof residential training program in
Vry
While it is being repaired the fam- Marcia Dykhuis, Judy Prince and the high school facultycoaches the Communicationsfrom
Yvonne Dalman. Assisting at the humorous and dramatic divisionsTechnicalInstitute (formerly Deily is staying with friends.
Forest’sTraining, Ind.) in Chireceptionwere Mr. and Mrs. Berlin of the forensics program.
Miss Natalie Bosman and Robert cago. Arendsen.a veteran of the
The Great Pyramid in Egypt Is Bosman. uncle and aunt of the
estimated to contain 87 million bride, as master and mistress of Chard, Holland High English Korean War, served two years in
the Army,
ceremonies, Mr. and Mrs. Wayne teachers, were judges.
cubic feet of stone.
,

A
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A GROUP OF AREA REPUBLICANS gathcrd
Friday noon' to meet Geora* M. Fosttr, candidate for State Highway Commitiioner on the
April 1 ticket. Left to right are George Van
Koevering of Zeeland, county chairman; Mrs.

Jane Lilley of Spring Lake, county rice
chairman; Foster, and Carl C. Andreasen of
Holland, member of the Republican State

Bypass Will Be Further

(Sentinel photo)

Dog Notes
by Peter Boggs

Use

Improved, Foster Says
Dutch Cyclist
Visits Holland

The bypass around Holland will
be further improved to meet the
standardsof the interstate road
system, George M. Foster, Republican candidate for State Highway
Commissioner,told a group of local persons in Holland Friday

START SIX-MONTHS TRAINING

A

Folded Newspaper
Never whip a dog with a stick or
the end of a leash. If you think
that he must be disciplinedby a
whipping, then use a folded or
rolled newspaper as a whip. You
will find that by doing so there
will be no danger of permanently
injuring the animal as might happen if a stick were used. The rolled newspaper will not hurt a dog

Ttirot

tbe first group from the local unit to take the

members of Holland'sNational Guard Co. D
left today for six-months training at Fort

training anotner group of youths between the

irked with the city for not replacing three regular ftreet lights

Leonard Wood, Mo. The youths will be trained
alongsideother guards as well as those who
have volunteereddirectly from civilian life.

THAN NOTHING -

which have been accidentally knocked down- Two poles bearing
kerosene lamps were put on improvised posts and several signs
were added, chiding the citv for its slowness. This post was
located on Main, just west of Elm St. The sign at left explains

Following their tour of duty they will return to

ages of
at 17 and iBft
18ft plow
plow to leave early this
fall. Randall Piers (right) route 2f tries on a
jacket under the watchful eyes of SFC Ray
Haber while Jimmy Wilson, West 32nd St.,
and Lee Peck, route 1, East Saugatuck, wait

the Holland guard company. Although this is

their

turn.

(Sentinel photo)

that this is a poor substitutefor street lights, but is better than
nothing. The one at right warns pedestrians to carry flashlights
along the dark
(Sentinel photo)

streets.

Fourth Grade Pupils

Students Speak

Martin Clips Saugatuck

At Aid Meeting

Al-Van

Christian living

as

to

Clinch

Title; Fennville Takes 3rd|

exemplified

SAUGATUCK (Sped*!) - A sep. sistentlyhigh scorer, but hit 45
by two college students proved as
ies of first for Martin High points in two games against Fennrefreshingas a visit to the campus School’s basketball team came out ville.
For thj Blackhawks,who wound
(or members of Trinity Ladies Aid of its 73-60 win at Saugatuck Friup with a 10-4 conference record
Society.at their Wednesday even- day night
The victory gave the Cllpperi and a 134 season mark, It was
ing meeting in the church lounge.
Paul Koets, Hope college junior their flret Al-Van league champion- again balanced scoring that won
from Grand Rapids, led devotions, ship In their first year of compe- the game. Bob Coffey was high
choosing selectionsfrom Corinthi- tition in the league and It was man with 14 and Jerry Smith and
ans which pointed out desirable all accomplished in Bill Bocks' Doug Allan picked up 12 each.
first year as head coach.
Both olubs had good nights from
qualities of Christiancharacter. He
Martin, by virtue of the win, won the floor. Fennville clicked on 18
emphasized the necessity for frequent prayer, devotionto others the Al-Van title outright and fin- of 57 shots for 32 percent and Lawton converted 17 of 44 for • reand the miracle-working value of
spectable 39 percent.Femtvilk
a friendly smile and encouraging Final Al-Van Standings

Present Entertainment

but the noise it makes will serve
program in keeping with
He also told the local group that as sufficient punishment.
Actually, I have never found it Lincoln and Washington's birthdays
Hugo de Wys, a hearty Dutch- the second lane for a divided highnecessary to whip any dog. If you was presented Thursday afternoon
man who has traveled through 30 way will soon be built between will speak to the animal in a
by the fourth grade pupils of WashHolland and West Olive, even
countries on a motorcycleduring
though checks reveal heavier traf- harsh tone of voice, it will usually ington School for mothers of the
the past three years, spent fic south of Holland than north of be enough to bring him in line. pupils and friends. Miss Jeanette
Whenever you whip a dog there Veltman Is the fourth grade teachthe weekend* U Holland.
Holland. The delay for improveare qhances that you might injure er.
ments
for
US-31
south
involves
* Mr. de Wys is employed by the
him physically or break his spirit Greg Kuna announced the proBatavus - Bilonet Co., motorcycle new routes which have not been and thus make him a timid animal
gram which opened with the singdetermined.
"We
must
come
close
manufacturerswho send him on
for the rest of his life. However ing of four songs, accompaniedby
trips to test their product under enough to establishedcommunities
If you feel that you must whip
various road conditions.From to serve these communities but your dog, use a folded newspaper. their music teacher, Mrs. Howard
Douwstra. Poems and stories about
not
so
dose
that
we
cut
off
or
Bunnik his home town in the Neththe two presidents were originated
erlands, he has traveled to Asia, interfere with normal develop Don’t Worry If
and spoken by Linda Oudman,
ment,"
he
said.
the North Pole, Mexico and the
Your Dog Is Thin
Mary Van Tatenhove, Lorraine
Foster, who has been with the
United States. His job also reHundreds of dog owners worry Miles, John Leenhouts, Crystal
quires that he visit Dutch people state highway department for 25
who have settled in other countries years, answered the "bits and because their pets don’t put on Slag. Mildred King, Rex Jones,
and he writes articles about them piecemeal”criticismsfrom Demo- weight. They shouldn’t.Once in Forrest Shuck and Julie Brinks.
Musical numbers were played
for the daily papers in the Neth- crats through simple arithmetic. awhile some internal disturbance
"From IMS to 1951 we had about (worms oftener than anything else) by Tom Working at the piano;
erlands.
noon.

—

This "street light" mcJa its
oppoaranct on Zetland's Main St. Friday after someone became

BETTER

Central Committee.

A

Zeeland School
Has Open House

Open house in the four new classrooms of Zeeland Christian School
quarter leeds of 17-12, 34-30
word as individualChristians seek
L held
located on West Central Ave.,
and
42-35.
to Improve the world.
Martin .....................
12 2
Thursday evening attracted a total
The practical application of Gobles .......................11 3 The game was the lut the
of 9b percent of the parents ac- Christian principlesto the life of Fennville ............ ...... 10 4 Blackhawks will play In the tinygym in their high School. Their
7
cording to J. E. Mulder, superin- a college student was presented by Saugatuck ..................
Gordon Hondorp, Detroit senior. Covert ................... ...7 7 new, largei fleldhouseis progrestendent of the Zeeland Christian
who gave his own definitionof Lawton ............. .. 5 • 9 sing rapidly and will be Fennville's
School System.
Christian living as being a love Bloomlngdale ..............3 11 new home next season.
The FennvUle reserves lost a
Mulder said that a count was for Christ and for others.
Lawrence ....... .............0 14
39-35 decision to the Lawton secCollege students preparing for
taken of those attending and four
onds.
life careers are forming basic pat- lihed with a 12-2 league record.
He usually camps alongside the J26 million a year. From 1951 may keep a dog bone-thin.But if Brenda Bontekoe and Linda Oud- of the classrooms showed 100 perFennville comes to the Holland
terns of expression and habits of This represents a completa reverroad in a tent at night, except through 1954 we had 546 million, after a reliable veterinarianhas man, clarinetduet; Barbara Duey, cent of the parents present.
CMe Center next Thursday in the
living
which,
if
Christians,
will
sal
from
a
year
ago
when
the
piano,
Mary
Van
Tatenhove,
piano;
In
addition
to
inspecting
the
new
when the weather is bad, and then in 1955 5?1 million and in 1956 looked the animal over and corhave a far reaching beneficialin- Clippers finished in the cellar of first game of the class C district
he stays in hotels.He says there 5169 million.In those years after rected the condition and he con- LorraineMiles and James Schut- addition, parents were given optournament They wUl meet Hudfluence as graduatesbecome ac- the Barkenalileague.
portunity
to
confer
with
teachers.
maat,
violin
duet
and
solo,
accomtinues
to
be
thin,
don’t
worry.
seems to be a peculiar association World War n there was a backsonvUle Unity Christian (9-9).
tive
citizens
in
widespread
comOverall,
it
was
a
12-3
year
for
panied
by
Mrs.
Alvin
Schutmaat;
The
new
four-room
addition
to
It is the same with dogs as with
f between Holland, Mich., and the log of needs all over the state,
tie West Central Ave. School was munities, he said. He went on to Martin. They were smashed by
Netherlands,because this is the and on a limited budget, the only humans. There are some very John Leenhouts, piano.
Recitations were given by Susan completed Feb. 16 at a cost of 539,- point out that a college student Hopkins, this year’s Barkenali
healthy human beings who cannot
first place he has been that it has thing that can be done is to take
care of the most pressing needs.” acquire extra weight, no matter Kastely, Greg Kuna, Robert Van- 000. The original school was con- can express his Christianity in champion, 73-40, in their first game
mowed since he was home.
Foster said his program calls how much they eat. Others with den Heuvel, Gerard Hemmes, structed in 1950 and later five conversation with others, a definite of the season. Their league lossAfter he completes his present
interest in his fellowmen,in his es were 52-51 to FennvUle and 49assignment he plans to giove to for improved public relationsand light appetites continue to be fat Roger Hollis and Ernest Havinga. rooms were added at a cost of 555,social life, by displaying good 41 to Covert. They were also
in spite of diets and exei^ise.
A
play
based
on
"What’s
My
000,
bringing
the
total
cost
with
further
cooperation
with
communCalifornia.He studied agricultural
sportsmanshipin athleticcontests knocked off by Gobles in the A1 At Scout
If your dog is well, happy and Line” included as performers For- the original school to 5122.000.
engineering and plans to work in ities involved in highway improvevigorous, stop worrying about his reit Shuck, Lorraine Miles, James
Mulder said that in the past and In searching for truth in the Van tournament, 48-39.
that field when he ends his rov- ments. "The importanceof public
lack
of
plumpness.
I
am
sure
he
Schutmaat,
Linda
Oudman,
John
12
years the school system has scientificlaboratory
Martin had no serious, trouble Robert S. DeBniyn, chairman of
relations has never been so iming career.
Following the program. Aid with Saugatuck in the titie-cllnchportant as now, and the program is all right and that his healthy Leenhouts, Brenda Bontekoe, Rex grown from 530,000 in 1945 to a
leanness should be envied.
members enjoyed an informal cr, but the Indians stayed close the District Scout Committee, was
Jones, Crystal Slag, Barbara Duey, conservative total of 5250,000.
calls for working much more closehonored Wednesday night at the
There Ls a total enrollment of question period with the students enough to keep It a battle all the monthly meeting of the committee
Tom Working and Don Winter.
ly with local agencies in the dewho
described
YMCA
activities
and
Greetings in a foreign language 632 pupils from kindergarten
Dogs Don’t Know
way. However, Martin's work on for his five years of outstanding
velopment of expresswaysand alA meeting of the Women's Mis- ternate routes. Alternateroutes I just finished reading a sup- were presentedby James Schut- through the ninth grade with a other college functions.Mr. Hon- the backboards provided the differ- leadershipas chairman. Vice
sionary and Aid Society was held (or bypass) are not nearly so seri- posedly expert newspaper piece by maat, Spanish; Lorraine Miles, teaching staff of 21. The West dorp is a pre-medical student and ence.
Chairman Janes E. Townsend
in :the church basement Thursday ous as they formerly appeared to
a so-calleddog expert. He wrote: French; Gerard Hemmes, Dutch; Cherry (old) school is devoted to Mr. Koets plans to enter the teach- Saugatuck built up a six -point spoke of the progress made in the
night. The new president, Mrs. be. Holland and Zeeland already
"A person with whom a dog will Susie Kastley, Hungarian and primary grades only while the ing profession upon graduation. lead in the first quarter, but it Scouting program in this area durDuring the business sessionmem- quickly crumbled as Martin took a
Keuning presided and Mrs. Harry are by-passed. The Holland bypass not make friends is a person not Brenda Bontekoe, German, which new school houses grades 4 through
ing DeBruyn’s term of office, and
bers discussed various projects 14-12 quarter lead. The Indians
Schutt led devotions. Mrs. Harold was under construction before the to be trusted.”
is the language studied by the 9.
presented him with an inscribed,
an
inmporvements.
Announcement
Slag presented two vocal selec- new interstate highway system Now I am wondering how many fourth grade.
dumped in eight quick points as
issue of the Scout Handwas made of an old-fashioned the second period opened to jump special
tions followed by a spiriiallife talk program came into being, and decent people have lost the faith
Keeping America beautiful was
book.
"quilting
bee’
to
be
undertaken
by
, by Mrs. Davis Bosch.
discussed
by
Frpnk
Boersma
and
into a 20-16 lead, but the Clippers
there will have to be many im- of their fellow humans by the pubDurirjf the meeting preliminary
the circle of which Mrs. H. Nort- with Bill Snook bombarding from
Starting a new Bible series on provements in grade separations lic’s belief in this fool statement: Tom Northuis. They explained
plans were set for the annual aphuis and Mrs. R. Walters are co- far out, erased this to lead at the
"The Miraclesof Jesus” Mrs. B before this route conforms.”
Dogs may like you or they may about planting seeds and making
preciation dinner for leaders,
chairmen.
Bosman conductedthe first of the He explained the new interstate dislike you, but not because you their yards beautiful.One of the
half, 36-23.
scheduled April 23. The Civic CenHostesses for th* social hour
series on the miracle of turning program in which standardsare are trustworthy or not. A dog can- projects of the children is to sell All Posts Filled
The second half was pretty much ter was set as the place for the
were the Mesdames G. Van Zyl, a basket-for-basketaffair,as the
water into wine. The booklets for "equal or better” than toll roads, not tell a good man from a bad seeds with the proceeds to go tomeeting, and a dinner committee
B. Vandc Water, J. Tubbergen and winners picked up 37 points and
the coming year containing the plus the greater advantage of ac- man at sight, anymore than you or ward the support of a Hungarian
was appointed, with Gene Vande
ZEELAND
(Special)
A
full
F. Van Lente.
programs and committees for the cess at one-two-threemiles instead I can. He may like or dislikeyou child for a year.
the losers 35. At the end of the Vusse as chairman. Other memslate
of
candidates
for
the
April
1
coming year were distributed. Mr*. of the customary 15 to 18 miles. for any of a dozen good or bad The program concluded with the
third quarter, Martin was on top, bers arc William Hinkle, Joe Elensinging of a song dedicated to the election is now assured, after a
Jack Nieboer explained the vari- "These highways with ready ac- reasons.
58-40.
baas, John Kole and Phil Frank.
Local
Woman
Charged
ous committees. After the pro- cess provide a maximum of safe- I have known hardenedcrimin- mothers.Coffee and dessert were meeting of the nominatingcomSnook and Bud Fugate paced the
Lawrence A. Wade, Jamboree
mission
Friday
night.
gram a social hour was enjoyed ty, and the fatality rate is about als whose dogs adored them and served after the program with Mrs.
In False Alarm Case
new champions with 21 points chairman,announced that several
Filled
were
the
positions
of
Suwith Mrs. Dorothy Siersma and one-third of that on old highways. would have followed them to Jake Boersma and Mrs. Ed Oudapiece. Harvey Slotman, winding recent inquiries indicate that it
pervisor and assessor.Ben De
Laura Qulllian.20, of 329 Wash- up his regular season career, capMrs. Harold Slag serving refresh- One of the greatest hazards on death. The holiest man lever man pouring.
stiU may be possiblefor the ChipWitt will be a candidate lor su- ington Blvd.. Thursday was arments.
tured the Indians’ laurels with 15. pewa Districtto send a fuU troop
old highways is 'side friction' or knew could not persuade any dog
pervisor and Harry Derks will ’-e raigned in Municipal Court on two
Miss Beth Knoll returned to her development along the highways. to stay In the same room with
Chuck Schoppe and Bob Bracken- of 37 boys to the Valley Forge
on the ballot as a nominee (or as- charges resulting from a false
home last week after submitting It was only in 1941 that a limited him.
ridge hit 10 each and Frank Lamb Jamboree. Original goal for the
sessor.
alarm turned in Oct. 24, 1956 from added seven.
So there you are! A dog has no
to an emergency operation at Hol- access law was adopted in the
District was 18 boys.
The slate will now give voters the northwest side of Holland.
mystic way of knowing who is
land hospital. She is getting along state.”
The defeat left Saugatuck In a
ITie Army ^project on Mount a choice for every position In the
Townsend announced the most
She pleaded guilty to charges of fourth place tie with Covert, both
nicely.
Foster said Michigan was for- good or who is bad. All he can Baldhead has been completedand
recent new Unit organized, a Cub
election, with double the candi- aiding and abetting in kindling a
Mrs. Marie Nicnhuis, Mrs. Amy tunate in its road construction know is whom he likes and whom
Mr. Aldrich has returnedto his dates for the number of officesto fire in the street and aiding and teams having posted 7-7 marks. Pack at Calvary Reformed
Van Till, Mrs. Nancy Kool and programs because it was a well he doesn’t like.
The Indians also split on the seahome in Medison,Wis.
be filled.
abetting in turning in a false son, winning nine and dropping the Church in Holland Heights, and
* Mrs. Chis Sas attended the South trained, well equipped and well
told of immediate plans for three
Judge
Harold
Weston
of Allegan
In the race now are:
The Teething Period
alarm.
Ottawa and Olive Township Home diversifiedcontracting clientele in
same number.
delivered t1 speech on “Guidance
Mayor—
Dr.
D
C.
Bloemcndaal
She piid n total of 524.70 being The Saugatuck junior varsity other new groups.
Economic meeting at the city hall which competition is keen, and the
I don’t think you would hit, at' the PTA meeting last Monday
Also attending the meeting
and
John
Stephenson.
fined
510 and costs on each count.
in Zeeland last week. Suggestions state ends up the winner.
scold or kick your human baby for
captured a 36-35 decision from the were: Harold De Pree, Le s t e r
night. Qoue parent-child relationCouncilmen
(two)
—
Norwood
E.
Two
other
women,
also
implicated
were presented for topics for the
Martin reservesin the prelimin- Douma, Amos Beedon, Ivan DeIn pointing to the need of a well gnawing at a rubber teething ring. ship was stressed by Judge WesHubbell, Jolr Smallegan. Herman in the actual pulling of the alarm,
coming year.
ary. With Martin ahead, 35-34, and Neff. William Payne, Otto Dressel,
planned, continuing program, Fos- Yet when a teething puppy chews ton as the best way to prevent
A. Ten Harmsel and Jay Walcott. will be picked up soon. Holland
Mr. and Mrs. M. Barense of ter said he was proud that the Re- a slipper,rug. or the leg of a
only two minutes left, John Blok William r. VandeWater, Fred
juivenile delinquency. Special emdetectives
said.
Supervisor—
Nick
Cook
and
De
Zeeland were guests Sunday night publican party today is not a boss- chair you punish him. Why? The
phasis was given to the 60th an- Witt.
The arrest of Miss Quillian and clicked on a long shot from the Zeerip, Leo Locatis. Robert Den
at the home of Chris Sas.
ed party, that it is one in which pup is in precisely the same con- niversary of the National PTA as
the
pending roundup of the other middle of the court to win the Herder, Frank, Richard Wilson,
Assessor
—
Dcrks
and
Richard
In the local school the annual every individual has the right of dition as your human teething
Founders
Day
was
commemortwo
came after long weeks of game for the Braves. Bill Figley VandeVusse,Elenbaas, Robert
Van Dorp.
child, except the dog is cutting 42
birthday party of the sixth, self expression.
of Saugatuck and John Washburn Cunningham,C h r is Gregerson,
ated.
checking
by local authorities.
seventh and eighth grade* was
of Martin tied for scoring honors Kole, Hinkle, Herman Brandmlller,
Answering a question on road teeth to the child’s 20. The aching The MethodistW.S.C.S. met at
held Friday, Feb. 22. The decora- weight restrictions,he said the and itchinggums incessantlytease
Hans Suzenaar Speaks
with 12 points apiece.
Fred Billett, O. S. Cook, Miner
the
church
Tuesday
atfemoon.
The
tions were in keeping with the state long haa had a program of the pup so he gnaws at anything to
Farther Plans Made
Meindertsma,
Andrew Lohman,
date
set
foe
the
next
Family
Night
On Tornadoes at Meet
birthday theme and birthday cakes designing "frost free roads” (build- ease this discomfort.
Winton
Gibbons
and Ralph Maas.
FENNVILLE
Special
1-Holding
supper
will
be
March
19.
The
afFor Boy Scout Fair
Instead o f beating him or scoldcomplete with candles helped to ing the road bed well above the
back a stubborn Lawton team,
ternoon was spent in making HosHans
Suzenaar.
disaster
chairing
him,
get
something
for
him
to
put all in the birthday mood. water level of surroundingarea
man for Ottawa County Red Cross, Bruce Van Leuwen, attendance FennvilleHigh School clinched Nine Drivers Appear
chew on. An old shoe from which pital pads.
f Games were played and lunch was
and having porous self-draining
addressed members of the Waver- chairman for the 1957 Scout Fair, third place in the Al-Van league
all
the
metal
has
been
removed
is
served by Mrs. John Raak and materialunderneath)but such a
ly School Parent-Teachers
Club and Gerald Emmick, assistant,an- with a narrow 50 • 49 win here For Re-Examination
one
of
the
best
dog
"teething
Mrs. Harold Slag.
program is a long involved proPine Creek Cab Scouts
Thursday evening, on tornadoes. nounced today that Scout ' Fair Friday night
The PTA meeting was held Feb. cess and it will take some time rings.”
GRAND HAVEN (Special)
The- Blackhawks, who made a
He described the procedure the tickets will be available from any
Have Annual Banquet
20 with a good attendance.Bernard before connectingroads can be
Nine persons appeared before Lars
Civil Defense takes wheif a tornado Cub Scout or Explorer,anytime determined bid for the league
Bosnian showed colored tildes of improved to that degree. He said, W overly Activity
crown before falling back late in Syverson,field examiner for the
Eighty-three Cub Scouts of Pack is reported and the part the Red after today.
his trip to Alaska.
however, that periods for frost
The
Fair, which is scheduled for the season, led all the way in their Department of State, Thursday
Cross
plays
during
time
of
disas3941 of Pine Creek and families
The mothers club will meet restrictionalready have been re- Plans for Fun Night
ter. Movies of an Oklahoma tor- the Civic Center on Saturday, last regular game of the season. afternoon and Jeff Cox, 22, of 88
March 5 at 8 p.m.
gathered at the school Wednesday
duced, and eventually the restricnado and the one at Standaie last March 30. will be featuring ap- But, refusing to be downed, the East 8th St., Holland, failed to apPlans
for
a
family
fun
night
The annual World Day of Prayer tions can be eliminted.
evening for their annual Blue and April 3 were shown.
proximately75 booth demonstra- sixth-place Blue DevUs stayed pear.
scheduled
for
March
22
at
Waverly
meeting will be held in the local
George Van Koevering,county School were discussed at a meet- Gold banquet
Norman Winkels, 31. of 38 East
close behind, and two free throws
Ted Krcgt. president, wa^t in tions of "scouting In action.”
church Friday March 8 with the Republicanchairman,presided.
Main St.. Zeeland; Emmett Martin
with
less
than
a
minute
to
play
Assisting
the
committee
as
charge
of
the
meeting
and
introing
of
the
Waverly
Activity
Club
Special guests were Mr. and
churches of Harlem and Ottawa
Courtade,26, 14335 32nd, Marne:
Friday evening. Mrs. Don Essen- Mrs. W. Bloemendaal. Mr. and duced the speaker. Prayer was of- neighborhood attendance mana- brought them within one point
at 2 p.m. Mrs. Martin De Wolfe,
I^awton, literally head and shoul- and Vincent Sanford Otteson, 26,
Marridge Licenses
gers are: W. R. Fitzgerald, north
fered by James Schuiling.
burg
and
Mrs.
Dennis
Steinfort
former missionaryto Indian will
Mrs. Ivan De Neff and Jack
Ottawa County
Refreshments were served by shore; Ray Dannenberg, Pine ders above Fennville, waa paced of 1841 Porter, SW., Grand Rapids,
are chairmen of the event which
be the speaker. A time of fellowBruce
A.
Dijlon, 22, route 1, will be open to the public. Mrs. Daniels.
Mrs. Marvin Van Tatenhove, Mrs. Creek and West Olive; Arthur oy 6'7” Jim Edwards, who, reach- were given 30-day suspensions.
ship and refreshmentwill follow
Supper was served by Mrs. Ada Julius M e i s t e, Mrs. H. Van Boeve, Maplewood: Joe Elenbaas, ing over two FennvlUe defenders, The following received six
Coldwater, and Mary Lou Kieft, Alvin Kapenga, president,conductin the church basement.
Hudsonville; Don Van Lente, south dropped in 25 points to be far and months probation: William De
22, Spring Lake.
ed the busings meeting.
Vandenoerg and Camp Fire girls Noorder and Mrs. C. Huskey.
shore; William Dayne, Zeeland; — "»v the high point man of the Wilde, 31. of 196 East 24th St., HolMrs. Lawrence Prins and Mra. of the school. Mr. De Neff spoke
land; Donald Lee Hulzenga, 18,
Tulip Shoots Seen
Among ducks, the pintail is one Ed Joostbcrens, Hamilton; Abbott game.
San Xavier del Bac mission,near Jake Zuidema presented the Home on the birthday of scouting beforeickhawk Coach Sam Mqre- route 1. Allendale;Gary Greer
Signs of spring: John Hulxeng*, Tucson, Ariz., is called by the Economics lesson on ’’Curtains serving the birthday cake. A cere- of the strongest and fastest^fliera. Davis, Saugatuck: Robert Cunning
of 201 East Ninth 9t., March 2 re- Papago Indians "the white dove of and Draperies,”after which re- mony was held for advancement. A flock of 22 pintails laned on ham, Ganges and Fennville; Har- head couldn't say enough in praise Gray, 21, route 1, Nunica: Foster
freshmentswere served by Mrs.
ported tulips up abbut an inch in the desert'.*
As this pack has been newly Palmyra Island, 1100 miles south old De Pree, Montelk) Park. Man- of the big junior."Edward*’ per- Kenneth Wiersema, 25. route 3,
the front of his home. The bulbs
W. Fockler and Mrs. L. Fought. chartered,each Cub Scout received of Hawaii in 1942 and one wore a agers in Holland city are Phil formance was the best by an In- Zeeland: Janet Va
Hudsonville, and John
were planted not far from the The South American arapaima
his Wolf Badga. Some received ar- band placed on it in Utah 82 days Frank. William Arendshorst, Fred dividual we’ve seen this year,” he
said. Edwards has not been a con- Seme. 47, of 1605 Peny,
Zeerip, Lawrence Zuidema.
earlier.
Coffee is mtive to Colombia.
U the biggest fresh water fish.
row points.
foundation.
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DeBniyn Honored
Meeting

North Holland

Zeeland Now Has

Saugatuck

(

-
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DamageEstimated
At $25,000;

3

Fireinen Injured
Fire Chief Asserts

Inspectors Found

Home

in

Good Shape

Twenty-ninepersons were made
homeless Sunday afternoonwhen
flames whipped through most of
the three-storyGoodrich House at
75 East Ninth at
Holland firemen Harold (Buck)
Barkel, Arie Buurman, and
Johnny Van Null received facial
burns and cuts in fightingthe foui^
hour long battle.
The .fire ot undeterminedorigin
started on the east -side of the
-

third floor. The loss to the building and contents will probably ex-

ceed 525,000.
Fire Chief Andrew Klomparens
said the fire was the worst Holland
has experienced in the last 14
years. Klomparens said the Goodrich H<*ise was one of the cleanest he had seen and a recent fire
inspection showed everything was
in -top shape.
The fire was first noticed by a
neighbor whi spotted smoke pouring out from under the eaves on
the third floor. The .owners, Mr.
aiid Mrs. CecR Van Slooten immed
lately ran through the building

DENSE SMOKE HIDES BLAZE —

Billowing
clouds of smoke poured from the Goodrich House
Sunday afternoon as firemen struggled up three
flights of stairs at the rear of the house carrying
high pressure lines. Firemen were hampered at
getting at the source of the flames because the

third floor

alerting the occupants.
Van Slooten and several of the
tenants grabbed fire extinguishers
and attempted to halt the fire,
pending arrive, of firemen minutes later.
The entire third floor where seven men lived was a total loss. Only
charred timbers and debris inches
high on the floor remained. Flames
ate through the roof in at least
a half-dozen spots.
Firemen were hampered in getting at the source of the fire since
the third floor attic area was subdivided into a half - dozen rooms

partitioned.

and

was subdivided into several rooms and
The stairs (above) were soon coated
with ice and hazardousto climb. The towering
pillars of smoke attracted hundredsof residents
during the four-hour-long battle.

all

were

partitioned.

Two of the roomers fled with
only the clothing on their backs
without having time to put on

their socks. All their personal belongings were destroyed.
Two explosionsripped through
the attic shortly after firemen arrived, spreading the flames. A
half-dozen hoses were laid as firemen hoisted ladders along all
sides of the building.
Eighteen - degree temperatures
soon froze the water on ladders
GRAND RAPIDS (Special) and stairways outside,
work hazardous.
Holland High’s reserve team routA flood of water soon poured
ed Ottawa Hills, 71-36 here Friday

—

from the ceiling in nearly all the rooms. Two explosions which
ripped through the third floor soon after firemen arrived spread
the flames, hindering the fight. The bottom picture shows
firemen holding a high pressure line as they poured water onto
the blazing structure.Left to right are Jack Zwiers, Ralph Jones,
Mike Nivison, John DuMez (partiallvhidden), John Otting and
paqe 8.
Bob Weller. Other pictures onn page

FIRE LOSS EXCEEDS $25,000
The entire third floor of the
Goodrich House was burned out and damage to the second floor
was extensive as the resultsof a Sunday afternoonfire. A half
dozen firemen (top picture)are barely visible, through the smoke,
standing on the porch roof. Firemen spread tarpaulins over
furniture on the first floor to protect it from water cascading
through the ceilings. Most of the furnishings in the dozen second
floor rooms were ruined by smoke and water. Plaster had dropped
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RoO Over Ottawa

Mrs. Bessie Ensfield will be,
hostess for members of the
Ganges Bridge Club Monday,
March 4. A dessert luncheon at
one o'clock will be followed by an

#

afternoon of bridge.

The Ganges Methodist Church

making

-

down the

will sponsor a Singspirationat the

Church Sunday evening, March 3*
a* 7:30. It will be under the direc-

inside stairways and

tion of the Rev. Robert Garrett of

night for win No. 9 in 14 attempts. and through the ceilings as the
The total was the most points high pressure nozzles shot tons of
scored by a reserve unit coach- water onto the blazing timbers.
At times flames were leaping
ed by Bob Connell.
dozens of feet into the air above
Realizing early Holland had the
the roof. Hundred of spectators
game, Connell began to substitutewere attracted by the fire and
but all of the Little Dutch were
smoke.
eager to score and "playing their
Police earlier had blocked off
best game of the season” really
Ninth St., between College and
went at it.
Columbia Aves. and no traffic exHolland led 20-7 at the end of cept fire trucks was allowed in the
the first quarter and 31-18 at half- block.
time.
Next door neighbors,Dr. and
A 29-point splurge in the third Mrs. Gerrit Van Zyl, quickly

Saugatuck Methodist church.
There will be singing of the old
familiar hymns. Mrs. Mae Winna
will accompany on the organ and
the Rev. Henry 'Alexanderon the
piano. There will be special numbers by the Foxes or Saugatuck ,
as well as other specials. The public is invited.

Mrs. Robert Stillson entertained a group of friends and neighbors at a commee party Tuesday
morning cf last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Sorensen and
daughters Lynn and Gail have
been enjoying a 10-day vacation

quarter put the game away for opened their home to the Van
Holland. The third period count Slootens and the others who were
was 60-25.
burned out.
"We used half court, full court In a matter of minutes the Van
and zone press effectively,”Con- Zyls had hot coffee ready and
nell said, "and the boys bounced served gallons of it to the wet
back from the Niles loss and play- and chilled firemen. The couple aled their best game.”
so served evening meals to many
The Little Dutch hit on 28 out persons.

at the

home

of the latter’s mother,

Mrs. Me Murda of East St. Louis
and other southern points.
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Heinze announce the birth of a grand daughter, Vickie Marie, 7 pounds, 11
ounces to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
of 79 shots for slightly better than
Sandtner of Peoria, Hi.
35 percent.
Miss Freida Dressed who has
Jim Overbeek paced Holland Panel Discussion
spent the past six weeks in the
with 16 and Dave Kleis and Ron
Held at PTA Meeting
home of Mrs. Bertha Plummer
Dorgelo followed with seven. Bob
THIRD' FLOOR GUTTED — An unidentifiedHolland fireman
has returned to the home of Mrs. ,
Chambers and Bob Teall each
A
panel discussion was the prostands silhouettedagainst burned timbers and debris that remained
Jesse Dressell in South Haven.
-Arnold Mulder
popped six and Hub Harrington,
gram for the newly reorganized
: on the third floor of the Goodrich House after fire raged through
The Family night supper held
five.
the structureSunday afternoon. The corridor runs north and south
A new book that appeared in land when Queen Elizabeth should
Wednesday eevning, Feb. 20 at
Others scorers were: Ted Wal- Van Raalte Rural PTA ot Holland
in
in the buildingwith rooms on either side. The seven men who lived
the Ganges Methodist Church was
ters, 4; Chuck Riters, 4; Vern Township Tuesday evening. The 1956 may come as a surprise to die. His mother, Mary Queen of
on this floor lost all their clothing and personal belongings. Teske, 3; Dave Wehrmeyer, 2; panel was made up of the principal,
Scots, had legal pretensions to the
well attended. The program was
students and lovers of the King
Nothing was saved. Two men fled with only time to put on
succession. She was the prisoner ZEELAND (Special) — Several directed toward the pastor, the
Russ Prins, 2 and Jack Hulst, 1. Theodore Boot, teachers, Mrs.
James version of the Bible. The of Queen Elizabeth, and the evi- Zeeland High School students are Rev. Alexander and his family in
trousers, shirts and
(Sentinel photo)
Bob James had nine for Ottawa. Lena Lucas and Mrs. Doris Meeusen and school board members, book, simply called "James VI dence produced by biographer eligible to compete in the District appreciation for the four years of
B. Van Slooten and E. Schipper. and I," is by David Harris Wil- Willson seems to show that James Forensic Contest to be held in service in the church and comMarch as a result of winning first
Longfellow Cub Scouts
Hiss Doris Wieshamp
Subjects discussed were plans lson, a Universityof Minnesota secretly agreed to have her head
funity. Each branch of the church
or second places in a Forensic conprofessor,
and
it
paints
a
striking
cut
off
to
advance
his
own
claim
and
ideas
of
school
division;
tips
Four
was represented. Two skits were
Stage Annual Banquet
Honored at Shower
test recently at Zeeland High.
to parents on child behavior; child portraitof what the man actually to the throne.
presented, one by the W.S.C.S..
In interpretativereadings Jim
Miss I>)ri3 Wieskamp. May Cub Scout Pack 3055 of Longfel- safety and recoqimendationsfor was like who gave his name to the Although there may be some Van Dam won first and Max De "The Pearly Gates”; another by
slight doubt about this, there is no
music';financial progress and facts celebrated Bible version.
bride - elect of Dale Van Eck. low School and their families held
To Traffic
Jonge, second. Grace Broersma the Methodist Men club. "We
a successful Blue and Gold ban- and school lunch plans and play- It was in 1611 that the King doubt that he plotted with politi- and Myra Vanden Berg tied for Meet on Thursday." Rev. Alexanwas feted at a miscellaneous show- quet Thursday evening at he ground improvements and equip- James version of the Bible appear- cians in Scotland, England, France
der was made an honorary memFour persons were referred to er Wednesday evening at the home school with about 200 persons pre- ment. A question and answer per- ed, but it was quite a few years and Italy to secure their support third. Other contestants were ber of Boys Scout Troop No. 45 in
Thelma Beyer. Mary Elzinga,
traffic sqhool at a regular session of Mrs. Maun Wierda.
iod followed. Don Ver Beek gave earlier that the British king sign- for his claims to the throne. Those
sent.
appreciation of his work with the
of traffic court Thursay night Games were enjoyed with dued the document thit started some plots did not work out but they Michael Rybarczyk and Roger Scouts. Gifts were presentedthe
Cubs staged a “cock fight" with the invocation.
Wyngarden.
before MunicipalJudge Cornelius plicateprizes going to Miss Shirley the best "rooster” from each den
On the social committee were 50 or more British scholars off on surely were far removed from the
pastor and family.
Dale Ver Beek and Lois Bos placNivison, Miss Viola VanAnrooy,
vander Meulen.
spirit of the great work of Bible
participating.Finalist, Bobby Mr. and Mrs. D. G. Willetts, Mr. the job of translation.
Miss Ludlle Plummer of Elked
first
and
second,
respectively,
They are Eldon Lee Streur, of Miss Armita Tibbit, Mrs. Ed Bare- Vrieling,will represent Pack 3055 and Mrs. D.*C. Smith and Mr. and Almost the only claim to fame translationassociated with his
hart, Ind., spent the weekend here
in declamatoryreadings with
608 Lugers, speeding and following man, Mrs. Jason Goodyke and
that King James has is the fact name.
in competition with other finalists Mrs. M. Evans
with her father, Ocelus Plummer
fire truck too closely; James Arlon Mrs. B. T. Ely.
Members of the executive board that he signed that document.^ If Perhaps the surpriseof those who Beula Kampen taking third. Others and visitingher mother at the
at the Scout Fair on March 30.
participating
were
Ron
Plasman
Brown, of 298 East Eighth St.,
Invited guests included the MesWolf badges were awarded by include William G. Oonk, presi- his name had not become assiefat- revere the name of King James
Belvederthome.
and Sandy Zuverink.
stop street causing accident; dames William Mulder, Ely, HarCubmaster Jack Oosterbaan to dent; Lester Van Ry, vice presi- ed with that version of the Bible, because of his official connection In the humorous contest B. J. Mr. and Mrs. Robert MalmHenry Ten Brink, of 385 Elm, ry Wicckamp, Charles Mersman. James Van Ark, Ronald Oetman, dent; Mrs. H. Vredeveld,secre- the chances are that most people with the Bible project will be still
Berghorst took first, Barbara Van strom of Chicago were guests
speeding 42 in 30; Harvey Jay Edward Wieland,Jason Goodyke,
Marc Becker, Marc Raith, Doug tary; P. Barkel, treasurer and who today revere the name would greater when they learn what bio- Haitsma, second, and Ron Mulder from Friday until Tuesday at the
Brower, route 3, Zeeland, exces- Ed Bareman, Eleanor Colts and
Schurman, Tommy Thomas, Mich- Mrs. G. Klein, assistantsecretary- not have known that he ever lived. grapher Willson has to say about
home of the latter’s sister, Mrs.
sive noise— muffler.
Daily and the Misses Viola Van ael Oonk, William Meyer, Thomas treasurer.
At best he would merely have been the private character of King and John Bloemendaal tied for
John Me Vea.
Ella Hall, route 1, was placed Anrooy, Kathryn Grooenevelt, Jo
third.
Milly
De
Witt
and
Karyl
The next meeting was set for a name in a list of fairly obscure James. He was not quite a drunkMiss Doris Wightman of Grand
on probation for four months on Peerbolt, Armita Tibbit, Joan Burke, Richard Boven, Craig
Holleman
were
the
other
speakthe second Tuesday in April when Britishmonarchs, like some of the ard, but so close to it that he frei Hoffman, Dale Flowerday,James
Rapids was a weekend guest at
a charge of failureto control car Tuinsma. Shirley Nivison, Liz
ers.
early
Edwards
and
some
of
the
quently
made
something
of
a
beast
bylaws will be voted on.
and leaving the scene of an acci- Sharp, Cornelia Bos and the hon- Robbert, Paul Prins, Robert Kouw,
Ron Beyer received first place, the home of her parents, Mr. and
early Georges.
of himself. And the morals of his
Jr. and Robert Nicolson.
Mrs. Chester Wightman
dent. Conditions of the probation ored guest.
Actually James himself had court were such that they shocked Norma Vanden Bosch, second, and
Those receivingBear badges
Peter Carlson and daughter,
are that she may not drive withArlene
Cranmer,
third,
for
original
Annual
Men9s
Night
little or nothing to do with the many men and women who were
were Terry Gibson, and Michael
Mrs
Edith O'Neil of Allegan visiout permission of the judge.
orations.
job of translation;he was far too not narrow or puritanical.
Oosterbaar. Tickets for the Scout HelibyPhUathea
ted recently in the home of Mr.
Others appearing were R e k a Party Given for Jerry
Linda
De
Bruyn
and
John
Bloeignorant to undertake even a min"King James VI and I” is not in
Fair were distributedto the Cubs
Bontekoe, of 196 West 14th St., inmendaal will represent Zeeland in and Mrs. Albert Nye and other
by Dr. J. A. Lubbers.
The annual Philathea Men’s or role in the project. He plumed any sense a debunking biography. the extempore contest.
Ganges friends
terfering with through traffic, 512 Robbers on Birthday
himself
on
being
somehting
of
a
It is the work of a scholar who has
Night dinner was held at First
Saturdayevening guests of Miss
suspended after traffic school;
Mrs.
Jack
Miller
judged
the
coir
theologian, but the opinion was devoted many years to the study,
Jerry Rabbers was honored at
Methodist Church last Wednesday
Lonnie Daniel Stewart, of 88 East
Marie
Stehle at a family dinner
Christy Vande Vusse
merely his own; the real scholars and it is so richly documented that tests.
evening.
Eighth St, failure to control car, a party given by his mother, Mrs.
were John Stehle. son Robert and
James Rabbers,- Jr., assist! by Feted on Birthday
A ham dinner was served by of that day secretlylaughed at his it is hard to see how it can be re517 suspendedafter traffic school;
Gerald and daughter. Marjorie;
Mrs. Donald H. Brink at his home
Mrs. Gertrude Ver Hoef and her pretensionswhile they flattered the futed. While his predecessor,Queen Mrs. Diepenhorst, 78,
Earl Gritzinger,route 2, Fennville,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Stehle and
Elizabeth,
was
a
political
genius,
Christy Lynn Vande Vusse was committee.Miss Frances Round- king to his face.
interferingwith through traffic, ac- 64 West 35th St., Wednesday afterMr. and Mrs Robert Stillsonof
noon on the occasion of his fifth honored on her first birthday with house sang three selections, ac- But the readers of the new bio- James was hardly more than a Dies in Noordeloos
quitted in non-jury trial.
this place, and Miss Bethel Buigraphy
will
probably
be
even
more
foul-mouthed,
pretentious
nonetibirthday.
a party given by her parents, Mr. companied by Miss Ruth Wright
Melvin Johnson, of 768 Riley St,
som.
ZEELAND
(Special)
Mrs.
Gifts were presented to the and Mrs. Jack Vande Vusse, at Austin Buchanan spoke on the greatly surprised to learn what ty, rescued from oblivon by the
stop sign, 57; Ronald Nykamp, of
Mrs. Jo Carter of , Cedarburg,
Gertrude
Diepenhorst,
78,
of
the real King James was actually accident of his official connection
28^4 West 21st St, right of way, guest of honor and refreshments their home Saturday evening. Mrs. purposes of a well-rounded educaNoordeloos,
route
3, Holland, died Wis., was an overnight guest
512; John Eugene Gates, route 1, were served. Games were played Warren Kievit assistedthe hostess. tion. A film, "Skilled Hands.” like. Far from being the theological with the great Bible version.
Sunday evening at her home, fol- Tuesday at the home of Mrs.
Hamilton,excessivenois e, 57; and prizes won by David Geerts, Decorations were in a pink and showed the process of making a saint that the association of his
Monroe Eaton.
lowing a lingering illness.
name
with
the
translation
of
the
Abraham D. Veurink, of 19 East Margie Boeve, Yvonne Kuiper, blue color scheme. The children good piece of furniture.
A family birthday party was
Dumping
Fine
Paid
She
was
the
daughter
of
the
Seventh St, speeding 54 in 30, 520; Randy Pittman and Lorell Bou- attending the party were present- The committee in charge of pro- Bible might suggest, he was a
late Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wiliink. held Sunday at the home of Mr."
good
deal
of
a
boor,
rather
a
man.
ed with party hats and balloons. gram included Mr. and Mrs. LaJohn Yovich, 24, Detroit,speeding
GRANf) HAVEN (Special) Her husband,John, died about 18 and Mrs. Alva Hoover honoring
50 in 25, 515; Dale Hamburg, of Guests were Lorell Bouman, Gits were presented to the guest vem Rudolph,Mr. and Mrs. Duf- roughneck in many ways, a time- Earl E. Malott. 28, 459 Baldwin
years ago. She was a member of tin Feburary birthdays in the
955 Paw Paw Dr., speeding 38 in Lirtda and Kurt Essenburg.Mar- of honor and refreshmentswere field Wade and Mr. and Mrs. serving politician, a man who can
St,
Jenison,
paid
525' fine and 54.30 NoordeloosChristian Reformed family. Twenty members of the
almost
be
held
responsible
for
ac25, 513; Peter Boyenga,of 37 East gie and David Boeve, Randy Pitt- served.
Earle Regains. Devotions were led
family were present. Refreshcosts in Justice Eva Workman’s Church.
Seventh St, right of way, 512; Joe man, David and Judy Geerts,
Those present were Mr. and Mrs. by Dr. Carl Ashby and the Rev. quiescing in the execution of his
Survivingare one son, Arthur, ments and a social time were encourt
Thursday
afternoon
for
own
mother,
Mary
Queen
of
Scots,
Van Rooyen, of 116 West 10th St Yvonne and Wanda Kuiper, Jaca- John Vande Vusse and Glenn, Miss John O. Hagans closed the projoyed.
for the personal political advant- dumping r bbish on a public high- of Noordeloos; one daughter, Mrs.
dog it large, 513.90.
lyn Brink and Jerry’s brother, Sherry Vande Vusse, Lee Veldhuis, gram with prayer.
Howard Hunt of Huntree Nurway.
The
alleged offense occurred Louis Schut of Beaverdam; three
age.
David Rabbers.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren I£ievit and
grandchildren; one sister, Mrs. sery has purchased the farm
on
or
about
Feb.
23,
in
Wright
James
was
not
the
King
of
Legendary resting place of King
Jody Marie, Mr. and Mrs. Archie
The Tower bridge in London is
Jennie Diepenhorst of Graafschap; home of Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Arthur'* spirit in Britain is 3,560- The Holland Public Library has Murphy and Robert and Patricia, considered one of the finest engi- England at the time, only the King township. The arrest was by Sam
one sister-in-law,Mrs. Herman Hough, who will soon move to
Hartwell.
Sr.,
weighmaster
for
the
of
Scotland.
The
ambition
of
his
mountain, highest in books to suit every interest and Mrs. Barbara Cook and Suanne neering feats of the Nineteenth
Wiliink of
their borne on Baseline Rd.
Ottawa
County
Road
Commission.
life was to win the throne of Engtaste.
Century.
and David.

Library Adventures

Speech Contest
Held

Zeeland

jackets.

Are Referred

School

—

-

I

Holland.
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